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ON  TUS  ELY  DIAGNOSIS  OF  SCIIIZtPNR=A 
JAMES  CHAPUAN 
nMOWCTIQN 
Since  Bleuler  introduced  his  acncept  of  schizophrenia 
in  1911,  there  has  been  a  steady  growth  of  clinical  and  experi- 
mental  data  relating  to  this  disease.  I1oaever,  the  literature 
dealing  with  early  diagnosis  in  sparse  and,  as  yet,  there  is  no 
general  agreement  as  to  what  armptomatology  constitutes  the  early 
clinical  picture..  Older  texts  (Kraepelin,  1919;  Bleuler,  1911) 
do  not  elaborate  early  diagnosis,,  dwelling  more  on  distinguishing 
schizophrenia  fron  other  disease  entities.  - 
Likewise,  more  recent 
texts  tend  to  refer  to  the  early  stages,  very  briefly,  in  rather 
vague  terms,  implying  the  development  of  the  disease  over  the 
first  few  years  from  its  onset.  Although  practice  varies,,  the 
diagnosis  of  schizophrenia  is  often  reserved  until  Bleuler's 
primary  symptoms  of  disordered  volition,,  thinking  and  affect,, 
appear  overtly,  by  which  time  there  may  be,,  also,  some  evidence 
of  deterioration*.  It  is  recognised,  however,.  that  these  symptoms 
may  take  years  to  appear  (&illies,  15.9),  so  that  early  diagnosis 
cannot  readily  be  made  by  using  these  criteria., 
There  are  a  number  of  reports  which  deals  indirectly 
with  the  early  stages  of  eohizophrenia,  but  these  tend  to  fcoue 
on  the  eimilsrity  between  the  early  stages  of  the  disease  "ind  other, 
particularly  neurotic,  states.  Such  reports  are  prone  to  compare (2) 
and  contrast  the  early  stages  of  schizophrenia  with  a  variety  of 
neurotic  clinical  pictures  and  often  merely  emphasise  the 
difficulty  in  early  diagnosis,  eventually  labelling  cases  Where 
the  diagnosis  is  in  doubt  and  where  the  disease  is  not  established, 
as  latent  (Bleuier,  1911;  Forer,  1950),  pseudo-neurotic  (Hoch  & 
Polatin,  1949)i  abortive  (Mayer,  1950),  ambulatory  (Zilboorg,  1956), 
masked  (Kiesler,  1952),  sub-clinical  (Peterson,  1954),  and  border- 
line  (Wolberg,  1952;  Txliht,  1953;  Axel,  1955;  Shenken,  1956), 
schizophrenia. 
The  approach  or  American  psychiatrists  is  perhaps  best 
represented  by  Bellak  (1958),  who  states  that  the  diagnosis  of 
schizophrenia  is  essentially  phenomenological,  based  on  the  degree 
or  disturbance  or  ego  functions  and  also  an  the  pathological 
nature  of  the  defences  appearing  in  the  disease,  According  to 
Bellak,  the  concept  of  the  ego  is  beat  understood  by  reference 
to  its  functions,  which  include  the  individual's  relation  to 
reality,  drive  regulation,  object  relationships,  thought  processes, 
defences,  autonomous  functions,  and  synthetic  functions.  With 
this  ego-psychological  approach,  Bellak  describes  the  "borderline" 
schizophrenia  as  an  individual  whose  thinking,  affective  control, 
perceptual  reliability,  and  object  relationships  are  weakened,  but 
who  does  not  show  signs  of  deterioration.  Bellak  goes  on  to  say, 
If  this  same  picture  or  dubious  functioning  is  present,  but  aceam- 
pazied:  i  by  reigns  of  increasing  lability  of  mood,  progressive 
inability  of  impulse  control,  increasing  emergence  of  the  primary (3) 
processes  and  increasing  crumbling  of  the  defences,  with  d  J'a  vu 
experiences,  feelings  of  unreality,  impaired  sleeping,  impaired 
appetite  and  a  rising  anxiety  level,  then  we  are  dealing  with 
incipient  schizophrenia,  and  steps  might  be  taken  to  avoid  its 
further  progress**  Here  again  the  early  clinical  picture  is 
expressed  in  somewhat  vague  and  8enercl  terms,  Bellak  admits 
that  symptoms,  related  to  the  breakdown  or  ego  functions,  are  not 
specific  to  schizophrenia  and  may  be  present  in  a  aide  variety  of 
other  conditions. 
The  British  approach  to  early  diagnosis'is  possibly  best 
represented  by  Dillies  (1949,1958),  one  of  the  few  authorities 
who  has  attempted  to  describe  the  early  clinical  picture  in  a  mcre 
specific  manner.  Gillies  placed,  emphasis  on  Bleuler's  primary 
symptoms  of  disordered  thinking,  affect  and  volition,  and  autistic 
withdrawal.  'fie  considered  these  symptoms  pathognomonie￿  but  pointed 
out  that  they  may  not  appear  overtly  for  a  long  time.  Dillies' 
approach  was  to  study  case  records  for  the  earliest  subjective  com- 
plaints  made  by  schizophrenic  patients  and  to  arrange  these  non- 
specific  symptoms  according  to  their  derivation  from  the  primary 
symptoms.  Such  symptomatic  changes  included  vagueness  in  thinking, 
bodily  preoccupations,  seclusiveness,,  lack  of  interest,  and  a  wide 
variety  of  neurotic  symptoms.  GiUies  stressed  the  importance  of 
assessing  the  overall  picture  and  also  the  patient's  attitude  to  his 
symptoms. 
Some  insight  into  how  a  proportion  of  Scottish  psychiatrists (10 
approach  the  diagnosis  of  early  schizophrenia  was  obtained  in  a 
survey  made  by  Tirabury  &  Uoebray  (19  +),  In  carrying  out  this 
survey,  these  authors  first  consulted  seven  British  textbooks  in 
general  use  (Curran  &  Partridge,  19551  Gillian,,  19581  Henderson 
&  Gillespie,  1950;  Lewis,  19501  Mayer-Gross)  Slater  &  Roth,  1960; 
Skottove,  1953;  Valentine,  1955),  From  these  seven  sources  an 
objective  composite  description  of  the  diagnostic  features  of  early 
schizophrenia  was  obtained,  using  the  comparative  matching  technique 
described  by  Raven  (1950).  This  was  done  by  analysing  the 
frequency  with  which  discrete  statementas  about  the  diagnosis  of 
schizophrenia,  appeared  in  the  above  texts.  By  removing  recurring 
and  synonymous  statements,  a  final  list  of  106  such  items  was 
obtained  and  these  were  then  sorted  by  experienced  observers  until 
an  agreed  cla  aification,  under  seven  main  headings,  was  reached. 
This  list  or  items  was  then  used  to  construct  a  questionnaire  which 
was  presented  to  members  of  the  Royal  Medico-PaVchological  Associa- 
tion  in  Scotland,  or  whom  95  (nearly  60%)  responded.  Analysis  of 
the  results  showed  that  considerable  differences  existed  between 
psychiatrists  in  the  criteria  used  for  diagnosis,  The  most 
characteristic  items,  which  senior  psychiatrists  used  in  early 
diagnosis,  were,  briefly,  vagueness  in  thinking,  emotional  blunting 
and  incongruity  of  affect,  lack  of  spontaneity  in  speech,  preoocu- 
pations,  perplexity,  withdrawal  and  change  in  the  experience  of  self. 
The  authors  of  the  survey  concluded  that  the  lack  of  uniformity  in 
the  approach  to  diagnosis,  was  partly  dependent  on  the  lack  of  agreed (5) 
operational  derinitions  of  the  terms  used. 
The  present  thesis  was  derived  from  en  initial  clinical 
atu4y  of  a  few  young  schizophrenics  who  were  still  in  the  early 
stages  of  the  illness.  After  prolonged  observation  in  a  psyoho' 
therapeutio-  setting,  it  was  noted,  from  what  the  patients 
reporte4  that  they  werd  attending  to  stimuli  in  the  general 
environment  which  the  observer  had  not  noticed.  Then  the 
observer  then  paid  deliberate  attention  to  background  stimuli, 
occurring  within  the  compass  of  the  interview  room,  there  appeared 
to  be  a  relation  between  the  occurrence  of  irrelevant  stimuli  and 
certain  behavioural  changes  simultaneously,  observable  in  the 
patient,  such  as  thought  blocking.  The  patients  were  encouragecl 
to  give  subjective  accounts  of  their  experiences  and,  as  the 
collection  of  such  clinical  data  increased,  it  became  clear  that 
the  patients  were  having  great  difficulty  in  attending  and  perceiving- 
A  detailed  description  of  some  of  these  changes  was  presented  in  a 
later  report  (Chapman,  Freeman  d.  McGhie,  19,59)￿  In  extending  the 
clinical  study,  in  conjunction  with  a  pearchological  colleague 
(A.  UcGhie),  a  more  systematic  method  of  collecting  the  clinical 
data  was  arranged.  As  a  result  of  this  second  study  of  a  larger 
number  (26)  of  patients,  it  was  concluded  that  the  earliest  symptoms 
described  by  schizophrenic  patients  suggested  that  one  of  the  primary 
disorders  in  schizophrenia  is  a  breakdown  in  the  selective  and 
inhibitory  functions  of  attention  (MoGhie  &  Chapman,  i961). 
In  the  follow-up  of  young  patients  over  a  period  of  a  few (6) 
years,  the  observation  was  confirmed  that  profound  changes  in 
cognitive  function  are  subjectively  experienced  by  achisophrenioa, 
long  before  the  overt  appearance  of  signs  of  established  disease. 
This  led  the  author  to  continue  the  approach,  which  bears  ease 
resemblance  to  that,  described  by  Dillies  (1959),  of  making  a 
detailed  assessment  of  the  subjective  complaints  of  schizophrenic 
patients.  fowever,  whereas  the  latter  author,  used  a  retros- 
peotive  study  of  case  records,  it  was  decided  that,  possibly,  more 
detailed  clinical  data  might  be  obtained  in  a  prospective  study, 
by  interviewing  patients  at  an  early  stage  of  their  ptvchosia  and 
encouraging  them  to  describe  their  subjective  experiences. 
The  aim  of  the  present  the3ill  then  is  to  present  clinical 
data,  in  the  form  of  symptomatic  changes  in  subjective  experience, 
reported  by  a  group  of  1+0  schizophrenia  patients,  %ho  were,  in  the 
main,  studied  from  an  early  stage  in  the  disease,  and  to  dioouss 
their  significance  and  possible  application  to  early  8trgnosis. 
lý TJ  OD 
The  subjects  were  selected  from  young  inpatients, 
initially  at  Gartnavel  Royal  Hospital,  Glasgow,  and  later#  more 
extensively,  at  Royal  Dundee  Litt  Hospital.  Patients  were  inclu- 
ded  in  the  study  if  the  diagnosis  of  schizophrenia  had  been  confirmed 
by  the  consultant  psychiatrist  in  charge  of  the  case,  it  the  duration 
of  illness  did  not  exceed  three  years,  and  if  the  diagnosis  was 
affirmed  on  follow-up.  Thus,  most  of  the  patients  examined  were (7) 
still  in  the  relatively  early  stages  of  the  disease  and  had  not  yet 
lost  the  capacity  to  communicate  their  subjective  experiences.  A 
total  of  t+0  patients  co-cperated  in  the  study.  Details  of  egge, 
occupations  marital  status,  sex  distribution,  and  duration  of 
illness,  at  the  time  of  examination,  are  listed  in  Table  I  (Appendix 
A)#  The  age  range  was  17  to  32  years,  giving  a  mean  age  of  24.6 
years.  Although  the  sex  of  the  patient  rats  not  a  criterion  for 
selection,  there  was  an  overwhelming  predonirance  of  males  in  the 
group,  only  2  patients  out  of  the  whole  group  of  40  being  female. 
The  duration  of  illness  as  measured  from  the  time  when  the  patient 
first  become  noticeab]y  ill,  varied  from  1  to  33  months,  the  mean 
duration  being  11  months￿  The  majority  of  patients  (85%)  were 
unmarried.  Every  patient  was  examined  in  a  short  series  of 
interviews,  numbering  from  2  to  121  each  of  which  lasted  approxi- 
mately  one  hour.  The  interview  was  structured  in  order  to  provide 
a  full  clinical  assessment  of  changes  in  subjective  experience, 
collected  under  categories  which  reflected  disturbances  in  attention, 
perception,  memory,  motility￿  thinking  and  speech,  Each  interview 
was  recorded  on  tape  and  transferred  later  to  type. 
iNTFRVI  W  TRCHNIQUF 
In  the  initial  study  or  your,  *,  schizophrenic  patients,  it 
was  apparent  that,  although  the  disease  was  not  advanced,  the  patients, 
nevertheleaa,  had  difficulty  in  communicatizz  their  subjective 
experiences  and  that  an  ordinax7  method  of  intervievinj,  by  question (8) 
and  answer,  was  likely  to  provide  only  a  limited  amount  of  infor- 
niation.  It  was  concluded  that  some  change  in  the  t'ozmal  aspects 
of  communicating  with  the  patient  was  necessary. 
The  techniques  which  was  devised  by  the  author,  Was 
suggested  by  several  observations  of  schizophrenic  behaviour. 
Firstly,  chronic  schizophrenic  patients  occasionally  speak  about 
themselves  in  the  third  person.  Secondly,  it  was  noted  that 
patients,  who  could  not  communicate  spontaneously  in  an  individual 
interview,  when  observed  in  a  small  group,  could  talk  more  readily 
by  referring  to  behaviour  perceived  in  other  members  of  the  group. 
Occasionally  a  patient  would  engage  in  a  monologue,  which  appeared 
to  be  a  projection  of  his  own  experience  on  to  another  patient. 
Thirdly,  some  catatonic  patients,  after-persistent  questionit  were 
unable  to  give  any  account  or  reason  for  their  behaviour,  but  when 
the  observer  imitated  their  motor  behaviour  and  repeated  the  same 
question,  they  were  often  able  to  give  rational  replies.  Pourth],  y, 
faith  less  deteriorated  patients  in  individual  interviews,  it  was 
noted  that  the  patient  could,  ddescribe  his  disturbcnce  in  motility, 
much  more  spontaneously,  if  he  referred  to  movements  and  actions 
made  by  the  observer;  i.  e.  when  the  patient  utilised  the  observer 
as  a  concrete  model.  Examples  of  this  phenomenon  may  be  found  in 
the  clinical  data  to  be  presented.  Finally,  a  few  young  achizo- 
phrenios  reported,  spontaneously,  that  they  could  describe  their 
difficulties,  more  easily,  if  they  referred  to  someone  apart  from 
themselves.  For  example,  one  patient  (J.  OJSoF.  Case  25)  stated, (g) 
It  would  be  easier  if  we  talked  of  a  notional  third  person.  I 
could  more  easily  understand  if  awe  described  this  illness  on  a  third 
person.  Then  I  could  understand  it.  I  oan't  understand  it  vvhen 
it  is  applied  to  ryself'.  " 
On  the  basis  of  these  observations,  it  was  decided  to 
modify  the  form,  as  distinct  from  the  structured  content,  of  the 
interview.  The  patients  were  therefore  encouraged  to  project  their 
experiences  and  difficulties  on  to  the  examiner  or  an  imaginary 
third  person. 
In  addition,  earlier  observations,  regarding  the  attentive 
behaviour  of  schizophrenic  patients,  suggested  that  communication 
may  be  improved  if  extraneous  stimulation,  in  and  outwith  the  room, 
wme  reduced.  The  interview  was  therefore  conducted  in  a  quiet 
setting,  the  patient  and  the  observer  sitting  squarely  face  to  face. 
The  observer  remained  relatively  immobile,  avoiding  irrelevant 
movements  which  had  been  noted  previously  to  have  a  distracting 
effect  on  the  patient.  The  observer's  verbal  output  was  kept  at 
a  minimum  and  the  patient  was  allowed  as  much  time  as  he  wished  to 
express  himself,  The  patient  was  not  discouraged  or  distracted 
from  engaging  in  visual  fixation  while  speaking,  since  it  was  con- 
sidered  that  this  naturally  reduced  his  visual  perceptual  intake, 
which  might  otherwise  interfere  with  his  performance. 
With  this  method  of  interviewing,  patients  who,  in 
ordinary  circumstances,  may  have  had  difficulty  in  providing 
information,  could  speak  more  spontaneously  and  coherently  of  their (1  0) 
experiences  and  the  method  proved  fruitful  in  collecting  clinical 
data  which  may  not  otherwise  have  been  obtained.  The  method 
appeared  to  help  the  patient  initiate  speech  activity,  It  was 
orten  noted  that  after  the  patient  started  off  projecting  his  ideas 
on  to  a  third  person,  as  the  flow  of  talk  became  more  spontaneous, 
he  would  then  begin  to  speak  in  the  first  person.  An  example  of 
this  projective  technique  mays  be  found  in  the  section  of  clinical 
data  which  deale  with  catatonic  behaviour  (P.  1(.  ).  The  technique 
had  the  additional  advantage,  as  a  clinical  research  methods  in  that 
it  reduced  the  possibility  of  contaminating  the  patient's  infor- 
mation  with  statements  from  the  observer. 
CLINICAL  DATA 
The  phenomena,  to  be  described  below,  are  related  to 
different  aspects  of  perceptual  and  cognitive  dysfunction.  The 
clinical  data  is,  therefore,  presented  under  several  headings,  ihioh 
refer  to  corresponding  categories  of  altered  experience,,  as  reported 
by  schizophrenic  patients,  In  order  to  illustrate  each  type  of 
change  in  mental  function,  ten  of  the  most  coherent  reports  were 
selected  from  those  obtained  fron  the  whole  group  of  40  patients. 
For  the  purposes  of  clarity,  any  relevant  past  work  is  reviewed, 
and  each  phenomenon  discussed  separately,  in  the  appropriate  section 
of  clinical  data  presented,  before  proceeding  to  a  general  discussion 
of  the  data  as  a  whole, (ii) 
I*  Disturbances  in  Visual  Perception 
Visual  adaptation  to  the  environment  is  nomally  achieved 
by  the  individual  developing  the  capacity  to  select,  from  the  diffuse 
mass  of  visual  stimuli  impinging  upon  him,  only  that  information 
which  is  relevant  and  necessary  for  him  to  function  efficiently. 
In  this  process,  sensory  information  is  automatically  organised 
during  the  act  of  perception  itself,  prior  to  short-term  storage 
and  subsequent  integration  with  previous  learning  and  experience. 
The  ability  to  process  a  great  deal  of  information  in  this  way, 
reduces  the  load  on  short-term  memory  and  allows  the  individual  to 
perceive  his  environment  in  terms  of  meaningful  wholes.  The 
normal  adult  is  also  able  to  perceive  objects  as  being  stable  and 
constant,  even  though  be  views  them  from  different  angles  or  at 
different  distances  in  space,  regardless  of  whether  the  alteration 
in  distance  results  from  his  own  movement  or  the  object's  movement. 
This  is  referred  to  as  visual  perceptual  constancy. 
The  following  reports  illustrate  how  visual  perception 
may  be  disturbed  in  schizophrenia. 
Came  15  (J.  u,  )  *I  was  sitting  listening  to  another  person  and 
suddenly  the  other  person  became  smaller  and  than  larger  and  then 
he  seemed  to  get  smaller  again.  He  did  not  become  a  complete 
miniature.  Then  today  with  another  person  I  felt  he  was  getting 
taller  and  taller.  There  is  a  brightness  and  clarity  of  outline 
of  things  around  me.  Last  Creek  I  was  with  a  girl  and  suddenly  sbA 
seemed  to  get  bigger  and  bigger￿  like  a  monster  coming  nearer  and (12) 
nearer.  The  situation  becomes  threatening  and  I  shrink  back  and 
back: 
Case  29  (G.  H.  )  "Things  go  too  quick  for  my  mind.  Everything  is 
too  fast  and  too  big  for  me  "  too  quick  to  study.  Things  get 
blurred  and  it's  like  being  blind.  I  can't  make  them  out  clearly. 
It's  as  if  you  were  seeing  one  picture  one  minute  and  another 
picture  the  next.  I  just  stop  and  watch  my  feet.  If  I  move, 
everything  alters  every  minute  and  I  have  no  control  over  my  legs. 
My  legs  are  too  quick  for  the  top  halt  of  my  body  -  it's  my  head 
that'  weak.  I  followed  the  sun  and  it  seemed  to  drive  me  along. 
The  sun  seemed  too  big  for  me  and  it  was  coming  closer.  Everything 
else  seemed  to  be  coming  closer  and  bigger  all  the  time.  I  tried 
to  make  the  air  turn  back.  It  was  frightening.  That  was  a  long 
time  ego  -  last  yeas.  " 
"Everything  I  see  is  split  up.  It's  like  a  photograph 
that's  torn  in  bits  and  put  together  again.  If  somebody  moves  or 
speaks,  everything  I  see  disappears  quickly  and  I  have  to  put  it 
totether  again.  " 
Case  38  (K.  u.  )  "Sometimes  people  look  taller  and  broader  than  they 
should  be  or  also  everything  looks  smaller  as  if  I'm  a  giant  in 
toylando  Peopleva  faces  keep  changing.  Sometimes  I  can  see  only 
half  a  face  and  I  have  to  wait  until  the  two  halves  come  together. 
Things  suddenly  get  taller  and  larger.  " 
Case  22  (C.  G.  )  'I  have  to  put  things  together  in  my  head.  If  I (i  3) 
look  at  my  watch  I  we  the  watch,  watchatraps  faces  hands  and  so  on, 
then  T  have  got  to  put  them  together  to  get  it  into  one  piece.  " 
This  appeared  to  apply  to  this  patient's  perception  of 
memory  images  as  well  as  the  external  environment.  For  example, 
he  stated,  "I  have  to  build  up  a  picture  of  someone.  If  sometl  ing 
interrupts  me,  the  picture  is  not  finished.  You  did  it  just  now. 
You  spoke  while  I  was  building  up  the  picture.  I  was  trying  to 
hold  on  to  it  and  listen  to  you  at  the  some  time  I  lost  it. 
You  spoke  and  it  faded  away.  " 
Case  12  (F.  A.  X.  )  "My  vision  doesn't  focus  right￿  I  have  to  look 
hard  at  things  before  I  can  understand  themo  I  see  everything  like 
pictures  building  one  on  top  of  the  other  like  projection]  one  frame 
after  the  other  and  they  are  going  too  fast  for  me  to  see.  It 
didn't  start  like  that.  When  i  was  still  at  work#  my  eyes  got 
drawn  away  by  things.  I  used  to  look  at  the  metal  shavings  on  the 
bench.  Things  like  that  could  take  all  ry  attention  because  they 
looked  as  fascinating  and  priceless  as  the  Mona  Lisa.  " 
Case  25  (J.  O.  MoF")  "I  see  things  flat.  1benever  there  is  a 
sudden  change  I  see  it  flat.  That's  why  I'm  reluctant  to  go  forward. 
It's  as  if  there  were  a  wall  there  and  I  would  walk  into  it. 
There's  no  depth  but  it  I  take  time  to  look  at  things  I  can  pick 
out  the  pieces  like  a  jigsaw  puzzle,  then  I  know  what  the  wall  is 
made  of.  adoring  is  like  a  motion  picture.  If  you  move,  the 
picture  in  front  of  you  cheffies.  The  rate  of  change  in  the  picture (1  4) 
depends  on  the  speed  or  walking.  It  you  run  you  rcoeive  the  Signale 
at  a  faster  rate.  The  picture  I  see  is  literally  made  up  of  hun- 
dreds  of  pieces.  Until  I  see  into  things  I  don+t  know  what 
distance  they  are  away'.  " 
Casa  35  (A.  A.  )  "I  see  colours  much  brighter  than  they  used  to  be. 
When  I  look  at  something  now,  say  a  tree,  it  seems  much  newer  and 
brighter.  If  I  we  something  moving  it  seems  to  be  coming  too 
fast.  Things  move  too  fast  for  me  to  follow.  Then  people  walk 
about,  their  actions  seem  to  be  speeded  up.  " 
Case  3  (T.  UcL.  )  "Things  sometimes  alter  in  eine,  light  and  shade 
when  I'm  coming  out  of  the  drowsy  epcll.  It  seems  to  be  that 
people  are  putting  me  to  sleep  and  they  'want  that  to  happen 
causing  things  to  alter  in  sire  and  shape,  They  want  to  do  some- 
thing  with  my  mind.  Everything  gets  taken  from  me  -  feel  a 
heaviness  in  the  mind.  Than  I  come  to  everything  is  put  back  in 
its  proper  perspective*" 
Case  9  (J.  D.  )  "Things  around  me  look  more  attractive  now, 
Colours  seem  to  stand  out  more  and  everything  is  more  meaningful 
for  me.  It's  as  if  I  were  seeing  things  for  the  first  time.  " 
Case  17  (J.  o.  u.  )  `  'E'verything  seems  to  be  a  lot  different.  Things 
don't  seem  natural  to  me  -  my  eyes  have  gone  unry,  r'hen  I  go 
outside,  people  seem  to  be  walking  up  and  down  and  then  they  all 
start  f'].  oating  about,  " (15) 
It  would  appear  from  these  reports,  that  schizophrenic 
patients  experience,  from  time  to  time,  transient  but  severe 
. 
disturbances  in  visual  perception.  At  these  times,  perceptual 
stability  appears  to  be  lost  and  the  patients  are  unable  to  reduce, 
organise  and  interpret  visual  information  in  a  normal  fashion. 
The  patient's  attention  is  diverted  to  inspection  of  different 
parts  of  a  whole,  instead  of  being  free  to  interpret  and  assimilate 
the  whole  itself.  Aa  illustrated  in  some  of  the  reports  (Cases  29, 
33v220  22,12,25,35)  this  may  mean  that  tbey-are  unable  to  interpret 
the  whole,  as  a  meaningful  gestalt,  until  they  have  taken  sufficient 
time  to  co-ordinate  its  different  elements,  and  this  has  to  be  done 
in  a  conscious  deliberate  fashion.  4  A$  illustrated  in  two  reports 
Cases  29,22),  this  latter  activity  may  be  interrupted  by  auditory 
or  other  visual  stimuli  occurring  in  the  envirorunent,  thus  delaying 
recognition  of  the  initial  stimulus,  Also,  the  alteration  in 
visual  perception  relates,  not  only  to  the  external  environment, 
but  also  to  the  conjuring  up  of  visual  images,  a  phenomenon  vhioh 
Critchley  (1953)  terms  defective  revisualitetion.  There  also, 
appears  to  be  an  intricate  relationship  between  disturbance  in 
visual  perception  and  motility,  but  this  will  be  discussed  in  more 
detail  in  another  part  of  the  thesis. 
This  difficulty  in  visual  perception  is  closely  related 
to  other  perceptual  deficiencies  which  will  be  discussed  below. 
However,,,  it  may  be  stated  briefly  at  this  point,  that  some  schizo- 
phrenie  patients,  in  order  to  perceive  their  environment  accurately, (i6) 
require  to  retain,  for  so  Iong  in  consciousness,  so  much  detail, 
which  normally  would  have  been  dealt  with  automatically,  that  the 
function  of  short-term  memory  becomes  subject  to  overloading  and 
vulnerable  to  distraction  by  stimuli  irrelevant  to  the  task  in  hand. 
I 
The  defect  also  arouses  a  great  deal  of  uncertainty  in  the  mind  at 
the  patient  which  impairs  his  general  performance,  but  this  aspect 
will  be  dealt  with  elsewhere  in  the  thesis. 
Thus,  the  phenomena,  cxperienoed  by  schizophrenia  patients, 
include  alterations  in  the  wise,  distance  and  shape  of  cbjeoto 
(iaetamorphopaia),  alterations  in  colour  or  brightness/contrast, 
loss  of  stereoscopic  vision,  defeativo  rovisualisation,  and  iUuaory 
acceleration  or  moving  objects.  Similar  phenomcna  are  known  to 
occur  smith  organic  disease  of  the  parietal  lobos  (Critehley,  1953) 
and  Boras  of  them,  also,,  as  ictal  phenomena  in  temporal  lobe 
epilepV  (Penfield  &  Jasper,  1954;  Lennox,  1950).  Investigation 
of  these  phenomena  in  schizophrenia  has  begun  only  in  recent  years 
and  has  been  experimental  rather  than  clinical,  The  results  from 
the  experiments  carried  out  so  far  confirm  that  there  is  a  re4uction 
in  size,  shape  and  distance  constancy  in  schizophrenia  (Crookee, 
1957;  `eoko  tcz  at  ei,  1957,1958,1964;  fiamilton,  1%3)-  Those 
experimental  studies  have  been  carried  further  to  demonstrate  a 
positive  correlation  between  disturbed  visual  perceptual  constancy 
and  abnormal  concept  formation  ('+eckoirioz  d:  Blowetts  1959).  The 
latter  workers,  concluded  from  their  investigations,  that  both  or 
these  anomalies  were.  secondary  to  an  impairment  in  selective (17) 
attention,  and  that  this  deficiency  eras  more  marked,  the  more 
malignant  the  illness.  Chapman  &1  cGhie  (1962)  came  to  the  same 
conclusions,  regarding  attentive  behaviour  in  this  disease,  after 
conducting  a  eeriea  of  experiamental  investigations  of  the  effect 
of  distr  cticn,  on  the  performance  of  schizophrenia  and  other 
psychotic  patients. 
So  Par,  there  has  been  no  attempt  at  a  clinical  corre- 
2ation  of  disturbances  in  visual  perception  and  the  course  ad  the 
illness.  Although  this  is  not  the  main  purpose  of  this  thesis, 
it  will  be  shown  below,  that  there  In  a  distinct  tendency  for  the 
illness  to  take  a  malignant  course  in  those  patients  who  report 
experienoing  auch  phenomena  at  an  early  stage. 
11,  Blocking  Phenomena 
Bleuler  (9911)  stated  that  the  Kraepeliniatn  concept  of 
blocking  was  of  fundamental  eignificence  in  the  symptomatologº  and 
diagnosis  of  'achiwaphrenia.  This  view  has  since  been  endorsed  in 
some  of  the  literature  on  schizophrenia,  but  the  concept  appeers 
to  have  become  limited  to  the  sudden  occurrence  of  stoppages  in  the 
flow  of  thinking.  The  phenomenon,  so  defined,  has  been  likened  to 
petit  mal  epileptic  seizures  (Meyer-Gross,  Slater  &  Roth,  1960)  and 
has  also  been  considered  to  be  unrelated  to  my  environmental 
influences  (Henderson  &  Gillespie,  1962).  This  narrowing  of  the 
conoeptto  sudden  pauses  in  thinking  is  not  wholly  in  accord  with 
Bleuler's  original  observations  on  this  particular  feature  of (is) 
schizophrenia.  Bleuler  described  ho%1  the  phenomenon  could  develop 
rapidly,  in  a  'capricious'  manner*  and  occur  in  transitory  episodes 
of  varying  duration,  with  blocking  not  only  of  the  stream  of  thought 
but  sometimes  of  the  entire  psyche,  involving  the  processes  of 
attention,  perception,  memory,  speech  and  motility.  Although  he 
noted  that  attention  could  be  blocked,  Bleuler  did  not  appear  to 
link  this  phenomenon  with  the  disorder  of  attention  which  he  also 
described.  Bleuler  observed  episodic  changes  in  the  selective  and 
inhibitory  functions  of  attention,  so  that  at  times  the  schizophrenic 
appeared  to  be  bombarded  by  sensory  stimuli  from  the  environment 
and  he  noted  that  -  "almost  everything  is  recorded  that  reaches  the 
menace's  while  at  other  times  the  opposite  conditions  prevailed, 
the  patient  exhibiting  short  periods  of  inattention  in  which  -  "the 
most  powerful  stimuli  are  incapable  of  Influencing  their  train  of 
thought  or  of  arousing  their  attention.  "  Bleuler  considered  that 
both  the  blocking  phenomenon  and  the  disturbance  in  selective 
attention  were  largely  dependent  on  an  underlying  disturbance  in 
association,  and  did  not  attribute  any  significance  to  environmental 
stimulation  in  the  development  of  blooking  episodes,,  despite  the 
fact  that  in  at  least  one  case  that  he  mentioned,  he  found  that 
blocking  could  be  induced  by  insistent  questioning  of  the  patient 
and  could  be  circumvented  if  such  interrogation  were  avoided. 
As  mentioned  in  the  introduction,  earlier  clinical 
observations  bad  suggested  that  possibly  environmental  stimulation 
exerted  some  influence  in  the  development  of  blocking  phenomena  and tý  9) 
that  also  there  may  be  .a  link  between  the  disturbance  of  selective 
attention  and  the  episodic  changes  in  mental  function  reported  by 
schizophrenic  patients.  This  question  will  be  discussed  after 
presenting  a  number  of  subjective  accounts  of  *blank'  spells 
reported  by  schizophrenic  patients.  In  view  of  a  certain  degree 
of  similarity  between  this  phenomenon  in  schizophrenia  and  focal 
epileptic  seizures,  it  was  decided  to  obtain  also,  subjective 
accounts  of  the  latter  from  temporal  lobe  epileptic  patients. 
Some  essential  details  of  the  epileptic  patients,,  included  in 
the  study,  are  summarised  in  Table  2  (Appendix  B). 
(A)  Subjective  Ex  erienoes:  Schizophrenia  Patients  n"ri  ýwgrri  in  W.  wý  wýýr.  rrewýrýwrrwýrrr 
The  chanties  in  subjective  experience  now  to  be  reported 
were  most  often  described  by  the  patients  as  'tranoea'  ,  but 
different  patients  referred  to  'blank  spells',  !  attack&i  'stoppages 
of  the  mind'#  'dazes',  etc.  The  frequency  and  duration  of  the 
phenomenon  varied  with  the  individual  patient,  but  in  most  oases 
it  occurred  eel-oral  times  every  day  and  many  patients  said  that 
they  had  experienced  these  changes  on  a  countless  number  of 
occasions. 
Case  10  (A4IcD.  )  "It's  like  a  temporary  blackout  -  with  my  brain 
not  working  properly  -  like  being  in  a  vacuum.  I  just  got  out  w  off 
from  outside  things  and  go  into  another  world*  This  happens  when 
the  tension  starte  to  mount  until  it  bursts  to  my  brain.  It  has 
to  do  with  what  in  going  on  around  me  -  taking  in  too  much  of  my (20) 
surroundings  -  vital  not  to  miss  anything,  X  can't  shut  things 
out  of  my  mind  and  everything  closes  in  on  me.  It  stopf  me 
thinking  and  then  the  mind  goes  a  blank  and  everything  gets 
switched  W.  I  can't  pick  things  up  to  memorise  because  I  am 
absorbing  everything  around  me  and  take  in  too  such  so  that  I 
can't  rot  ein  anything  for  amy  length  of  time  -  only  a  few  seconds, 
and  I  can't  do  simple  häbite  like  walking  or  cleaning  my  teeth. 
I  have  to  use  all  my  mind  to  do  these  things  and  sometimes  I  find 
myself  moving  and  doing  things  without  knowing  it  and  I'm  not  con- 
trolling  it.  then  this  starts  I  find  myself  having  to  use 
tremendous  control  to  direct  my  feet  and  force  myself  round  a  corner 
as  if  I'm  on  a  bicycle.  I  want  to  move  and  the  massage  goes  from 
my  brain  down  to  my  legs  and  they  will  not  move  the  right  way* 
'C'hat  I'm  worried  about  is  that  I  might  get  ayself  so  controlled  that 
I  will  cease  to  be  a  persons  I  find  it  difficult  to  cope  with  these 
situations  that  get  out  of  control  and  I  can't  differentiate  myself 
from  other  people  when  this  coves  on.  I  can't  control  what's 
coming  in  and  it  stops  me  thinking  with  the  mind  a  blank*' 
Case  25  (J.  O.  McF.  )  01  don't  like  dividing  my  attention  at  any  time 
because  it  leads  to  confusion  anä  I  don't  know  were  I  am  or  rho  I 
ca.  When  this  starts  I  just  go  into  a  trance  and  I  just  turn  oft 
all  my  senses  and  I  doch  see  anything  and  I  don't  hear  anything. 
Things  going  on  around  to  don't  affect  me  but  when  I  come  out  of  it 
all  these  things  are  turned  on  again.  If  I  have  to  think  a  lot (21) 
about  everything  Ifm  seeing  around  me  and  carry  on  a  conversation 
at  the  same  time,  then  the  blank  spell  will  come  on  and  might  be 
longer.  It  affects  my  actions  as  well.  It's  all  right  if  it's 
Just  one  thing  at  a  time  but  I  am  virtually  blind  at  these  times 
and  can't  move  properly  because  there  are  so  marr  things  coming 
into  air  eyes  that  I  don't  know  what's  what.  I'm  like  a  robot 
that  somebody  else  can  work  but  I'can't  work  myself.  I  know  >hat 
to  do  but  I  can't  do  it.  Athen  I'm  in  this  state  of  confusion  I 
can't  relate  past  experience  to  what  is  happening  now.  I  can't 
keep  things  in  mind  long  enough.  " 
Case  15  (J.  H.  )  "At  times  there  is  nothing  to  hold  the  mind  and 
this  is  when  I  go  into  a  trance.  When  the  mind  stops  receiving 
messages  from  things  around  me  I  don't  react  to  anything  that 
happens.  When  coming  out  of  a  trance  something  must  disturb  me 
to  waken  me  out  of  it  for  you  don't  recover  straight  away,  You 
tend  to  linger  in  these  trances  and  your  mind  goes  dead  to  the 
world  around  you.  You  can  very  easily  go  into  a  trance  -º  it  goes 
on  as  soon  as  the  mind  stops  and  then  you  realise  you  are  not 
actually  seeing  anything  or  hearing  anything.  It's  a  delight 
you  don't  feel  anxious  until  you  come  out  of  it.  Viten  you're  in 
its  you  tend  to  withdraw  all  your  interest  from  everything  around 
you.  Itst  a  condition  of  unity  and  I  return  from  this  unity  and 
say  »  "Ch  Heavens,  where  was  I  there?  "  The  trance  wcrriee  you 
obviously  if  you  want  to  jupp  on  a  bus  because  you  might  move  the (22) 
wrong  way..  It's  when  you  return  and  find  yourself  in  union  with 
acmething  specific  that  you  start  to  wwry.  I  might  be  coming 
out  of  a  trance  and  realise  that  Ifm  not  sure  tahere  my  feet  are 
going.  It  takes  time  to  wear  off  but  until  it  does  I  can't  do 
the  simplest  tanks,  " 
This  patient  was  able  to  describe  more  oiearly  than  axy 
of  the  others  in  the  study,  en.  iripairment  of  identity  experienced 
during  each  episode,  if  be  happened  to  be  looking  at  another  person. 
"When  you  feel  in  a  trance,,  you  t  end  to  identify  yourself 
with  the  other  person,  but  that  does  not  matter  for  if  he  moves 
you  go  back  into  a  trance.  You  are  dying  from  moment  to  moment 
and  living  from  moment  to  moment  and  you're  different  each  time. 
You  don't  know  you're  in  it.  then  t  look  at  somebody  my  own  per- 
sonality  Is  in  danger.  I  am  undergoing  a  transformation  and  myself 
is  beginning  to  disappear*" 
Case  32  (A.  f.  )  "I  get  lese  and  legs  conscious  of  that  people  are 
saying  and  nr  senses  withdraw  completely,  Uy  mind  just  comes  to 
a  stop  and  then  I  don't  pay  attention  to  arorthing.  I  don't  want 
to  go  into  a  trance  for  I  am  nothing,  ir  I  haven't  got  contact  with 
the  outside  world.  -  People  disturb  me  in  bringing  this  on  by 
stopping  and  talking.  -  I  get  a  terrible  excitement  with  butterflies, 
and  all  hot,  and  then  everything  flashes  with  emotion  in  your  earn 
and  eyes  and  everywhere.  At  these  times  when  I  go  into  a  trance, 
everything  in  the  past,  all  my  ezpcrieaoes,  knowledge,  everything 
I  have  learned,  things  that  should  have  been  put  to  me  at  the  time (23) 
in  dealing  with  the  situation,  are  not  there.  I  doset  have  the 
ability  at  the  time  to  use  it.  Everything  goes  and  afterwards 
you  can  think  about  it.  " 
"Everything  just  sort  of  blacks  out  but  sometimes  I  can 
just  manage  to  keep  above  the  surface.  I  start  off  with  my 
faculties  intact  and  then  something  interferes  with  theta  and.  I  find 
Ity  got  less  to  drew  one  There's  less  mind  there  end  my  personality 
scatters.  There  must  be  a  certain  level  of  consciousness  for  doing 
things  and  with  me  it  becomes  leas.  '  If  I  go  arq  lower  I  won't  be 
a  person  at  all,  just  a  beast"" 
*T  Pall  away  in  concentraticai  and  a  simple  act  like  walking, 
peddling  a  cycle  or  talking  becomes  impossible.  Simple  things 
like  walking  a  street  can  be  deadly.  People  do  things  automatically 
without  thinking.  I'  loop  atYmy  legs  and  wonder  where  I'm'  going  to 
get  the  energy  to  move  my  lege.  My  legs  start  to  wobbles  flow  do 
I  know  my  legs  are  going  to  move  when  I  want  them  to?  I  just  stops 
All  the  background  becomes  one  thing  and  if  I'm  not  pging  attention 
people  suddenly  appear  from  nowhere.  " 
Case  12  (F.  A.  K.  )  'ley  mind  goes  blank  when  I  listen  to  somebody 
epeakina  to  me  -  telling  me  a  etory,  ent  my  eyes  just  stare  and  I*m 
not  aware  of  a:  ything,  It  happens  when  I'm  watching  television  as 
well  and  my  concentration  drifts  away  and  focuses  on  any  point  In  the 
room  and  I  can't  pick  up  ar  thing  that  is  going  on.  I  go  into  a 
daze  because  I  can't  concentrate  lcn  enough  to  keep  up  the  conversatic4 (24) 
and  something  lifts  up  inside  my  head  and  puts  me  into  a  trance  or 
something  but  I  always  wake  up  later.  "  (How  does  it  start?  ) 
"I  get  shaky  in  the  knees  and  my  chest  is  Like  a  mountain  in  front 
of  me,  and  my  body  actions  are  ditt'erent.  The  arms  and  legs  are 
apart  and  away  from  to  and  they  go  on  their  Own.  That's  rohen  I 
feel  I  em  the  other  person  and  copy  their  movements,  or  else  atop 
and  stand  like  a  statue.  I  have  to  stop  to  find  out  whether  my 
hand  is  in  mir  pocket  or  not.  I'm  frightened  to  move  or  turn  my 
head.  Sometimes  the  legs  walk  on  by  themselves  or  sometimes  I  let 
my  arms  roll  to  see  where  they  will  land.  After  I  sit  down  my  head 
clears  again  but  I  don't  remember  what  happened  when  I  was  in  the 
daze.  " 
Case  17  (J,  O,  M.  )  'If  T  look  at  a  person  in  the  face  I  feel  my  body 
and  mind  slipping  away  from  inc.  Theresa  too  mush  comes  into  ar 
mind  no  that  I  don't  know  what  is  going  on  and  what  I  an  doing. 
I  can't  hold  on  to  thoughts  because  too  mar  thoughts  come  into  my 
head  and  I  can't  hold  them  long,  tnough  to  sort  them  out.  I  juat 
give  in  and  stare  at  the  picture  on  television  or  something.  I 
can  see  the  picture  but  I  don't  take  it  in  and  I  can  bear  people 
speaking  but  I  cannot  sake  out  what  they  are  s4yinge  I  just  sit 
in  a  trance  and  if  my  mother  says  anything  to  men  I  do  not  do  any- 
thing  but  mcybe  ton  minutes  later  I  come  out  of  my  trance  and  I  ask 
her  what  she  said.  " 
Case  34  (G.  R.  )  "The  excitement  builds  up  within  me  vhen  I  think (25) 
of  two  things  at  once  and  I  get  all  mixed  up  end  get  into  a  daze 
and  X  can't  control  my  actions.  While  I'm  in  the  daze  I  don't 
care  about  atlytbiag  but  afterwards  I  do  care,  juxt  gazing  into 
space  as  if  Zum  lost,  #  not  thinking  of  ar  rthing.  I  have  no  interest 
in  that  10m  doing.  I  would  be  sort  of  tense  if  somebody  spoke  to 
me  because  We  a  shook  at  the  moment,  I  wonder  later  what  the 
other  workman  are  thinking  about  me,  w  bat  I'm  doing.  I  might  be 
doing  something  stutpi.  d.  My  mind's  a  blank  and  if  they  are  talking 
to  me  I'm  not  picking  up  their  conversation  -  it'a  just  a  backgrawnl 
noise.  Then  my  eyes  pick  up  the  nearest  object  and  stick  to  it 
I  am  motionless#  night  last  a  few  seconds.  It's  just  like  a  short 
spell  of  sleep.  It's  after  your  mind  goes  a  blank  that  you  start 
to  worry.  If  your  mind  is  empty  scnething  happens  and  the  noise 
breaks  you  out  of  your  blank  mind.  You're  not  sure  what  the  noise 
f.  s.  It's  the  esse  shook  if  somebody  moves  suddenly.  " 
Case  21  (J.  X.  )  °I  get  spells  where  I  wcm  to  be  in  a  sort  of 
trannoe.  Something  happens  in  my  bead  as  if  zyº  brain  is  getting 
equeezod  and  I  get  awfully  r  rvousr  I  usually  try  to  sit  down  or 
find  something  to  look  at  but  I0ra  not  really  seeing  arythind  and  if 
people  talk  to  me  it's  an  going  in  a  deaf  car  sna  they  are  just 
wasting  their  time.  I'm  frightened  to  move  and  I  don't  pay  atten- 
tion  to  earthing  else*  It's  something  that  builds  up  and  if  I  try 
to  move  I  feel  awkward  as  if  nip  legs  will  go  the  wrong  way.  I  feel 
that  my  head  is  Just  plopped  on  my  shoulders  and  I  have  not  got  full (26) 
control  over  mar  arms  and  legs.  I've  had  these  thins  a  thousand 
times  now,  I  know  Its  likely  to  wad  up  again  but  each  time  I 
get  frightened  and  think  that  something  Is-going  to  happen.  " 
Case  29  (Golfs)  "Nothing  settles  in  my  mind  "  not  even  for  a  second. 
It  just  comes  in  and  then  it's  out.  My  mind  goes  away  -  too  marry 
things  come  into  my  head  at  once  and  I  lose  control,  I  get,  afraid 
of  walking  when  this  happens,  My  feet  just  walk  away  'rom  me  and 
I've  no  control  over  myself.  I  feel  ivy  body  breaking  up  into  bits, 
I  get  all  mixed  up  so  that  I  don't  know  myself,  I  feel  like  more 
than  ono  person  mien  this  happens,  I'm  fallirr  apart  into  bite. 
1y  mind  is  not  right  if  I  valk  and  speak.  1t#  s  better  to  stay  still 
and  not  say.  a  word.  I'm  frightened  to  say  a  word  in  case  everything 
goes  fleeing  from  me  to  that  there's  nothing  in  my  mind.  It  puts  me 
into  a  trance  that's  worse  than  death,  There's  a  kind  of  hypnotism 
going  on.  " 
Carer  U  (C.  Zi.  )  "J'y  Mind  goes  a  blank  ani  I  can't  concentrate  on 
anything,  T  era's  a  precure  starte  in  t  be  right  aids  of  my  brain 
that  makes  Iae  dizzy.  1y  Iege  go  twiny  and  My  body  feels  different. 
It  gives  me  a  fear  of  disintegrating  oampletely.  I  can't  cope  with 
the  smallest  thing.  The  mole  visicn  goes  out  so  that  I  can't  see 
at  least  I  don't  see  what  is  going  on.  My  hearing  goes  off  too. 
I  can  still  hear"  things  but  it'  a  just  a  hum  of  noise.  " (27) 
(B)  Clinigal  Observations 
Apart  from  data  and  dubjeotive  reports  obtained  initially 
at  interviews  this  type  of  change  in  attentive  behaviour  in  young 
schizophrenics  could  be  observed  directly.  It  was  noted  that  %  hen 
the  phenomenon  did  occurs  it  appeared  to  develop  in  a  certain  way 
which  will  now  be  described  and  vhich  apart  from  durations,  appeared 
to  be  strikingly  the  same  for  different  patients. 
At  the  beginning  of  the  interview  the  patient  may  be 
listening  attentively  or  speaking  relatively  coherently.  Then,  if 
the  observer  talks  a  great  deal,  and  particularly  if  the  communi- 
cation  is  abstract,  the  patient  may  become  confused  and  no  distracted 
by  environmental  events#  that  be  is  unable  to  maintain  arw  one  line 
of  thought  and  communication  begins  rapidly  to  break  down,  then 
this  occurs,  the  patient  loses  his  initial  composure  and  appears  to 
become  increasingly  alerts  This  change  is  nearly  always  accompanied. 
by  manifest  anxiety  and  tension.  Then  there  is'otten  a  slight 
but  nevertheless  perceptible  increase  in  the  pressure  of  the  patient's 
talk.  The  patient  nearly  always  continues  or  initiates  talk  at 
this  point  and  shows  a  more  noticeable  break  up  in  his  thinking. 
It  appears  also  characteristic  of  this  stage,  that  extraneous  or 
irrelevant  items  or  environmental  events  (e.  g,  a  movement  of  the 
observer,  a  noises  etc.  )  tend  to  intrude  into  the  patient's  thought 
content,  As  this  distractibility  increases,  if  the  patient  is  still 
speaking,  there  comes  a  sudden  cessation  in  the  flow  of  his  talk. 
It,  on  the  other  hand,  the  observer  were  speaking  the  patient (28) 
appears  to  harre  increasing  difficulty  in  following  the  conversation 
and  after  producing  a  few  echolalic  responses,  appears  suddenly  to 
cease  to  attend  to  what  is  being  said.  The  duration  of  any  episode 
of  inattention  could  be  timed  and  it  varied  with  different  patients 
and  at  different  times  with  the  same  patient.  In  most  cases, 
within  the  first  two  years  of  the  illness,  it  usually  ranged  from 
a  few  ccconda  to  one  or  two  minutes,  but  in  those  patients  who  had 
been  ill  for  loner,  and  in  patients  with  additional  catatonic 
symptoms,,  the  episodes  sometimes  luster  for  two  to  three  hour's. 
During  the  episode  the  patient  does  not  iaove$  speak,  or 
respond  to  verbal  stimulation,  Eye  bUnIdng  is  either  infrequent 
or  absent  and  the  patient  locks  Pixedly  at  some  point  in  the  room, 
usually  the  floors  The  observer  may  deliberately  introduce  new 
stimuli  at  this  stages  such  as  questions,  noises,  move  x  fiter  etc.  * 
but  the  patient  fails  to  attend  to  them. 
Sometimes  recovery  from  the  episocee  seems  to  occur  spon- 
taneouzly,  but  at  other  times  it  appears  to  be  coincident,  in  tine, 
with  acme  new  and  sudden-etivulue,  such  as  a  loud  noise  or  a  sudden 
movement  by  the  observer.  The  patient  then  starte  to  pqy  attention 
again,  but  at  this  stage  he  shows  difficulty  in  localising  any 
sounds  and  appears  perplexed.  Also  at  this  stage  he  appears  to  be 
vexy,  hasy  concerning  events  which  bad  occurred  prior  to  the  blocking. 
Ile  often  fails  to  recall  what  the  examiner  has  been  saying,  or  else, 
with  great  difficulty  and,  deliberation,  he  may  respond  with  a  patcty 
recollection  of  the  general  line  of  conversation  or  else  he  eight (29) 
repeat  a  few  words  of  ghat  has  been  said.  It  the  patient  himself 
had  been  speaking  when  the  gieode  oocurred*  he  had  the  same  ditfi. 
nulty  in  recalling  what  he  had  said. 
(C)  Eoileptio  Patient8 
Case  6  (Z.  S.  )  "I  have  two  kinds  of  turne,  1isht  and  deep,  but 
they  usually  start  the  same  way.  Uy  boar  seems  to  seize  up,  like 
getting  a  fright.  Then  I  feel  something  behind  my  left  eye  and 
sometimes  that  side  of  my  face  feels  hotter.  Something  seems  to 
happen  to  the  left  side  of  ay  bodýr.  I  just  feel  tight  and  this 
frightening  feeling  shoots  right  down  to  my  stomach,  At  one  minute 
I  could  be  speaking  to  you  and  suddenly  this  feeling  comes  on  me 
like  a  jump.  It  does  not  last  ary  great  length  of  times  but  it 
slows  up  my  concentration  a  little.  If  I  keep  looking  at  a  single 
object  when  the  attack  is  on#  I  find  that  looking  at  that  particular 
object,  the  chances  are  that  it  will  last  a  lot  longer,  but  if  I  get 
the  feeling  and  I  know  it's  coming  on  and  I  switch  my  attention  to 
something  else,  it  goes  away.  If  I  look  away  or  turn  my  head  I 
can  come  round  fasters  The  deep  turns  start  much  the  same  way  as 
the  light  turns,  except  something  else  happens.  My  concentration 
disappears  altogether  atzt  I  stop  wherever  I  am.  6dy  sight,  hearing 
and  movements  are  all  cut  out  and  I  stop  dead  wherever  I  an  as  soon 
as  this  concentration  disappears.  14m  completely  dead  to  everything 
going  on  around  me  -  everything  is  out  off  like  taking  an  anaesthetic. 
Then  I  gradually  come  back  to  myself  and  feel  a  bit  stupid  about  it.  * (30) 
Case  5  NOR.  )  "It  starts  with  feeling  something  in  any  stomach, 
like  a  runbling,  and  then  it  spreads  up  over  t  hoad"  I  feel  it 
coming  over  me  and  then  I  black  out  and  I'm  not  aware  of  anything 
elae.  We  so  quick  I  don't  have  time  to  do  anything.  I  stop 
speaking  and  lose  the  pover  of  everything  but  We  only  for  a  few 
seconds  and  then  I  carry  on.  " 
Case  2  (A.  U.  )  "It  starts  with  a  tunny  feeling  in  the  bottom  of 
my  stomach  anal  it  passes  up  to  the  Up  of  any  head  and  there's  a 
ringing  noise  through  my  cars.  Then  I  get  dizzy  and  go  into  a  daze 
for  about  half  a  minute.  I  might  be  doing  something  and  then  my 
mind  wanders  and  I  might  do  something  also  subconsciously  and  later 
just  say  to  vyse'lf,  what  was  I  doing  before,  and  go  back  to  it.  " 
Case  I  (g.  L.  )  "I  get  a  warning  -a  feeling  of  something  on  this 
(left)  side  of  my  face  and  both  ears  fill  up  with  a  terrible  ncise  so 
that  I  can't  hear  anything  else.  I'm  lost  to  the  world  but  I  seem 
to  be  all  right  crossing  the  street.  I  know  when  a  motor  is  coming 
but  r  would  never  know  if  a  person  is  speaking  to  me  or  sho  the  person 
is.  If'  you  or  arr  of  my  neighbours  were  passing  me  I  wouldn't  know., 
and  whether  I'm  speaking  myself.  or  smiling  to  them  X  wouldn't  know. 
I  can  see  figures  but  I  can't  recognise  them  and  I  vouldn't  know  what 
they  are  saying,  "  (You  say  you  can  carry  on  walking  during  a  fit?  ) 
"Yes,  and  I  seem  to  sad  up  at  the  right  place  but  I  don't  know  how 
I  get  there  and  I  don't  know  what's  been  going  on  when  I  go  like 
that.  " (3!  ) 
Casa  7  (I4C:  )  "I  don't  hear  anybody  speaking  and  try  eyes  are 
flashing  so  that  I  don't  see  things  clearly  or  hear  axwthing  until 
I  come  out  , or  it,  I  don't  know  what's  happening  when  I'm  in  this 
turn,  and  l  'usually  don't  know  I'have  had  it  until  I  find  I  have  wet 
myself.  If  somebody  touched  me  I  cane  out  of  it  quicker.  Some- 
times  it  lasts  longer  and  I  do  things  I  don't  know  I'm  doing  at  the 
time  -  like  going  into  another  room  or  up  the  stairs.  It  starts 
with  a  numb  feeling  in  my  right  arm  then  I  get  flashing  in  front 
of  my  eyes  and  a  noise  like  wind  blowing  in  my  ears,,  At  the  same 
time  I  get  a  feeling  in  my  stomach  as  if  it  gras  being  scraped  out. 
Then  my  mind  goes  blank  but  I  dc&t  fall.  " 
Case  3  (a.  P.  )  "It's  a  faraway  : reeling  .  It's  Just  a  kind  of 
sleepiness*  tlhen  it's  tiniahed  I  too  note  of  my  surroundings 
and  the  parties  around  me.  Then  I  ask  somebody  if  I  had  taken  a 
fit.  Sometimes  I  at  this  feeling  MA  I  don't  take  a  fit.  I 
waken  up  and  coma  to  myaelfcorrectly.  I  don't  realise  ary  space 
of  time  and  I  just  CA227  on  as  usual.  " 
The,  above  clinical  acta  suggests  that  ßchilo?  hrexio 
patients  suffer  from  paroxysmal  episodes  of  dissolution  in  mental 
function  in  which  their  perceptual  and  oognitive  processes  are 
profoundly  disturbed.  Althoui  brief  in  duration,  these  changes 
appear  to  be  very  complicated.  It  would  appear  that  at  one  moment 
the  patient's  consciousness  mir  be  flooded  with  an  excess  of  sensory (32) 
data,  different  items  of  which  appear  to  compete  for  retention  in 
abort-tau  memory  in  order  to  be  assimilated,  Than  within  a  brief 
space  of  time  the  awe  patient  may  find  himself  almost  completely 
insulated  from  sensory  expar-xence,  The  phenomenon  appears  to  build 
up  through  stages  which  are  charaoteriscd  by  increasing  distractibi- 
lity  and  impairment  in  short  torn  memory,  pro  wive  impairment  In 
communication,  severe  disruption  of  bodq  image  and  motility#  together 
with  impairment  of  identity,  to  reach  an  end  point  in  the  actual 
blocking  itself,  It  is  perhaps  not  surprising  that  the  patients  a  eak 
of  "going  into"  and  "aominC  out  of"  ouch  cpisodee,,  because  the  bloOk- 
in  does  not  occur  instantaneously  and  the  whole  phenomenon  takes  a 
certain.  time  to  develop  #  Some  of  the  zeports'  (e.  ß"  Cases  10025#32,  p 
12)  suggest  that  environmental  stimulation  plays  a  part  in  the  do  - 
lopment  of  this  phenomenon,  although  internal  stimu'lation#  in  the  farms; 
'of'  croWLng  of  thoughts,  appears  tiso  to  be  important  (Cases  17  and  29)" 
It  may  be  important  to  note  that  the  patient  is  to  some 
extent  a=ar0  or  the  disrupting  process  as  it  develops  and  his  sub- 
, 
3ective  experience  of  his  bocly  "breaking  up  into  bits"i  and  the 
impairment  or  identity#  which  the  patient  tends  to  interpret  as  an 
impending  death  or  the  seit,  #  are  associated  with  very  inter  anxiety, 
The  Pact  that 
. thee  patient  mir  have  had,  the  some  experiences  taai  tines 
before  does  not  appear  to  alleviate  this  affective  reaction'  each  time 
the  phenomenon  occurs  in  the  first  few  years  at  the  illness.  The 
patient  knows  that  he  will  probably  *co  e  out  of  it"  intact  but  the 
experience,  each  time$  is  for  him  a  real  event.  It  was  also  note&'t (33) 
frequently,  although  the  patient  may  have  had  initial  difficulty  in 
recalling  sensory  events  which  had  occurred.  just  prior  to  the  block, 
if  the  observer  persisted  in  questioning  the  patients  the  latter 
could  sometimes  produce  the  gist  of  that  had  occurred.  At  any  rate, 
it  would  seem  that  the  patient  experiences  the  effects  associated 
with  the  phenomenon,  in  such  a  state  of  consciousness,  that  he  can 
recall  most  of  them.  During  the  build  up  of  the  episode  the  patient 
appears  to  be  unable  to  discriminate  between  sensory  impressions, 
so  that  a  stimulus  in  one  sensory  modality  tends  to  be  fused  with  a 
stimulus  perceived  in  a  different  modality.  Then  blocking  does 
occur,  there  appears  to  be  a  tendency  for  this  to  be  prolonged  until 
the  patient  is  "wakened  out  of  it"  by  a  new  stimulus.  Thus,  one 
of  the  schizophrenic  patient's  main  difficulties  seems  to  be  in 
regulating  and  organising  sensory  intake  so  that  it  is  kept  at  the 
optimal  required  for  assimilation  at  a  given  time.  It  would  appear 
that  this  balance  can  sometimes  be  achieved  but  is  readily  lost,  to 
that  in  effect,  there  is  a  continuous  waxin￿  and  wanii;  on  either 
extreme  of  this  optimum. 
It  is  tempting  to  compare  these  blocking  phenomena  in 
schizophrenia  ith  the  alterations  in  consciousness  which  occur  in 
epilepsy.  The  resemblance  to  petit  mal  seizures  seems  to  be  super- 
eiciel.  Petit  zeal  attacks  appear  to  be  more  cbrupt  in  onset* 
shorter  in  duration,  and  characterised  by  a  more  rapid  shut-dov 
of  perception  end  cognition.  There  is,  perhaps,  a  slightly  greater 
degree  of  resemblance  to  temporal  lobe  seizures  in  that  the  latter 
are  slower  to  build  up  in  time  and  may  be  associated  vith  a  variety (3') 
of  'positive'  symptoms  of  perceptual  disturbance,  euch  as  illusions 
and  hallucinations,  However,  there  do  not  appear  to  be  ex  reports 
in  the  literature  of  epilepsy  (e.  g.  Penfield  &  Jasper,  1954*  Slater, 
Beard  &  Glithero,  19631  Karagulla  &  Robertson,  19551  Lennox$  1960 
Marchand  &  Do  Muriaguerra,  1948),  which  describe  the  occurrence  of 
phenomena  as  described  above  for  schizophrenic  patients"  In  eddi- 
tion,  study  of  the  small  number  of  temporal  lobe  epileptic  patients 
in  the  present  investigation  has  failed  to  reveal  the  presence  of 
such  phenomena.  Certainly,  thought  blocking,  defined  simply  as  a 
sudden  pause  in  thinking,  is  known  to  occur  in  epilepsy,  including 
the  pgychoses  associated  with  temporal  lobe  epilepsy  (Slater,  et  el., 
1963),  but  as  suggested  above,  this  latter  vymptom  in  schiso- 
phreni.  a  is  only  one  aspect  of  a  Very  complex  series  of  changes 
which  may  occur  within  a  very  brief  space  of  time,  Although  tem- 
poral,  lobe  epileptic  patients  may  produce  symptoms  of  disturbed  body 
image  and  motility,  they  do  not  appear  to  experience  these  di  stur- 
bancee  with  the  sane  degree  of  severity  as  schizophrenic  patients, 
Another  point  of  difference  appears  to  be  that  in  the  build  up  of 
these  phenomena,  before  the  block  occurs,  the  schizophrenia  has 
particular  difficulty  in  oo-ordinating  motor  sequences  in  order  to 
carry  out  simple  actioens,  the  nature  of  which  be  understands;  in 
other  words,,  ideo]d.  netio  dyspraaia.  Further,  although  temporal 
lobe  epileptic  patients  may￿  at  times,,  feel  detoahod  from  their  own 
personalities,  or  express  delusions  of  identity,  they  do  not  appear 
to  suffer  the  same  transient'  confusions  of  identity,  described  in 
more  detail  below,  that  Schizophrenic  patients  experience  during (35) 
these  episodes  of  mental  disintegration.  Finally,  the  schizophrenic 
patient  appears  to  be  more  able  to  register  and  recall  the  profound 
changes  experienced  when  the  phenomenon  occurs,  although  as  in 
temporal  lobe  epilepsy#  both  of  these  functions  appear  to  be  impaired, 
in  schizophrenia,  perhaps  to  a  lesser  decree.  Detailas  of  this 
clinical  comparison  between  schizophrenia  and  epilepsy  are,  iUus 
trated  in  Table  3  (Appendix  C). 
In  conclusion,  this  peculiar  phenomenon  in  schizophrenia, 
although  bearing  some  resemblance  to  temporal  lobe  seizures,  is  not 
indistinguishable  from  the  latter.  However,  both  conditions  appear 
to  have  a  common  denominator  in  terms  of  a  paroxysmal  impairment  in 
consciousness.  Consciousness  has  been  said  to  depend,  largely, 
upon  the  inter  relationship  between  the  neural  basis  of  the  body 
schema  and  the  perceptual  organisation  of  the  environment,  and  also 
upon  the  capacity  for  memory  storage  or  sensory  data  and  the  avails- 
bility  (recall)  of  stored  information  (Brain,  1963;  Sherwood,  1957). 
Sherwood  (1957)  states  -_*Consciousness  is  thus  a  function  of  the 
volume  of  information  which  can  be  continuously  and  simultaneously 
processed.  *  As  was  illustrated  above,  in  relation  to  disturbed 
visual  perception,  and  as  will  be  further  illustrated  with  other 
clinical  data,  yet  to  be  presented,  the  breakdown  in  perceptual 
functioning  results  in  an  increase  in  the  volume  of  information 
which  the  schizophrenic  has  to  deal  with,  but  is  unable  to  process, 
and  at  times  this  meV  reach  such  a  peak  that  consciousness  is 
disturbed. (36) 
In*  Disturbances  in  Speech  Produoticn. 
There  have  been  par  q  studies  .  of  the  disturbed  communi- 
cation  which  is  recognised  to  be  one  of  the  cardinal  features  of 
this  disease.  Different  approaches,  neurological,  psychoana- 
lytica3.,  and  experimental  psychological,  have  emphasised  one  or 
other  aspect  of  the  physiological  and  psychical  process  which 
governs  thinking  and  language  behaviour.  Such  past  studies  have 
been  dealt  with  recently  by  Payne  (1961)  and  Fish  (1962).  Although 
thinking  and  speech  are  interdependent,  in  recent  years  the  trend 
has  been  to  swing  away  from  straightforward  clinical  study  of 
schizophrenic  speech  and  to  approach  the  problem  by  direct  cxperi- 
mental  investigation  of  different  aspects  of  schizophrenic  thought 
disorder.  Since  marry  of  these  studies  of  eohizophrenio  thinking 
have  led  various  workers  to  postulate  a  breakdown  in  the  mechanism 
of  selective  attention  in  schizophrenia,,  they  will  not  be  mentioned 
here  but  will  be  incorporated  in  the  general  discussion.  Possibly, 
as  the  findings  from  the  growing  variety  of  experiments  accumulate 
and  become  co-ordinated,  we  will  achieve  a  better  understanding  of 
the  mechanisms  underlying  schizophrenic  thought  disorder￿  At 
present,  however,  there  still  appears  to  be  room  for  clinical  study 
of  the  format  aspects  of  schizophrenic  speech,  especially  in  the 
early  stages  of  the  disease,  before  deterioration  occurs. 
Two  studies,  which  may  be  mentioned  at  this  point,  refer 
to  the  controversy  which  prevails  concerning  the  abstract-concrete 
dichotomy  in  schizophrenic  languages  Goldstein  (1939)  described (37) 
an  impairment  in  abstract  attitude,  so  that  the  schizophrenic's 
thinking  and  speech  become  more  concrete.  In  contrast,  Cameron 
(1938,1939)  described  schizophrenic  thinking  as  being  toverin- 
elu$ive'.  Overinelusion  was  defined  as  an  inability  to  preserve 
conceptual  boundaries,  so  that  irrelevant  items  became  incorporated 
in  concepts,  rendering  the  patient's  thinking  less  precise  and  more 
abstract. 
Clinical  observation  of  younv  patients  sugGests  that  the 
disturbance  in  the  schizopbrenic*s  thinldnZ  and  speech  varies,  in 
severity,  with  the  degree  to  mich  his  perceptual  system  and  short- 
term  memory  are  over-loaded  with  sensory  information,  This  dynamic 
fluctuation  in  cognitive  function,  which  may  occur  within  a  very 
brief  space  of  tame,  has  been  mentioned  in  the  section  dealing  with 
blocking  phenomena.  The  present  section  of  clinical  data  deals 
with  the 
_ 
disturbances  of  speech  production,,  which  have  been  found 
to  be  associated  with  these  paro2ramal  epicoiva  of  mental  disinte- 
gration  in  schizophrenic  patients. 
It  was  of  considerable  interest  that  a  number  of  temporal 
lobe  epileptic  patients,  in  the  study:  produced  reports  which  contain 
some  similarities  and  differences,  when  compared  with  the  reports  of 
the  schizophrenic  patients.  The  parcVsmaal  disturbances  of  speech 
occurrinä  in  temporal  lobe  epilepsy  have  been  reported,  in  some 
detail,  by  5erafctinides  &  Falconer  (4963).  however,  it  may  be 
worth  while  presentirZ  a  few  typical  descriptions  of  the  difficulties, 
in  expressing  their  thouzhts,  reported  by  temporal  lobe  epileptic (38) 
patients,  in  order  to  oc  np  e  them  later  wd.  th  achizophrenios. 
(A)  Schizophrenic  Patients 
Case  22  (C.  G.  )  "Often  I  have  to  go  through  two  or  three  things  in 
my  head  before  I  find  the  thought  I  want  "  words  I  don't  want  come 
out  -  not  the  correct  words  "  not  the  words  I  wanted  for  the  meaning 
I  wanted  to  give.  I  have  to  pick  out  thoughts  and  put  them  toget- 
her.  I  can't  control  the  actual  thoughts  I  want.  I  can't  compare 
it  with  my  speech.  'I  think  something  but  I  say  it  different. 
Thoughts  just  come  out  "  all  kinds  of  things  come  out  together. 
People  listening  might  bear  something  different  from  what  I  mean. 
Sometimes  I  do  not  say  arrthing  because  of  this.  I  keep  the  words 
in  me.  Yesterday  a  chap  came  along  and  spoke  to  me.  I  knew  what 
I  wanted  to  say  back.  I  had  the  impression  or  what  i  wanted  to  any 
in  speech  but  I  couldn't  get  the  words  x  needed  "  words  that  weren't 
correct  came  out.  I  could  not  get  the  words  that  were  correct  to 
make  up  a  sentence  and  I  knew  I  was  not  saying  the  right  thing.  I 
listen  to  everything  I  say  and  I  don't  like  to  any  something  and  not 
hear  it  myself.  I  like  to  remember  everything  I  say  to  somebody 
and  make  sure  it's  correct.  * 
Case  36  (J,!  A  D")  "I  am  not  conscious  about  v&  at  I  have  been  speaking 
about.  Other  people  might  think  I  am  not  speaking  any  sense.  I 
have  to  recheck  its  but  mealy  a  time  it's  just  that  quick,,  that  if 
X  was  speaking,  n  mind  goes  a  blank  and  I  say  the  vrong  morde. 
My  mind  has  gone  blank  many  times  and  I  have  to  take  time  to  got  the (39) 
speaking  right.  You  get  your  subconscious  speaking  differently  to 
you.  When  I  am  speaking  words  just  go  back  through  the  subconscious 
and  irritate  the  subconscious  and  words  &o  out  that  are  sometimes  the 
wrong  words.  Sometimes  it's  the  right  word  but  if  it's  the  wrong 
word  I  have  to  check  it.  I  keep  it  in  «º  just  not  let  it  out. 
Sometimes  :I  don't  get  time  to  'check  it  and  I  just  have  to  sayr  it.  * 
Case  29  (G.  H.  )  "My  mind  isn't  right  if  I  walk  about  and  speak  it 
just  depends;  it's  not  all  the  time.  Mymind  is  clear  today. 
People  speak  too  quick  for  me  to  understand.  try  own  words  break 
them  up.  My  own  words  mix  into  them.  'When  I'm  going  to  say  some- 
thing,  something  else  just  comes  into  i  head  before  I  can  speak  and 
I'm  frightened  I  might  say  the  wrong  thing.  It's  better  to  stay 
still  and  not  say  anything*  lords  are  coming  out  of  my  mouth  that 
shouldn't  come  out  and  they  came  back  on-  me  and  mix  me  up.  I  still 
hear  the  words  ringing  in  air  owe  after  I've  spoken  the  ids.  It's 
like  listening  to  the  wireless.  There  is  a  different  speech  in  me. 
Every  time  I  say  a  word,  it  seems  to  put  a  strain  on  everything.  It's 
all  right  if  it  is  the  right  word,  but  if  it's  the  wrong  word  it's 
balmy.  It  seems  to  go  both  ways  and  comes  out  in  two  different  ways. 
I'm  fighting  against  something  inside  myself  that  affects  my  speech  - 
it'a  something  terrible,  it's  a  different  language  that  I  can't  get 
rid  of.  " 
Cabe  32  (A.  I.  )  "then  I  am  listening  to  people  I  am  getting  on  all 
right  until  I  have  to  start  talking.  I  am  afraid  I  will  not  be  clear (so) 
and  lucid,  I  have  got  to  keep  a  part  of  me  watching  the  rest  of 
myself  to  make  sure  nothing  goes  wrong.  I  feel  as  if  I  am  always 
talking  to  another  bit  of  myself'.  Sometimes  it  thinks  itself 
wiser  thanI  and  cuts  me  off  from  myself.  I  have  the  words  and  I 
can  write  them  down,  but  when  it  comes  to  atpying  its  something 
happens  and  I  steam  up  oompleteay.  I  can't  get  hold  of  the  word 
it  rung  away  the  more  you  run  after  it.  " 
The  things  in  my  mind  I  simply  can't  get  across.  It 
needs  a  smooth  flow  from  your  mind  and  I  haven't  got  this.  I  wish 
I  could  talk  without  interruption  «  not  from  you,  fro'  m,  inside  myself. 
I  have  a  certain  line  of  thought  and  something  interrupts  it  end  then 
I  lose  the  line  of  thought  I`  was  on.  "  (chat  interrupts?  )  "It.  can't 
say  what  it  was  that  interrupted  wit  runs  away  from  me  when  I  try  to 
get  it.  Sometimes  it's  a  daft  idea,  or  just  a  word.  There0s  a 
physical  thing  which  prevents  me  from  expressing  oyself.  I  can 
, write  my  thoughts  down  better  than  say  them  because  it  flows  freer 
and  can  be  corrected  later.  I  am  not  so  immediately  responsible  for 
it  when  I  write.  I  em  on  a  single  line  just  now  -  my  mind  running 
on  one  track  just  now  but  at  times  your  consciousness  extends  further 
into  this  eerie  world.  It  does  this  effortlessly  all  by  itself  and 
then  I  have  to  try  and  arrange  my  thoughts  -  separate  them  out  and 
put  them  in  front  of  me.  I  have  to  look  at  them  even  though  they  are 
bussing  about  everywhere  or  else  I  have  to  give  them  a  kick  to  hurry 
them  on.  " (41) 
Case  12  (F.  A.  R.  )  "The  worst  thing  has  been  my  face  and  my  speech. 
The  words  wouldn't  come  out  right.  I  know  how  to  explain  myself 
but  the  way  it  comes  out  of  my  mouth  isn't  right.  Icy  thoughts  run 
too  fast  and  I  can't  stop  the  train  at  the  right  point  to  make  them 
go  the  right  weir,  Big.  magnified  thoughts  come  into  my  head  vhen  I 
am  speaking  and  put  arey  the  words-1  wanted  to  say,  and  make  me  stray 
away  from  what  was  in  my  mind*  ,  Things  I  am  speaking  just  fade  away 
and  my  bead  gets  very  heavy  and  I  can't  place  what  I  wanted  to  say* 
I've  got  a  lot  to  say  but  I  can't  focus  the  words  to  come  out  so 
they  cone  out  jumbled  up.  A  barrier  inside  my  hand  stops  me  from 
speaking  properly  and  the  mind  goes  blank.  I  try  to  concentrate 
but  nothing  comes  out.  Sometimes  I  find  a  word  to  replace  what  I 
wanted  to  say""  (Why  can't  you  get  the  word  you  want?  )  "Something 
also  comes  in$  something  else  keeps  interfering  in  my  mind.  Uaybe 
the  word  that  comes  in  is  a  bit  silly  compared  with  what  I  would 
have  said  -  but  it  puts  out  the  right  word  and  makes  me  say  it 
instead,  I  listen  to  myself  to  make  sure  it's  right.  You've  got 
an  instinct  as  well  you  know.  If  you  know  something's  wrong  then 
it's  wrong.  Sometimes  T  don't  speak  and  turn  away#  but  sometimes 
I  Just  Boy  these  other  words  to  see  if  they  will  go  away.  " 
Case  19  (C.  UcD.  )  *MY  mind  wanders  at  times  and  I  can't  concentrate 
on  what  I  am  doing,  If  I  talk  to  somebody  for  a  while  I  just  realise 
I'm  wandering,  and  I  find  it  difficult  to  express  myself  in  the  r 
I  want  to  express  myself.  I  am  not  able  to  say  things  the  way  I (42) 
want  to  say  them.  It's  a  futmy  feeling  and.  you  can't  say  things 
the  way  you  want.  I  try  to  think  of  the  words  but  they  won't  cane 
to  me  for  me  to  get  them  out.  "  (What  do  you  do  when  this  happens?  ) 
"I  don't  say  ar  thing  because  "Z  can't  may  it  properly  and  I  know  I 
will  make  a  mistake.  "  {How  do  you  know  you  will  make  a  mistake?  ) 
"I  Just  somehow  know  it's  wrong  if  I'm  going  to  may  the  wrong  word 
but  I  don't  seem  to  be  able  to  say  the  right  word" 
Case  31  (J,  R.  )  "Sometimes  I  can't  say  it  right  when  I'm  speaking. 
Sometimes  I  got  mixed  up  and  try  to  get  the  word  out  at  my  mouth. 
It's  what  you  are  thinking  about  when  you  are  spealdng  and  sometimes 
you  say  the  wrong  thing  that  you  meant  to  say.  You  are  thinking 
about  what  you  are  speaking  and  then  you  say  the  wrong  thing  and 
then  you  correct  yourself.  "  (That  do  you  mean  you  say  the  wrong 
thing?  )  "I  might  just  be  talking  and  I  might  be  saying  something 
unconsciously  and  I  mean  something  else,  I  might  be  in  a  conver- 
sation  with  somebody  and  find  it  hard  to  get  a  cord  out  and  then  I 
might  make  a  mistake  or  something  like  that  when  I'm  talking.  I 
am  thinking  about  mat  I  am  saying  and  sometimes  I  might  say  the 
wrong  word  or  I  might  not  get  it  out.  It's  thinking  and  speaking 
at  the  same  time  that  does  it.  I'm  thinking  about  what  I  am  saying 
and  then  I  come  to  a  point  and  wonder  -  "Does  that  make  sense  -  what 
have';  I  got  to  say?  "" 
Case  2  (H.?.  )  "I  lose  track  of  that  I  am  dying  but  it's  the 
receiving  end,  I  lose  track  of  the  train  of  words  and  it'e  like ('3) 
taking  down  a  sentence  off  a  board  you  know,  and  the  lecturer  says 
the  words  but  you  forget  them  vhen  you  go  to  put  them  down,  I 
can't  re"regieter  them  again  and  build  them  up  as  I  used  to  do,  I 
follow  them  up  a  bit  but  it  seems  to  go  into  nowhere.  because  I 
don't  have  a  memory  for  a  long  sentence.  By  the  time  you  are 
finished  the  sentence  if  I  was  taking  it  down  I  have  forgotten  half 
or  the  sentence,  V.  hhen  I  em  speaking  my  memory  seems  to  go  and  I 
Just  forgot  the  words  that  were  previously  w  what's  the  word  for  it 
instructed  out$  and  then  I  get  all  tied  up.  I  know,  what  I  want  to 
say  but  I  can't  form  It  in  a  sentence.  I  em  not  able  to  put  it  in 
front  of  me  and  I  let  it  slip.  It  might,  come  out  some  way.  I  try 
to  masticate  so  that  it  comes  out  as  if  ,Y  was  eating  -  that's  one  ways 
or  I  might  give  my  hands  a  wave  or  two  to  stimulate  the  thoughts. 
It  might  be  electrical  fields  I've  been  in  in  my  past  lifo.  I  seem 
to  be  forced  to  have  a  pause  before  I  can  speak  any  more  and  it  puts 
me  oft  all  the  time,  but  you  can  work  and  conduct  things  with  your 
hands  and  pass  over  the  words  and  talk  with  your  hands.  I  try  to 
catch  a  thought  -  sometimes  I  catch  it,  a  word  or  so$  but  I  can't 
think  too  far  and  sty  train  of  thought  goes,  blank  and  weak  and  I  lose 
the  power  of  speech  because  I  can't  reproduce  my  thoughts,  ;t 
depends  what  frequency  the  other  person  is  on.  " 
Case  23  (3.  G.  )  "I  can't  control  my  thoughts,  I  can't  keep  thoughts 
out,  It  owes  on  automatically.  It  happens  at  most  peculiar  times- 
not  just  when  I'm 
, talking  but  when  I'm  listening  as  wells  I  lose (44) 
control  in  conversation  then  I  sweat  and  shake  all  over.  If  Owe- 
body'is  speaking  I  just  let  them  continue  until  they  are  finished 
2  can't  comprehend  what  they  are  saying.  It'a  trying  to  think  what 
they  are  talkinS  about  vhen  they  £re  speaking  boaaum  I'm  concentrat. 
ing  so  much  and  trying  to  listen  to  vrhat  thegr  are  saying  and  I  lose 
track  of  the  conversation.  "  (Can  you  bear  them?  )  "I  can  hear 
what  they  are  haying  all  right,,  it'  a  remembering  mat  they  have  avid 
in  the  next  second  that's  difficult  w  it  just  goes  out  of  my  winde 
1  010  concentrating  80  much  on  little  things  I  have  difficulty  in 
finding  an  Gnawer,  at  the  time  -  there's 
silo 
hins,  there.  The  train 
of  thought  can  be  delayed  for  a  time  before.  1  go  back  on  to  the 
train  of  thought￿  11m  speaking  but  I'm  not  conscious  of  what  I'm 
saying,  that's  the  trouble  with  me,  so  I  don't  know  what  I  an  talking 
about.  I3ve  got  a  rigmarole  in  my  mind  now  for  checking  what  I  say 
in  advance  so  if  somebody  speaks  to  me  I  get  on  ray  guard  straight 
away  so  that  I  can  make  a  sensible  an  wer,  I  try  to  say  something 
sensible  and  appropriate  but  it  is  a  strain  because  I'm  not  speaking 
automatically  and  when  the  conversation  is  going  on  or  when  it  is 
finished,  I  don't  know  what  they  are  talking  about  or  that  I  was 
talking  about.  I  keep  talk  to  a  minimum  to  prevent  these  attacks 
coming  on.  " 
Case  26  (G"S.  C.  )  "This  macb3ne  can  make  ma  forget  what  I  am  talking 
about.  I  could  be  about  to  say  something  and  be  made  to  forget  it 
when  I  realise  that  the  thought  was  so  strong,  a  moment  before  that  i (os) 
couldn't  possibly  forget  it  unless  I  was  being  made  to  forget.  It 
makes  my  conversation  unintelligible.  "  (Hour  do  you  notice  this?  ) 
"I  just  notice  that  I  have  difficulty  in  finding  words  and  I  have 
to  use  phrases  -  long-winded  roundabout  terms  that  didn't  sound 
nearly  so  articulate  as  words  I-might  have  used  if  I  had  been  feeling 
freer.  I'm  certain  this  machine  can  do  this.  Sometimes  there  are 
words  that  are  just  there  and  no  more  that  this  machine  can  help  me 
to  use  if  people  are  there  working  for  me  at  the  tide,  and  I  would 
chip  in  and  realise  that  that  was  exactly  the  right  word  to  use  at 
the  time  instead  of  having  to  use  a  whole  phrase  to  explain.  " 
(Does  this  machine  interfere  with  anything  else?  )  "Yes,  it  alters 
the  tension  of  my  voice  and  the  formation  of  the  word  so  that  it 
sounds  differently.  "  (Does  axything,  else  happen?  )  "Yes$  I  lose 
my  concentration  and  then  I  lose  the  thread  of  my  conversation  -  it 
might  be  a  point  I'm  trying  to  make  and  I'm  making  it  nth  illus- 
trationa  and  as  a  result  of  the  employment  of  the  illustration,  I 
mislead  myself  and  get  off  the  track  I  was  on.  I  lose  what  I  was 
saying  end  can't  pick  up_where  I  left  off  so  that  I'm  entirely  off 
the  track  I  was  on  before.  "  (Can  you  say  anything  more  about  your 
difficulty  in  finding  words?  )  "Well,  my  concentration  is  not  so  good 
as  it  once  wasi  v  hen  I'm  saying  something,  I  have  to  concentrate  a 
great  deal  morel  now  than  I  had  to  at  one  time,  when  the  words  would 
have  come  quite  freely  at  one  time.  Nov  I  have  to  think  a  good 
deal  before  I  can  bring  the  words  out  "  my  vocabulary  isn't  so  readily 
accessible  as  it  was  at  one  time.  "  (Why  is  that?  )  "It's  the (46) 
machine  that  does  it  so  that  I  can't  bra  to  the  surface  words  that 
would.  come  readily  on  another  occasion*" 
(B)  EnUeptio  Patients 
Cabe  J  (T.  L.  )  "I  can't  speak  as  fluently  as  I  should  without  any 
bother.  I  gat  lost  for  words  when  I  should  be  able  to  talk  easily. 
My  memory  is  bad  and  I  can't  concentrate  on  what  people  are  saaying. 
I'm  very  slow  at  picking  up  things  and  putting  two  and  two  together. 
When  I'm  talking  myself  I  realise  I'm  wandering  off  my  talk  when 
people  look  puzzled  by  what  I  am  saying.  I  go  on  to  another  subject 
or  something  I've  mentioned  and  instead  of  continuing  with  %hat  I 
was  speaking  aboutO  I  go  on  to  something  else  and  so  I  don't  finish 
the  story  I  had  started  with  because  I  just  forget  what  I  was 
speaking  of.  " 
Case  2  (A.  M.  )  '  "Sometimes  ny  mind  suddenly  wanders  on  to  eomething 
else  subconsciously  and  I  stop  and  just  suddenly  say  -  "Just  what 
was  I  saying  there?  "  and  go  back  to  it.  I  find  that  I'm  Speaking 
and  T  sort  of  get  stuck  for  words**  (t+hat  happens  then?  )  "Wells 
I  Just  can't  say  what  I  want  to  say  -  what''s  in  any  mind  -I  just  can't 
put  it  into  words.  The  words  are  in  my  mind  but  I  just  oan't  seem 
to  get  it  out  somehow.  I  don't  know  what  it  is.  I  get  spasms  of 
it  and  the  words  have  been  in  any  head  and  I  can't  just  express  them 
and  I've  just  sometimes  been  -  wells  I  just  can't  think  at  the  time 
of  what  I  am  going  to  say.  " (47) 
Case  3  (G.  P.  )  '"x  sometimes  forget  the  first  part  of  a  eentenca. 
I  could  be  blethering  about  something  to  you  and  then  I  would  forget 
about  my  first  blether  -  you  know  what  I  mean?  -  blethering  about 
something  and  then  forgetting  what  I'commenced  with.  Its  trying 
to  think  of  two  things  at  ones,  to  think  of  the  first  part  of  your 
sentence  when  you  are  going  to  the  second  part.  Sometimes  I 
can't  get  the  right  word  to  put  up  «  the  words  are  in  my  mind  but 
I  can't  get  them  out*" 
Case  4  (J.  C.  )  'rhea  people  speak  to  may  I'sometimes  tell  them  to 
sal  it  a  we  bit  slower  because  I  Just  don't  understand  it  "  it's 
just  a  lot  of  words.  Sometimes  I  wander  off.  I  speak  on 
different  subjects  and  know  I'm  doing  it,  Well1  I  don't  know  at 
the  time  but  I  know  just  maybe  a  second.  after  it  at  I  manage  to 
try  and  get  back,  Sometimes  I  can't  get  back.  Ilmn  I  want  to 
saq  something  sometimes  I  just  can't  got  around  to  saw  it 
because  I  can't  got  the  cords,  I  try  to  find.  the  words  but  I 
can't  find  thee.  " 
Cane  5  (ld.  fl,,  )  "I  just  can't  get  the  right  word  sometimes*  I 
have  the  word  in  ay  brain  but  I  can+t  get  it  out  of  my  mouth.  " 
(%hat"happcne  then?  )  "I  Just  ponder  over  it  and  think  about  it 
until  it'comes  out.  "  (And  does  it  come  out?  )  '"Sometimes  it  does 
and  sometimes  it  doesn't.  We  not  always  just  one,  word  -  acne- 
times  it's  a  phrase  or  a  sentence  that  I  have  in  my  mind  but  I 
cart  get  it  outs" (48) 
Case  8  (J.  ©.  C.  )  "I  find  it  hard  to  got  into  conversation*  I 
can't  make  up  what  I  want  to  sq.  I  try  to  find  a  word  and  I 
know  it  but  sometimes  I  just  can't  get  it  out.  I've  seen  me 
talking  to  people  and,  within  a  matter  of  seconds#  I  forget  what 
I'm  going  to  tell  them.  I've  got  to  ask  them  -  "where  was  I?, 
you'll  have  to  tell  me«"  Then  I  easy,  -  "that's 
. right,  now  I  know 
whore  I  aaa"" 
Casa  9  (D.  B.  )  "Sometimes  I  have  to  ask  the  person  what  I  was 
talking  about  so  that  I  can  pat  it  finished.  I'm  very  badet 
putting  myself  into  conversation  with  other  people.  "  (What  makes 
you  bad  at  this?  )  "I  get  lost  for  words.  I've  got  the  words 
there  -  it's  difficulty  of  putting  the  words  in  the  correct  places 
to  make  a  sentence.  If  I  can't  toy  it  properly,  I  just  keep  quiet.  " 
The  above  clinical  data  on  aahisbpbrenio  speech  is  closely 
related  to  the  other  changes  in  subjective  experience  reported  tw 
schizophrenic  patients  and  which  appear  to  occur  in  a  paroxysaal 
fashion  as  described  above-(Section  n),  The  paroxysmal  nature  of 
these  speech  defects  in  the  early  stages  seems  worthy  of  mention$ 
firstly,  because  it  does  not  appear  to  have  been  emphasised  in  the 
literature  of  achisophreniaf  secondly,  the  disturbance,  as  reported 
by  schizophrenic  patients,  bears  some  resemblance  to  the  paroxysmal 
dysphasia  reported  to  occur  coauoonly  in  temporal  lobe  .  pilepayl 
thirdly,  =if  the  observations  are  valid,  such  dynamic  variation  in 
the  level  of  cognitive  function  in  schizophrenic  subjects  seems ('9) 
likely  toýaffect  the  patient's  responses  at  any  given  time  and 
influence  any  assessment  made  of  the  thought  prooessea  in  this 
disease. 
These  disturbances  in  speech  mir  be  briefly  described 
by  reference  to  a  definition  of  paroxymaal  dysphasia  given  by 
Serafetinides  &  Falconer  (1963)  in  a  studUr  of  100  cases  of  temporal 
lobe  epilepsy,  namely  »  *an  inability  on  the  part  of  the  patient  to 
express  himself  by  the  correct  words  while  he  is  still  conscious 
and  without  obvious  impairment  of  articulation  or  of  bearing. 
The  patient  may  or'may  not  comprehend  fully  what  is  said  to  him, 
but  his  replies  are  such  as  to  rule  out  confusion  with  disorientation 
or  mere  speech  arrest.  "  Two  main  types  of  paroxysmal  dysphasia 
were  recognised  by  these  authors  to  occur  in  temporal  lobe  epilepsy, 
vim.,  (a)  expressive,  and  (b)  combined  receptive  and  expressive,  and 
they  considered  that  a  cardinal  feature  of  parmgramal  dysphasia  so 
defined  was  that  it  occurred  during  a  period  at  awareness  and  could 
be  subsequently  recalled  by  the  patient.  In  the  present  study, 
the  disturbance  of  speech  in  schizophrenia  patients  almost  always 
involved  both  receptive  and  expressive  aspects.  If  the  paroxysmal 
nature  of  speech  disturbances  in  schizophrenia  is  accepted,  albeit 
provisionally,  when  we  proceed  to  analyse  the  relevant  reports  from 
the  above  patients,  certain  common  denominators  appear  to  emerge. 
Firstly,  nearly  all  of  the  schizophrenic  patients  in  the 
study  were  aware  or  their  speech  detects,  and  in  the  individual 
patient,  this  awareness  of  the  liability  of  his  speech  to  become (50) 
disrupted,  was  associated  with  intense  emotional  reactions, 
especially  in  the  early  stages*  "  The  second  feature  suggested  tV 
the  patienta*  reports  is  that  thire  is  an  impairment  in  the  auto- 
matic  selection  from  memory  storage  of  appropriate  words  required 
in  order  to  formulate  what  they  wish  to  convey.  The  patients,  an 
a  whole,  dealt  with  this  difficulty  in  Word  finding,:  by  pausing 
and  engaging  in  a  conscious,  deliberate  search  for  the  word  they 
wished  to  use,  with  resultant  slowing  of  their  verbal  performance. 
Thirdly,  these  patients  appear  to  have  an  inability  to 
screen  out  incorrect  or  irrelevant  words  from  their  conscious  speech 
processes.  Again  the  intensity  of  this  defeat,,  as  well  as  its 
occurrence,  varied  sporadically  from  time  to  time.  There  was  little 
doubt  that  in  the  first  few  years,  at  times  and  in  favourable  con- 
ditions,  the  patients  'were  able'to  utilise  the  correct  words,  form 
sentences  in  an  organized  fashion  and  communicate  sensibly  with 
others,  at  least  for  a  brief  period  of  time.  On  the  other  band# 
at  other  times,  particularly  in  distracting  situations,,  they  used 
approximations  of  the  words  they  wished  to  use  and  on  other  occasions 
stills,  they  were  quite  aware  of  their  tendency  to  utilise  words, 
which  had  little  or  no  connection  with  what  they  wanted  to  say, 
Some  of  them  reported  that  in  the  latter  conditions,  when  their 
consciousness  was  flooded  suddenly  by  strings  of  'unwanted'  words, 
it  was  extremely  difficult  to  put  words  together  properly  in  order 
to  form  a  sentence.  At  these  times  the  patient  would  be  temporar'. 
i]y  reduced  to  transmitting  meaning  by  pantomime.  It  is  possible (51) 
that  these  patients  have  a  particular  difficulty  of  organising 
individual  words  into  a  pattern  in  order  to  formulate  sentences, 
the  corresponding  opposite  of  a  similar  defect  in  the  perception 
of  speech  to  be  described  below. 
A  fourth  interesting  feature  suggested  by  the  clinical 
data  is  that  the  patients  appear  to  listen  to  their  own  speech  in 
a  more  deliberate  and  active  fashion  than  normal$  in  an  attempt  to 
make  it  intelligible  to  others,  -In,  the  normal  state  this  monitor- 
ing  prcoooess  may  be  regarded  as  being  automatic,  producing  economy 
in  mental  function,  but  in  the  sohisophrenio  patients  this  process 
appears  to  require  conscious  regulation  and  control. 
A  fifth  feature  suggested  by  the  patients'  reports  is, 
that  it  they  continue  to  talk,  they  become  progressively  less  able 
to  retain  sufficient  content  of  their  oen  speech,  in  order  to  connect 
up  what  they  are  about  to  say  with  what  they  had  said  immediately 
before.  With  regard  to  this,  the  patients  themselves  were  often 
aware  of  their  tendency  to  get  tderailed',  or  talk  wide  of  the 
point.  This  particular  aspect  of  speech  disturbance  is  probably 
related  to  the  vulnerability  of  short-term  memory,  to  distraction 
suggested  by  the  reports  of  schisaphrenic  patients. 
In  summary  then,  the  disturbances  in  speech  experienced  by 
schizophrenia  patients  appears  to  be  paro  renal  in  oaauxrenae,  at 
least  in  degree  of  severity,  especially  in  the  first  few  years  of  the 
disease.  These  disturbances  may  tentatively  be  related  to,  (1)  a 
defeat  in  the  automatic  selection  of  appropriate  Words  from  memory (52) 
storage  so  that  frequently  the  patient  is  unable  to  use  the  correct 
word  at  the  appropriate  time;  (2)-an  inability  to  screen  out 
approximate  or  totally  irrelevant  words  from  entering  short-term 
memory  prior  to  the-act  of  speaking,  This  may  be  associated  with 
a  difficulty  in  formulating  grammatical  sentences-from  individual 
words;  (3)  a  breakdown  in  the  normally  automatic  process  whereby 
the  individual  continuously  criticises  and  audits  his  own  speech 
in  order  to  make  it  intelligible  to  others=  (4)  a  defect  in  the 
function  of  short"termmsmory,  produced  by  overloading,  which  renders 
the  patient  unable  to  connect  up  different  passages  of  verbal  output 
in  a  logical  sequence. 
It  must  be  added  that  these  same  patients  also  experienced 
and  exhibited  a  defect  in  the  perception  of  speech.  In  the  earlier 
stages  of  the  disease,  the  patients  reported  to  the  effect  that 
when  they  failed  to  comprehend  what  was  said  to  them  they  simply 
"guessed  the  answers".  It  seems  likelythat  this  receptive  detect 
will  contribute  to  any  assessment  of  thought  disorder  in  such 
patients. 
If  we  apply  Jackson's  principle  of  ptgsiological  order  to 
the  dynamic  variations  in  speech  function  exhibited  by  these  schiso- 
phrenio  patients,  the  mazq  apparent  oontraäicticros  in  their 
performance  and  behaviour  may  become  more  understandable.  In  order 
to  make  this  comparison  it  may  be  worth  while  giving  a  brief  des- 
cription  of  the  development  of  speech,  concerning  which  their 
appears  to  be  general  agreement.  Russell  Brain  (1961A)  summarises (53) 
the  various  stages  in  the  process  which  include  babbling  in  infancy, 
proceeding  to  echolalia,  '  which  paves  the  way  for  verbal  utterances. 
Gradually  words  are  associated  with  the  objects  to  which  they  refer 
and  this  requires  abstraction  of  the  object  from  the  rest  of  the 
environment.  This  begins  with  concrete  objects  and  persons  but  as 
development  proceeds,  becomes  increasingly  abstract  and  refers  to 
qualities,  actions  and  relationships  and  ultimately  highly  abstract 
ideas.  As  speech  develops,  words  are  used  in  combination,,  grammar 
and  syntax  link  them  together,  and  their  mutual  modifications  and 
temporal  order  in  sentences  make  it  possible  to  express  more  and 
more  complex  meanings.  Piaget  (1951)  describes  the  process 
similarly,  relating  speech  development  to  a  functional  continuity 
between  senaory.  motor  activity  and  conceptual  thought,  whereby 
verbal  schemas  become  detached  from  sensory-motor  schemas  and 
gradually  acquire  the  function  of  representation.  That  is, 
initially  a  word  is  part  of  an,  action  but  later  ceases  to  be  so. 
It  is  possible  then  to  draw  parallels  between  the  fluo- 
tuation  in  speech  lunation  of  schizophrenic  patients  with  these 
gradations  in  speech  developments  One  would  then  expect  schizo- 
phrenic  speech  to  corresponä,  at  different  times,  to  any  one  of  the 
three  main  stages  of  development#  and  clinical  observation  of  young 
schizophrenic  patients  tends  to  bear  this  outs  Thus  the  individual 
schizophrenic's  speech  mqy  at  one  moment  be  abstract  and  relatively 
normal,  while  at  his  worst  level  he  mz  be  unable  to  separate  the 
word  from  the  object  or  action  and  thus  give  a  'concretes  response. cam} 
With  progressive  dissolution  of  his  mental  -state  one  would  expect 
stages  of  a  break-up 
, 
in  syntactical  arrangements  and  temporal  order, 
passing  through  a  phase  of  eeholalia  and  ending  with  babblingq 
Again,  the  argument  here,  in  relation  to  the  early  stages  of  schizo- 
phreniae  is  that  this  process  of  dissolution  can  aoour,  with  rapid 
onset#  but  last  only  for  a  transient  and  brief  sspaoe.  of  time.  It 
is  therefore  possible  that  the  controversy  which  prevails  concerning 
the  abstract-concrete  diehotc  y  in  schizophrenic  speech  in  irrelevant 
for  the  individual  patient,  whose  thinking  and  speech  may  be  both 
abstract  and  concrete  within  a  very  brief  period.  Likewise  the 
some  view  can,  be  applied  to  the  concept  of  loverinolusion'  in 
schizophrenia.  At  one  moment  the  patient'a  consciousness  may  be 
flooded  with  irrelevant  words  or'items  and  appear  'overiaclusive', 
but  at  another  moment  the  opposite  conditions  may  prevail,  the 
patient  experiencing  a  vacancy  in  thinking,  and  unable  to  say 
anything. 
So  much  for  schizophrenic  speech  per  e.  It  may  be  con- 
venient  to  divert  at  this  point  and  compare  these  disturbances  with 
reports  on  the  narre  topic  obtained  from  some:  temporal  lobe  epileptic 
patients.  As  mentioned  above￿,  paroxysmal  dysphasias  are  recognised 
to  occur  in  temporal  lobe  epilepsy.  Serafetinides  o  Falconer  (1963) 
found  speech  disturbances  in  two-thirds  of  a  total  of  100  cases-off' 
temporal  lobe  epilepsy.  In  half  of  these  (4  out  of  67)ý  the 
dysphasia  was  paroxysmal  and  ocourred'mastly  in  left  temporal  lobe 
epilepsy.  Another  interesting  finding  mentioned  by  these  authors  was (55) 
that  in  the  34  cases  with  paro  ßmal  dysphasia,  three-quarters  were 
also  subject  to  grand  mal  seizures.  Serafetinides  &  Falconer  also 
found  that  these  latter  cases  showed  on  radiological  examination  a 
slight  diminution  of  the.  left  hemi-cranium  compared  with  the  rent 
of  the  cases,  indicating  a  more  extensive  hemisphere  lesion,  dating 
from  infancy.  These  authors  oonclud.  ed  that  in  cases  with  paroxysmal 
dysphasia,  the  neuronal  discharges  were  more  widely  ranging  than  in 
cases  who  did  not  show  this  disturbance. 
In  the  present  study,  details  of  the  speech  disturbances 
found  in  temporal  lobe  epileptic  patients  have  not  been  presented, 
since  they  merely  confirm  the  clinical  findings  reported  by 
Serafetinides  &  Falconer  in  their  study  of  a  much  larger  group  of 
such  patients.  However,  the  latter  authors  did  not  present  arq 
subjective  accounts  from  their  patients  and  so  it  may  be  interesting 
to  compare  the  few  euch  reports  given  above  with  those  produced  by 
schizophrenic  patients.  Very  briefly,  the  similarities  in 
disturbed  speech  between  the  two  conditions  appears  to  be  related 
to  (1)  the  paroxysmal  nature  of  the  disturbance,  (2)  the  patient's 
awareness  of  the  defect,  (3)  the  difficulty  in  finding  and  using 
the  correct  words  to  express  himself,  and  (4)  a  defect  in  short- 
term  memory  which  makes  the  patient  liable  to  wander  off  the  point 
in  spontaneous  speech..  On  the  -other  hand,  perusal  of  both  types 
of  reports  suggests  two  important  differences  between  the  epileptic 
and  schizophrenic  patients.  These  are  (a)  echisophrenios  appear  to 
have  a  marked  inability  to  screen  out  irrelevant  words  from  entering (56) 
consciousness  and  this  exerts  a  much  more  catastrophic  effect  on 
their  ability  to  express  themselves;  (b)  schizophrenics  find  it 
necessary  to  monitor  their  own  speech  in  a  consaiou$  deliberate 
Cashion. 
It  mV  be  concluded  here,  that  the  disturbance  In  selective 
attention  relates  not  only  to  exterxial,  but  also  to  internal  stimuli, 
which  in  this  case  are  verbal.  These  schizophrenic  patients  appear 
to  lose  the  ability  to  screen  out  irrelevant  words  from  entering 
consciousness.  Frequently,  it  would  appear  that  individual  words 
are  not  organised  into  larger  units  simultaneously  with  the  act  of 
speaking.  This,  then,  may  be  another  source  of  overloading  of 
short-term  memory,  with  irrelevant  sensory  information,  which,  as 
mai  experiments  have  shown  (Broadbent,  1958j  Telford,  1958),  may 
interfere  with  performance.  The  results  of  these  experimental 
investigations  on  attention  and  short-term  memory  in  normal  subjects 
may  help  to  understand  something  of  the  mechanisms  underlying 
schizophrenia  thought  disorder.  If,  for  example,,  as  will  be 
argued  in  this  thesis,  the  short-term  memory  of  schizophrenia 
patients  is  subject  to  overloading  and  vulnerable  to  distraction 
by  redundant  information}  then  the  ordering  and  orgcniaation  of 
their  verbal  performance  is  likely  to  suffer4  In  connection  with 
these  views,  Walford  (1958)  states  -  The  span  of  short-tam  memory 
can,  however,  be  extended,  if  instead  of  individual  pieces  of  data, 
whole  s  hemata  or  'codings',  can  be  retained  as  unite  of  data.  -  This (57) 
means  that  one  of  the  most  ettective  ways  in  which  short-term  memory 
can  be  uscdj  is  to  retain  information  about  what  material;  stored 
in  longer-term  memory,  should  be  brought  into  play  and  in  whioh 
order.  " 
IV"  Disturbpme  in  Perception  of  'Speech 
Most  clinical  studies  of  defects  in  speech  perception 
have  been  done  in  relation  to  trsphasias  occurring  in  organic 
cercbrcl  disease  (e.  g.  Botez,  1961),  However,  uhen  disturbed 
co=unication  in  schizophrenia  is  approached  frozs  the  standpoint 
of  impaired  perceptual  function,  similar  defects  become  apparent 
in  this  disease,  as  illustrated  in  the  f  oUowing  reports. 
Caso  29  (G.  fn.  )  "'Than  people  talk  to  me  it's  like  a  ditterent  kind 
of  lenguae.  It's  too  much  to  bold  at  once.  Uy  head  is  ever- 
loaded  and  I  can't  understand  what  they  tngy,  It  Haloes  you  forget 
what  you've  Just  hoard  because  you  can't  get  hearing  it  long  enough. 
It'  a  all  in  different  bits  that  you  have.  to  put  together  again  in 
your  head  -  just  words  in  the  air  unless  you  can  figure  it  out  from 
their  faces** 
Case  36  (J,  M0D,  )  01  can  concentrate  quite  well  hn  what  people  are 
11 
ýEy3ný  If  they  talk  pimply.  It's  when  thgyr  go  on  Into  long 
sentences  that  I  lose  the  meanings.  It  Just  beoomes  of  lot  of 
words  that  I  r.  =Ad  need  to  string  together  to  make  sense.  " (5v) 
Case  22  (C.  G.  )  "...  My  thoughts  get  broken  up  when  people  start 
speaking  to  me*  I  have  to  build  up  the  wards  and  how  they  have 
been  said...  Somebody  might  say  something  to  me#  They  might  say 
the  word  'baref.  I  would  have  to  go  over  three  or  four  words  to 
get  the  mesnir  of  what  tbare'  is.  It's  like  scrambling  the  r 
they  used  to  do  in  the  war.  Things  are  broken  up  and  then  they 
have  to  be  put  together  again  into  something  I  can  understand"w 
Case  12  (F.  A,  K.  )  "...  You  have  got  to  find  out  the  meaning  of  the 
sentence.  You  Just  pick  up  different  parts  and  put  them  together. 
I  have  to  search  carefully.  You  can't  always  wait  until  they 
finish  a  sentence,  ao  you  may  miss  just  a  part.  I  usually  ask 
them  to  repeat  the  sentence.  " 
Case  15  (J.  H.  )  "I  have  to  pay  all  my  attention  to  people  men 
they  are  speaking,  otherwise  I  got  all  mixed  up  and  don't  under- 
stand  them.  I  have  to  think  what  the  words  mean.,.  You  Cot  all 
kinde  of  different  thoughts  in  your  head  as  a  result  of  Just  one 
word.  Fora  short  time  I  can  concentrate,  but  then  a  whole  sen- 
tence  I  find  I  haven't  taken  in,  I  usually  have  to  ask  for  a 
repetition  of  that  somebody  is  saying.  " 
Case  1  (D.  G.  S.  )  "I  lose  control  in  conversation  then  I  sweat  and 
shake  all  over,  It  somebody  is  speaking  I  just  let  them  continue 
until  they  are  finished,  because  I  can't  comprehend  what  they  atze 
saying.  It's  trying  to  think  what  they  are  talking  about  when  they 
are  speaking,  because  I'm  concentrating  so  much  and  trying  to  listen (59) 
to  what:  t}iey  are  saying  I  miss  what  thgr  are  saying.  I  lose  track 
of  the  conversation.  I  can  hear  what  they  axe  saying  all  right, 
it*ss  remembering  what  they  had  said  in  the  next  second  that  is 
difficult.  It  just  goes  out  of  my  mind,,  * 
Case  28  (T.  itcD.  )  "I  don't  get  in  all  the  conversation  when  people 
speak  to  me.  It  goes  in  one  ear  and  out  the  other  and  I'm  never 
able  to  repeat  what  they  have  said.  I  have  to  change  the  subject 
and  walk  away,  "  (Do  you  hear  them  clearly?  )  "I  hear  them  talking 
all  right  but  it  doesn't  registers  Liost  times  I  just  turn  my  head 
away  from  the  person.  * 
Cave  16  (I.  S.  )  "I  never  listen  properly  to  anyone  now  because  I 
always  have  to  think  back  all  the  time  on  what  they're  saying  and. 
I  lose  the  place.  My  mind  is  just  not  clear  and  I  just  can't  catch 
anythinzg  azgone  aayo.  I  don't  get  what  the  werde  mean  quickly  enoth: 
Cass  6  (G.  S.  )  "I'm  not  picking  people  up  properlyo  love  got  good 
hearing  but  sometimes  I  donlt  Just  quite  catch  on  right  away.  I 
catch  on  sometimes  and  sometimes  I  don't.  I  don't  haar  the  words 
in  the  proper  order  to  unaerstaad.  " 
Case  30  (A.?  LcG.  )  "I  find  I  can't  appreciate  what  people  any  now 
it  takes  a  long  time  to  penetrate.  I  can't  listen  and  undetstarA 
the  rI  used  to.  X  used  to  pick  up  everything  that  people  were 
saying.  I  hardly  used  to  miss  a  thing.  Now  I  can't  make  out  what 
they  are  saying.  I  just  hear  voices  saying  things  that  don't  have (so) 
any  meatng.  0 
These  reports  suggest  that  echisophrenio  patients  have 
difficulty  in  the  perception  of  speech.  Their  frequent  failure 
to  comprehend  other  people's  talk  appears  to  result,  not  fron  an 
inability  to  perceive  individual  words,  but  from  a  deficiency  in 
perceiving  words  in  a  meaningful  relationship  to  each  other  as 
part  of  an  organised  pattern.  In  normal  adult  oommunicationt 
items  of  verbal  information  are  fitted  into  context  automatically, 
without  the  need,  for  conscious  manipulations  Thus,  the  perception 
of  a  word  does  not  occur  in  isolation,  but  as  part  of  its  context 
in  a  sentence.  The  perception  of  a  sentence  or  passage  is  a 
temporal  event  -  'a  whole  which  cannot  be  f'u13,  y  comprehended  until 
it  is  complete,  and  unless  Its  be,  inning  and  middle  are  retained  in 
consciousness  to  be  brought  into  relationship  with  its  end" 
(Brain,  1961B). 
In  schizophrenia,  it  would  appear  that  this  automatic 
organisation  of  words  into  meaningful  aaquences,  breaks  down,  so 
that  the  patient  cannot  quickly  enou,  3h  comprehend  content  because 
he  has  to  attend,  consciously,  to  Pons.  The  normal  individual 
is  able  to  process  verbal  information  efficiently  by  organising 
the  individual  words  he  hears  into  larger:  meaninnful  units.  This 
is  done  automatically,,  in  the  normal  perception  of  speech,  by 
utilising  the  transitional  bonds  inherent  in  normal.  language  struatum# 
and  by  screening  out  the  redundant  words  which  occur  in  most  verbal (Gz  ) 
communications.  As  with  normal  visual  perception*  this  ability  to 
organise  sensory  datae  it  is  being  receivcd$  verbal  in  this  case, 
reduces  the  load  placed  upon  short-term  memory. 
It  would  appear  that  this  ability  in  impaired  in  schiso- 
phrenia,  so  that  the  patient's  attention  is  taken  up  with  individual 
wrords,  maxy  of  which  mqy  be  redundant  and  iMoh  also  may  interfere 
with  the  perception  and  recall  of  verbal  information  in  terms  of 
meaningful  tholes.  Therefore,  unless  he  is  allowed  enough  time 
to  perform  the  latter  task,  effective  registration  does  not  tea 
placo.  This  temporal  lag,  before  verbal  information  becomes 
meanix  1,  has  been  toted  to  occur  in  aphasic  states.  Dotez  6961 
in  a  study  of  200  cases  of  cerebral  tumour,  described  this  defieicnoy 
in  sane  detail  and  attributed  it  to  a  disorder  of  attention. 
Thus,  arty  continuous  conversation  may  be  a  source  or 
stress  gor  the  schizophrenia  with  the  emergence  of  anxiety  and 
other  emotional  iptoms.  Their  perception  of  unbroken  speech 
requires  a  rapid  series  of  changes  of  attention  between  the  obser- 
ver's  speech  and  his  own  internal  store  of  information.  Listening 
attentively  to  other  people's  talk  may  result  in  an  overloading  of 
the  patient's  perceptual  system.  when  this  begins  to  develop# 
the  patient  shows  echolalia  more  frequently,  and  becomes  more  easily 
distracted  by  visual  stimuli.  With  continuing  verbal  stimulation 
as  his  performance  deteiiorates#  he  may  demonstrate  cchoprad  a. 
Occasionally  such  overloading  of  the  patient's  perceptual  mechanisms 
may  culminate  in  a  blocking  episode. (62) 
The  main  clinical  observation  concerning  perception  of 
speech  in  schizophrenic  patients  was  tested  experimentally, 
utilising  a  technique  (Killer  &  Selfridge,  1950)  derived  from 
analysis  of  the  statistical  structure  of  language.  The  results 
of  this  experiment  (Lawson,  MoGhia  &  Chapman,  1964)  confirmed 
that  the  difficulty  that  schizophrenic  patients  have  in  speech 
perception  appeared  to  be  related  to  an  inability  to  perceive 
the  organisation  inherent  in  normal  speech,  rather  than  to  arv 
difficulty  in  perceiving  or  retaining  the  individual  words. 
This  'depatterning'  effect  demonstrated  in  speech  perception  of 
schizophrenic  patients  may  be  viewed  as  part  of  a  general  disorder 
of  selective  attention  and  short-term  memory. 
It  may  be  worth  mentioning  at  this  point  thatt  since  the 
disturbances  in  the  expressive  and  receptive  aspects  of  speech 
appeared  to  be  aphasic  in  natures  and  since  the  patients'  reports 
suggested  the  episodic  occurrence  or  iäeokinetic  dysprsxiar  it  was 
decided  to  utilise  standard  teats  for  evidence  of  organic  cerebral 
disease.  Twenty  of  the  patients  were  therefore  subjected  to  a 
detailed  clinical  examination  mich  adhered  strictly  to  the  method 
and  tests  described  by  Klein  and  Mayer-Grose  (1957)"  This  proved 
unrewarding.  Apart  from  disturbances  in  attention  and  emotion 
or  mood,  which  were  clinioally  observable,  the  results  were  negative, 
with  the  exception  that$  on  one  occasion  only,  two  patients  (Cases 
14  and  25)  were  unable  to  carry  out  a  number  of  make-believe  actions 
without  the  object,  and  a  third  patient  (Case  26)  was  unable  to  name (63) 
common  objects.  However,  %hen  these  patients  were  re-examined 
later,  on 
=three 
different  occasions,  these  defects  were  not  present. 
There  were  of  course,  numerous  reports  of  metamorphopsia,  but  this 
symptom  was  elicited,  not  by  tests,,  but  by  tapping  the  patient's 
subjective  experience. 
It  is  possible  that,  if  this  clinical  exanlnation  for 
organic  cerebral  disease  were  to  be  administered  to  schizophrenia 
patients,  on  a  very  large  number  of  occasions,  at  very  frequent 
intervals  over  a  long  period,  it  may  be  more  productive.  However 
this  would  be  extremely  time-consuming  and  impracticable  for 
diagnostic  purposes.  In  contrast,  using  the  approach  outlined 
in.  this  thesis,  considerable  information  referring  to  positive 
Mmptonatology,  may  be  obtained  fairly  quickly  in  two  or  three 
interviews,  by  tapping  the  patient's  store  of  subjective  experience. 
V. 
The  term  echopraxia  refers  to  the  automatic  repetition  by 
an  individual  of  visually  perceived  actions  of  others.  It  has  been 
reported  to.,  ooour  in  a  variety  of  pathological  mental  states 
(Stengel,  1947).  Descriptions  of  the  phenomenon  as  it  occurs  in 
schizophrenia  tend  to  be  limited  to  a  brief  reference  to  its 
presence  in  catatonic  patients,  and  it  is  not  generally  recognised 
to  be  a  feature  of  the  early  stages  of  the  illness.  Before  pro- 
ceeding  to  the  reports  of  the  patients,  it  may  be  useful  to  wcamine 
briefly  achopraotio  behaviour  first  as  it  is  reported  in  normal (6k) 
development,  MA  then  in  clinical  conditions,  partioular3y  chronic 
schizophrenia. 
(A)  Normal  Development 
Although  the  term  eohopxuia  is  seldom  used  to  describe 
behaviour  in  normal  childhood  development,  there  are  some  features 
of  the  motor  mimicry  displeVed  by  young  children  which  correspond 
closely  with  echopraxia  as  defined  above.  One  of  the  earliest 
ezami.  nationa  of  Imitative  behaviour  was  carried  out  by  Baldwin 
(1895,1897),  who  attempted  to  construct  a  complete  theory  of  early 
development  based  on  Imitations  Baidmin  traced  the  process  through 
three  distinct  phases  uhioh  lead  to  a  cooialised  self.  In  the 
first  "projective"  phase,  the  child  passively  assimilates  Impressions 
from  others.  During  the  second  "subjective"  phase,  the  child  is 
"a  veritable  copying  machine"￿  assuming  the  movements  and  attitudes 
of  his  model.  In  the  final  "ejectivo"  phase,,  the  child  controls 
the  previous  involuntary  imitation  and  learns  to  comprehend  his 
model  by  acting  like  its 
Piaget  (1951)  in  a  study  of  play  and  imitation  in  child" 
hood,  considered  that  imitation  evolves  through  three  different 
stages  which  interrelate  and  overlap  with  each  other. 
The  first  stage,  occurring  in  early  infancy,  is  that  of 
sensory-motor  imitation.  The  imitation  of  the  model  is  inseparable 
from  the  process  of  perceiving  it,  so  that  the  presence  of  a  concrete 
model  is  required. ('5) 
At  a-later  stage,  from  the  age  of  2  to  7  years,  there 
is'  a,  gradual  dif'f'erentiation  of  this  sensory-motor  activity*  so 
that  imitation  may  occur  with  can  image  of  the  model  and  be 
"defex  4411  for  a  considerable  time  after  the  absence  of  the  model. 
Bare  the  memory  image  is  an  integral  part  of  the  imitative  behavi- 
our,  #  acting  as  a  "negative"  for  potential  future  imitations. 
In  the  final  stage  of  development  from  8  to  12  years, 
imitation  is  progressively  indepen&ent  of  perception  and  becomes 
a  function  or  conceptual  thinking.  Imitation  at  this  stage  differs 
from  the  earlier  forms  in  that  it  is  consciously  discriminative  and 
deliberate,  refers  to  detail  in  thu  model,  and  is  affeotive]y 
determined.  It  3s  »o  longer  a  peroe  aI-motor  activity  but  refers 
to  data  lying  outvth  the  immediate  perceptual  Eieid. 
Aoocording  to  Piaget,  this  transition  from  primitive 
sensory-motor  sohemas  to  verbal  schemes  underlies  the  gradual 
acquisition  of  language*  The  purpose  or  imitation  is  to  achieve 
understanding  enä  facilitate  adaptation  to  the  environment, 
"Imitation  then￿  and  this  is  our,  essential  gcnolusion,  fits  into 
the  general  framework  of  the  sensory-rotor  aäeptationo  whioh  oharac- 
ternse  the  construction  of  intelligonoe.  " 
This  concept  of  functional  continuity  pertaining  to 
dttferent  stages  in  the  evolution  of  Imitative  bohadour,  whioh  is 
implied  in  -the  observations  of  both  Piagget  '  and  Baldwin,  is  olosaly 
in  parallel  with  the  views  of  evolution  of  the  nervous  yyratem 
expressed  by  Nughlings  Jackson  (1958)  r  Tin  soma  North  mentioning (66) 
at  this  point  because  of  the-re1evanco  of  such  concepts  for  inter- 
preting  the  clinical  data  dealing  with  echoprauia  in  schizophrenia. 
iiughlinge  Jackson  pointed  out  that  there  was  no  antithesis  between 
the  terms  "voluntary"  and  "automatic"«  The  term  "voluntary"  is  a 
compound  of  the  psychological  and  ptysiolo  tcal.  Concerning 
movements,  there  arc  all  degrees  in  the  process  of  evolution  from 
the  "moat  automatic"  to  the  "least  automatic,  Which  is  voluntary$ 
but  there  is  no  absolute  distinction-between  the  two.  With  pro- 
gressive  disease  of  the  brain-it  is  the  least  autocratic  movements 
which  are  first  effected,  and  with  continuing  dissolution  of  the 
nervous  system,  there  comes  a  point  when  the  "most  automatio" 
movements  are  effected. 
Piaget  stated  that,  although  in  the  prooess  of  evolution 
primitive  sensory-motor  adaptation  is  largely  replaced  by  conceptual 
th1ný,  the  former  nevertheless  remains  all  thouSh  lifer  ",.  'the 
essential  tool  for  perceptive  activity  and  the  indispensable 
intermediary  between  the  perceptions  and  conceptual  inteUigence". 
Thus  in  normal  adult  behaviour  one  may  still  observe  traces  of  this 
primitive  motor  mimicry  in  the  process  of  empathy  *hioh  is  also 
intricately  linked  with  the  visual  perception  of  other  people's 
motions  " 
SO  far*  little  experimental  work  has  been  done  in  this 
field￿  However,  Sarbin  (19%):  in  a  paper  on  role  theory,  described 
an  experimental  study  (Sarbin  &  llarcyak$  1952)  which  investigated 
the  für  uenoe  of  pactural  behaviour  Cass  actions  of  persons)  on  role (67) 
perception.  This  work  suggested  that  an  individual's  perception 
of  others  is  more  accurate  if  he  empathises  with  them. 
(ß)  Echoorexd.  a  in  Catatonio  and  Other  States 
The  classical  view  that  eohoprazia  iA  ýs  sign  of 
"automatic  obedience"  is  still  quoted  in  current  texts,  although 
this  was  doubted  by  Bleuler  and  questioned  in  more  recent  times 
by  Stengel  (1!  47)o  Bleuler  (1911)  considered  that  cohopraxia,  in 
catatonia  might  result  from  aaeakening  of  associations  so  that  the 
patient  tailed  to  inhibit  the  perceived  movement  and  "consequently 
the  imitation  is  carried  out",,  Bleuler  also  spoke  of  the  sensory 
impression  becoming  predominant  and  aimult  oualy  suppressing 
other  associations,,  or  alternatively,  the  patient  might  believe 
that  the  gesture  he  perceived  implied  a  command  to  imitate  it. 
Bleuler  concluded  this  brief  discussion  of  possible  meohanis  in 
eohopraxia  by  stating  "  "However,  all,  these  conjectures  can  hardly 
satisfy  us"" 
Alternative  views  have  been  derived  from  psychoanalytical 
theory.  Representative  of  this  approach  is  Fenioho'  e  view  that 
sahoprazl-a  in  catatonia  is  a  sign  of  regression  to  an  infantile  level 
where  the  mechanism  of  primary  identification.  predominates. 
Penichcl  (1946)  attributed  a  reatituti"  function  to  the  phenomenon, 
regarding  echopractia  behaviour  as  a  primitive  attempt  at  regaining 
contact  with  the  environment, 
The  most  recent  psyohiatria  investigation  of  echo (68) 
reactions  appears  to  be  that  reported  by  Stengel  in  1947"  This 
was  a  study  of  echo  reactions  in  various  clinical  states,  including 
catatonic  schizophrenia.  Stengel  referred  to  echo  phenomena 
observed  in  clinical  conditions  which  ho  outlined  as  fo3.  lowat- 
(1)  aphasia  of  the  "transoortical"  type  and  advanced  dementia 
resulting  in  a  similar  speech  disorder;  (2)  low-grade  mental 
deficiency  with  incomplete  development  of  speech;  (3)  chronic 
ePilepsy;  (4)  states  of  clouded  consciousness  of  various  original 
(5)  catatonic  states;  (6)  early  period  of  speech  development  in 
childhood;  (7)  states  of  fatigue  and  lack  of  attention  in  the 
normal. 
In  interpreting  his  clinical  obaervations,  Stengel 
considered  that  echopra  d.  a  resulted  from  an  urge  to  act  and  an 
impairment  of  incomplete  development  of  spontaneous  activity. 
He  vievzed  echo  reactions  generally  as  an  interaction  between  an 
impulse  to  maintain  social  contact  and  an  opposing  tendency  to 
extreme  autism,  Stengel  considered  that  echo  reactions  do  not 
consist  of  indiscriminate  repetition  but  depend  on  personal  rapport 
and  that  selectivity  was  exhibited  by  his  patients$  with  regard  to 
both  the  person  imitated  and  the  action  repeated.  Stengel  used 
his  clinical  data  to  argue  against  the  assumption  that  "automatic" 
echo  reactions  are  fundamentally  different  from  others.  Finally, 
he  found  that  the  psychological  mechanism  underlying  echo  reactions 
trag  that  of  primitive  identification  and  that  the  conditions  which 
the  phenomena  had  in  common,  in  a  variety  of  different  clinical (69) 
states,  included  an  urge  to  aot  or  speak,  a  tenäenoy  to  repetition, 
an  an"inocmplete  development  or  impairment  in  the  expression  and 
perception  of  speech, 
A  coon  denominator  . of  these  interpretations  ocncerninS 
echopra$a  in  chronic  schizophrenia  thus  appears  to  be  in  the 
nature  of  an  analogy  with  the  early  stage  of  development,  ooourring 
before  the  establishment  of  an  adequate  ego  boundaryº  when  there  is 
no  clear  differentiation  between  the  "I"  and  the  "not  I".  In  the 
present  study,  eohoprada  in  schizophrenia  gras  approached  from  the 
standpoint  of  impaired  perceptual  functioning,  and  the  following 
reports  are  representative  of  the  clinical  data  obtained. 
Case  38  (K.  U.  )  aif  Pranks  (her  boy-friend)  was  here  -  if  be  Was 
standing  up,  I  would  be  apt  to  think  that  2  should  be  standing  up 
too"  I  used  to  try  and  think  myself  somebody  else.  I  was  thinking 
too  much  of  the  otbsr  persons  The  Way  Jean  (her  sister)  spoke, 
I  wanted  to  speak,  They  had  control  over  my  mind.  If  Jean  would 
walk  down  the  road  with  an  umbrella  in  her  hand,  I  would  try  and 
walk  the  same  Way,  even  though  I  didn't  know  the  step  to  take.  " 
Case  32  (A.  If.  )  "I  sometimes  doubt  myself  as  a  persons  then  I'm 
mixing  with  people  ro,  own  personality  goes;  it  gets  scattered. 
I  an  reflecting  parts  of  them,  just  to  try  to  be  someone  among  them. 
I  lose  myself  and  become  a  mirror  of  than.  If  they  laugh,  I  must 
laugh;  and  they  do  something,  I  do  it.  It's  got  to  be  coinoident, 
in  complete  sympathy.  If  I  could  assert  myself  as  a  person  into (70) 
the  situation,  it  would  be  much  better  for  all  of  us.  I've  got  to 
make  the  landscape  acceptable  to  the  perisong  the  landscape  being 
me.  If  I  am  val1dng  along  the  street  and  somebody  is  wanting 
ahead  of  me  and  I  think  about,  I  get  afraid  I  will  take  up  the  same 
step.  " 
Case  15  (.  H.  )  "You  look  at  the  object  and  concentrate  on  it  so 
that  you  become  the  object.  There's  nothing  else  to  hold  the 
mind  other  than  the  object.  The  mind  being  concentrated  on  the 
object  -  this  is  the  state  of  going  into  a  trance  -  the  mind  loses 
the  capabilities  of  receiving  any  messages  from  any  other  objects. 
The  messages  give  us  a  sense  of'  existemeo  then  the  mind  oonoen- 
trates  on  one  particular  object  only,  that  one  object  is  the  only 
one  to  react  to,  and  the  mind  becomes  one  with  the  object,  the 
object  is  the  mind.  You  lose.  the  sense  of  the  object's  separate 
identity.  While  you're  with  it,  you're  not  with  it.  It's  the 
same  with  people,  'When  I  meet  a  person  there  is  a  sudden  confusion 
for  a  moment,  " 
This  patient  stated  that  by  concentrating  visually  on  a 
person  he  could  temporarily  "become"  that  person.  Ile  reported  to 
the  effect  that  if  the  other  person  moved,  the  comlttion  of  being 
at  one  with  him"  was  disturbed  and  be  had  to  alter  his  own  body 
position  in  order  to  accommodate  to  the  changes  hero-peroeived  in  the 
other  person.  Each  time  this  happened,  he  felt  that  he  was  eomehbw 
different  ?  "You  are  dying  from  moment  to  moment  and  living  from 
moment  to  moment  and  you  fire  different  each  time.  " (71  ) 
Case  10  (A.  McD.  )  "You  sit  there  and  you  don't  move  much  at  all  and 
you  dontt  appear  to  change  much.  If  you  move  noticeably,  the 
person  you  are  talking  to  might  get  distracted  and  lose  track. 
One  time  I  was  sitting  with  a  friend  and  suddenly  he  changed  and 
I  told  him  "dealt  move  or  I'll  have  to  move  too"«  You  have  not 
changed  much  here  because  you  have  remained  static,  but  sometimes 
it  does  affect  me.  Somebody  moves  or  crosses  his  knees  (as  the 
observer  had  just  done,  and  which  the  patient  repeated).  I  Feel 
I  have  to  more  at  the  same  time.  It  is  a  matter  or  time  -  like 
the  two  minds  getting  attuned,  for  it  makes  it  easier  to  understand 
the  person's  thoughts  -  reading  the  other  persona  mind.  The 
problem  is  to  differentiate  myself  from  other  people.  I  might 
have  to  impersonate  somebody,  playing  a  role  or  being  an  actor 
for  a  short  period.  I  know  you  can't  change  yourself  and  become 
another  person  completely,  that  is  obviously  impossible,  but  you 
can  play  the  part  for  a  time.  I  say  to  myself  "who  Will  I  be 
today?  "  You  take  in  more  of  a  person,  you  got  acquainted  and  you 
gradually  build  up  the  person.  " 
Case  36  (J.  UoD.  )  "Z  could  be  my  brother's  sort  of  mind  or  my 
other  brother's  sort  of  mind*  More  or  less  when  I'm  facing  him 
it  makes  me  think  he  is  just  speaking  to  himselt"  If  I  have  time 
to  think  about  the  other.  person  you  sit  and  study  the  person,  you 
try  and  copy  the  way  he  reads  or  the  yy  he  speaks.  That's  how 
you  imitate  the  other  person.  Theraas  not  mart  people  you  can (72) 
imitate.  You  can  do  it  by  thinking  hard  enough  to  get  a  vision, 
make  your  mir4  a  blank.  Mien  you  have  him  in  your  mind  ant  then 
you  can  try  and  express  what  he  is  saying,  the  way  he  reacts.  " 
This  patient  produced  yore  material  of  this  kind,  an  of 
which  indicated  a  confusion  of  identity.  "Your  mind  gets  trained 
to  this  person,  and  when  you  see  this  person  doing  all  these 
reactions,  speaking  and  maybe  moving  about,  you  can  sometimes 
you  can  actually  feel  -I  move  in  the  same  way  as  they  were,  but 
I  don't  know  if  the  person  feels  whether  I  em  in  his  "sort  of  mind. 
Sometimes  it  ma]=  me  think  I  am  taking  an  impression  of  his  bodyr. 
You  would  think  I  have  taken  an  impression  of  his  mind.  I  feel 
it  coming  on  but  I  just  oan't  do  anything  about  it.  I  just  have 
to  work  along  with  it.  " 
This  patient  further  described  hog,  while  sitting 
listening  to  a  radio  programme,  he  recalled  seeing  certain  statues 
of  Christ  and  taints  in  the  church  which  he  attended.  In  this 
process  of  recall  from  memory  he  appeared  to  assume  the  same  bodily 
position  of  the  particular  statue  or  image  which  was  in  his  mind 
at  the  timet  "I  have  seen  the  taints  in  m  mind  and  when  I  can 
visualise  it  very  clearly  I  find  my  fingers  and  my  hands  going 
into  the  same  position  as  the  statue  of  the  saint,  and  I'm  standing 
the  way  he  was  standing.  " 
Cate  22  (C.  G.  )  During  the  recorded  interview,  this  patient  sudden- 
ly  brought  spontaneously  to  mind  certain  experiences  he  had  hast (73) 
while  in  hospital.  "Oh  I  have  never  talked  about  this  before. 
When  i  was  in  that  other  ward  -  there  was  -  sometimes  the  -action 
of  people.  There  was  a  'Willie  T.  He  used  to  walk  about  light- 
ing  his  pipe.  It  may  be  the  case  that  I  was  walking  about  and 
the  image  came  into  my  mind  'of  his  walking  about-  It  was  almost 
as  if  I  was  he.  I  was  doing  the  same  things  as  he  was  doing. 
Some  others  too.  I  know  I  was  walking  about  and  I  felt  it  was 
the  same  action  -  doing  the  same  things  as  he  did  -the  say  way 
he  walked.  I  think  it  Was  just  memory,  " 
, 
This  patient  also  reported  to  the  effect  that  while  he 
was  perceiving  an  iraae  of  a  Cirl,  he  felt  that  he  had  assumed  a 
femr,  2e  bocUr  ans  begsn  to  walk  and  act  like  a  female*  However, 
the  patient's  motor  behaviour  was  also  influenced  by  direct  visual 
perception  of  other  people's  actions.  He  said,  "I  found  people 
could  speak  to  me  by  their  actions.  If  they  were  standing  with 
their  arms  folded,  I  found  my  arms  and  shoulders  moving.  "  This 
patient  not  only  passively  assimilated  the  movements  of  other 
persons  and  equated  these  movements  with  thoughts,  but  at  times 
engaged  in  a  "conversation  of  gestures".  In  relation  to  this  he 
said  -  "It's  like  casting  your  mind  over  to  the  other  person,  it's 
thought  you're  paseinn  over.  " 
Case  29  (G.  H+)  "I  don't  know  if  I'm  George  today.  "  Mien  asked 
to  explain  this,  he  replied  to  the  effect  that  he  had  just  been  in 
the  company  of  another  person  and  had  copied  his  actions,  "I (74) 
felt  I  was  better,  a  man  grown  up.  I  just  thought  I  could  use 
any  name.  I  can  use  any  kind  of  name  that  goes  with  my  mind. 
I  feel  like  I  am  everybody.  When  I'm  talking  I  feel  I  just  want 
to  do  what  they  are  doing  and  be  everybo4y  and  copy  them  to  be 
what  they  are.  It  helps  me  to  understand  everybody  and  what 
they  are  and  how  they  feel.  " 
This  patient  also  made  a  spontaneous  report  at  interview 
which  seemed  to  be  a  projection  of  his  own  echopractio  experience 
on  to  the  obrer  er,  with  the  development  of  an  associated  delusion 
of  supernatural  power.  On  this  occasion  the  observer  touched  a 
paper  on  his  desks  and  the  patient  said,  "I  can  make  you  move  just 
now,,  doctor.  I  can  make  you  touch  a  table.  "  (How  can  you  do 
that?  )  "You  did  it.  I  pointed  my  finger  there  and  you  pointed 
yours*  I  moved  my  finger  just  now  and  you  were  looking  at  my 
fintier  and  studying  it  and  the  brain  came  from  my  finger  and  you 
put  your  finger  down  there  just  now  as  if  I  Was  guiding  it.  I 
was  guiding  it  because  my  finger  went  that  way  and  yours  did  the 
very  same.  " 
Case  12  (F.  ￿.  z.  )  "I  feel  better  when  I  imitate  people  in  the  Nerd 
or  on  television.  I  feel  good  and  competent  as  if  I'm  somebody 
when  I  copy  them.  " 
Case  8  (D.  R"D.  )  "I  can't  see  end  heär"properly.  I  Not  can't 
control  air  body.  It  I  keep  talking  and  by  looking  and  hearing  and 
aeeind,  my  mind  transfers  into  other  people's  minds  and  they  have (75) 
control  of  my  movements,  making  me  do  what  they  are  doing.  I  can 
control  their  actions  as  grell,  even  people  on  television.  I  make 
them  do  things.  It's  having  control  over  other  people's  minds  and 
making  them  move.  " 
- 
Case  19  (C.  1ScD.  )  "I  can't  look  at  people  while  I'm  speakintq  to 
them  because  if  I  look  at  them  I  have  to  copy  their  facial  expres- 
sions  and  I  get  distracted  from  what  I  am  saying.  If  people  laugh 
I  have  to  laugh  and  this  armoye  me.  " 
The  reports  of  those  schizophrenic  patients,  three  of  whom 
were  hebephrenia  (Cases  32,36,  and  29)l  appear  to  indicate  that 
subjective  awareness  of  eahopraxia  may  precede  its-overt  clinical 
manifestation  by  a  very  considerable  period  of  time.  Thus, 
specific  enquiry  for  this  "ptom  may  lead  to  early  reoognition  of 
its  presence  in  the  clinical  picture,  in  hebephrenic  as  well  as 
catatonic  states.  Although  echopraxia  in  chronic  schizophrenic 
patients  mW  persist  for  long  periods  of  time  as  described  elsewhere 
(Chapman  &  MoGhie,  1964),  in  the  early  stages  it  appears  to  occur 
only  at  certain  times  under  certain  conditions.  The  eohopraxia 
reported  by  these  patients  chiefly  occurred  when  they  were  looking 
at  and  attempting  active  communication  with  another  person.  To 
some  extent,  this  bears  out  Stengel$*  view  that  echo  reactions  are 
dependent  on  personal  rapport.  Another  feature  su&Sested  by  the 
present  study  was  thacteohopraotio  behaviour  most  frequently  occurred 
when  verbal  communication  was  in  process  of  breaking  down,  albeit (76) 
transiently.  This  too  is  in  agreement  with  Stengel's  observation 
that  echo  reactions  are  associated  with  impairment  of  the  expres- 
sive  and  perceptive  aspects  of  speech. 
The  echopraxia,  described  by  the  patients  in  this  study, 
appears  to  have  a  close  relationship  in  time  with  the  other 
subjective  changes  in  perceptual  experience  which  the  patients 
report  to  develop  during  the  episodic  "blank  spells"#  or  blocking 
phenomena  described  above.  There  appears  to  be  a  point  of  time 
when  the  patient  is  so  overwhelmed  by  a  flood  or  sensory  impressions 
that  it  is  impossible  to  assimilate  them,  or  to  select  any  or  them 
for  integration  with  past  experience.  The  author  very  tentatively 
suggests  from  these  observational  that  it  is  at  this  point  of  time 
during  the  transition  from  active  attention  to  a  condition  of  inat- 
tention  that  perception  becomes  disturbed  in  relation  to  the  body, 
self  and  environment,  and  that  eebopraxia  may  develop.  In  the  case 
of  those  patients  whop  in  addition  to  blocking  phencmiena,  also 
experienced  transient  disturbances  in  visual  perception,  eoho- 
praxia  was  much  more  marked  and  overt. 
Although  it  has  been  said  above  that  eohopraxia  chiefly 
ooourred  when  the  patients  were  looking  at  another  person,  this 
was  not  always  ao,  as  illustrated  by  the  reports  of  two  patients 
(Cases  36  and  22)  who  behaved  in  a  similar  fashion  while  peroeiving 
a  memory  image  of  another  person.  Also,  apart  from  observations 
made  in  this  study,  eahopraxia  of  a  gross  degree  in  relation  to 
television  images  has  been  previously  reported  (flay,  1955)* (77) 
Since  similar  behaviour  can  arise  from  three  quite  different  sources, 
it  would  seem  that  the  source  of  perceptual  stimulation  is  not  such 
an  essential  feature  of  echopraxia  as  the  way  in  uhich  the  sensory 
impressions  are  perceived  and  assimilated.  If  we  accept  this  type 
of  motor  misiory,  in  response  to  indirect  sources  of  stimulation, 
as  being  no  different  from  that  which  occurs  in  the  face-to-face 
situation,  then  it  may  be  possible  to  broaden  our  previous 
definition  of  echopraaia  to  include  all  forms  of  mimetic  motor 
behaviour,  which  arise  simultaneously  with  the  perception  or  recall 
of  any  sensory  data  pertaining  to  the  actions  of  another  person. 
This  definition  of  echopraxia  would  then  correspond  more  closely 
with  that  of  imitation  in  childhood  development  as  described  by 
Piaget. 
The  clinical  findings  in  the  preaent  stuffy  confirm  that 
the  patients  identity  in  a.  primitive  way  with  the  other  person  when 
they  engage  in  eohopraotio  behaviour.  However,,  the  dynamic  con- 
ditions  in  which  eohoprexia  occurs  appear  to  be  more  complicated 
than  this.  The  identifications  experienced  by  these  patients 
appear  to  be  of  a  secondary  and  transient  nature  and  at  the  time  of 
interview,  none  of  them  suffered  a  persisting  loss  of  identity. 
The  duration  of  these  fleeting  identifications  appears  to  coincide 
with  the  time  taten  for  the  visual  perception  of  the  other  person 
to  be  assimilated  in  consciousness.  In  other  words,  a  change  in 
the  perception  of  the  patients  "social  space"  vas  associated  with 
a  corresponding  change  in  identification.  The  patients  found  that (78) 
they  could  prevent  both  these  fleeting  identifications  and  the 
development  of  eohopraxia  by  looking  away  from  the  other  person. 
For  example  the  patient  C.  G.  (Case  22)  said  -  "They  make  movements 
first  and  I  contact  back.  They  have  a  certain  control  over  any 
mind  and  body,  so  I  look  away.  I  cannot  look  at  a  person  when 
this  comes  on  for  all  these  peculiar  sensations  will  come  over  me.  " 
As  far  as  one  could  observe,,  the  identifications  did  not  precede 
the  eohopraxia.  Both  phenomena  appeared  to  occur  simultanoously 
as  the  patient's  perceptual  contact  with  his  environment  was  being 
disrupted  as  described  above. 
It  is  suggested  then,  that  eohopraxia  may  develop  as  a 
result  of  a  disturbance  in  the  perceptiai  of  the  environment,  cne's 
body  and  ona'a  self. 
!  ith  this  approaoh  one  can  trans  different  degrees  of 
eohopraxia  in  schizophrenia  which  Deem  to  bear  a  resemblance  to 
Piaget's  three  developmental  stages  of  imitation.  In  one  extreme, 
eohopraxia  in  schizophrenia  can  be  almost  completely  "automatic" 
or  "involuntary",  even  in  the  early  stages,  and  in  the  other  extreme 
it  may  be  a  more  "voluntary"  conscious  act.  At  certain  times  the 
patients  had  very  little  control  over  their  echo  reactions*  On  the 
other  hand,  the  patient  A.  M.  (Case  4)  who  talked  of  playing  roles 
and  said  to  himself  -  "who  will  I  be  today?  "  -  appeared  to  be 
exercising  conscious  discrimination  in  this  respect.  Eohopraxia 
in  relation  to  memory  images  appears  to  lie  somewhere  between  these 
extremes.  This  form  of  eohopraxia  is  still  "automatic"  in  the (79) 
sense  that  it  appears  to  be  an  integral  part  of  the  perceptual 
activity,  but  there  would  seem  to  be  some  degree  of  discrimination* 
involved.  "Voluntary"  eohopraxia  appears  to  occur  when  the  pati- 
ent'a  cognitive  function  and  perceptual  processes  are  least 
disturbed.  With  progressive  dissolution  of  mental  function, 
whether  this  be  transient  as  in  the  early  stages,  or  more  persis- 
tent  as  in  the  chronic  stages,  echopraxia  may  become  more 
automaatic. 
If  this  comparison  with  genetic  pcßrohology  is  valid. 
it  may  be  possible  to  obtain  a  better  understanding  of  the  signifi- 
cance  of  echopraxia  in  schisophrenia.  We  could  then  consider  a 
functional  continuity  to  exist  between  the  pri0itive  sensory-motor 
activity  represented  in  the  "automatic"  eohopraxia  of  the  chronic 
catatonic  and  the  "voluntary"  form,  nearer  to  the  process  or 
empatI  r  in  normal  persons,  exhibited  by  less  deteriorated  patients. 
Echopraxia  in  relation  to  memory  images  would  be  intermediate  in 
this  transition,  corresponding  with  Piaget'e  stage  of  deferred 
imitation;  all  three  stages  of  echopraxia  could  similarly  be 
related  to  corresponding  levels  of  language  development.  In  other 
words#  the  degree  of  "automaticity"  in  echopraxia  can  possibly  be 
utilised  as  a  measure  of  impairment  in  thinking  and  language  ability. 
1ohopraxia  in  schizophrenia  would  be  regarded  as  a  sensory-motor 
adaptation  which  may  vary  in  degree,  facilitating  understanding 
and  adaptation,  and  in  an  interpersonal  situation  serving  as  a 
primitive  form  of  sensory-motor  communication. (8o) 
Returning  to  the  concept  of  evolution  and  dissolution  of 
the  nervous  system,  we  might  conclude  at  this  point  that  one  of 
the  earliest  changes  in  schizophrenic  experience  involves  impair- 
ment  of  the  process  of  empathy  with  other  persons.  Without  this 
ability  -  "the  essential  tool,  for  perceptive  activity"  -  or  as 
the  disease  progresses,  without  more  overt  cchopraxia,  the  achiso- 
phrenicaa  perception  and  understanding  of  the  outside  world 
become.  subject  to  increasing  degrees  of  distortion. 
The  phenomenon  of  echopraxia  in  relation  to  memory  images 
seems  worthy  of  elaboration,  since  it  has  not  been  hitherto 
reported  in  the  p  ychopatholov  of  schizophrenia,  The  reports  of 
the  patients  who  engaged  in  this  behaviour  suggested  that  the, 
dynamics  of  the  process  were  similar  to  those  described  by  Piaget 
in  his  "deferred  imitation"  in  childhood.  That  is,  the  visual 
perception  of  the  image  is  not  dissociated  from  the  accompanying 
motor  activity,  but  is  inherent  in  it.  The  visual  or  memory  image 
is  the  "negative"  which  is  continued  as  a  "positive"  in  the 
imitation.  This  fora  of  echoprv-,  da  is  thus  a  perceptual-motor 
'activity,  the  imitated  action  being  an  integral  part  of  the  peroop- 
tion  of  the  image  itself.  Consequently,  the  duration  of  the 
activity  does  not  outlast  the  perception  of  the  imago.  If  this 
is  true  for  schizophrenia,  its  implications  for  bizarre  behavioural 
changes  in  this  disease  are  considerable.  Thus,  as  happened  with 
two  patients  (Cases  12  and  29),  if  a  schizophrenic  is  engaged  in 
the  perception  or  an  image  of  Christ  being  crucified,  he  is  likely (ei) 
to  "act  out"  this  perception  by  appropriate  modification  of  his 
motor  behaviour.  However,  one  could  conceive  such  perceptual- 
motor  sehemas  as  having  a  content  potentially  more  dangerous  than 
this,  and  it  is  possible  that  echopraxia  to  memory  images, 
especially  in  the  acute  cases#  could  be  the  source  of  homicidal 
or  suicidal  acts  of  an  "automatic"  nature. 
It  is  tempting  to  compare  echopraxia  as  described  above 
with  similar  patterns  of  behaviour  in  childhood  and  in  particular 
to  Piaget'a  three  developmental  stages  of  imitation.  However, 
it  would  seem  important  not  to  attempt  to  link  echopraxia  in  adult 
schizophrenic  patients  with  any  one  stage  of  infantile  development, 
because  the  process  appears  to  be  a  very  dynamic  one  and  at 
different  times  in  the  saw  patient  one  may  observe  behaviour  Thick 
bears  some  resemblance  to  all  three  stages  of  development. 
VI.  Gesture  Larsä 
The  words  gesture  and  pantomime  are  often  used  synor  - 
nous]yi  but  Critohley  (1939)  distinguishes  the  two,  defining 
pantomime  as  that  variety  of  dumb  show  which  Lima  at  expressing  an 
ideal  while  gesture  connotes  those  moveuicnt9;  p  particularly  of  the 
hands  and  face,  which  scoompany  speech  for  the  purpose  of  emphasis, 
Critehiey  states  that  gesture  is  not  only  an  important  means  of 
communicating  Ideas  and  emotions,  but  also  serves  as  an  important 
adjuvant  to  spoken  speech.  pantomime  movements  are  deliberately 
executed  actions  of  a  high  propositional  content.  According  to (82) 
Critchley,  pantomime  is  increased  in  cases  of  aphasia  where  the 
loss  of  speech  is  not  complete  and  vliere  the  patient  may  be  verbose 
but  unintelligible. 
Pantomime  and  gesture  appear  to  have  been  neglected  in 
clinicalý3tudie8  of  schizophrenia.  According  to  Critchley  (1964) 
schizophrenics  differ  from  aphasic  patients  in  that  they  do  not 
attempt  to  overcome  their  ditticulties  in  speaking  by  using  a  pity 
of  gesture.  The  clinical  findings  in  the  present  study  conflict 
pith  this  view.  Schizophrenic  patients  ziere  repeateäly  observed 
to  utilise  gesture  or  pantomimes  when  they  were  having  difficulty 
in  oc=unicating  their  ideas.  The  following  reports  illustrate 
the  subjective  aspects  of  this  activity. 
Case  22  (G.  G.  )  "I  like  talking  to  a  person  but  not  in  audible 
words.  I  try  to  force  my  thoughts  into  someone.  I  concentrate 
on  how  they  move.  I  think  of  a  message  and  concentrate  in  my  head# 
It's  thought  you're  passing  over.  I  send  the  messages  by  visual 
indication.  Sometimes  it'a  my  foot,  but  it  might  be  my  anass  , 
legs,  sometimes  the  shoulder,  sometimes  my  whole  body.  I  had  the 
impression  other  people  started  this.  They  made  movements  first. 
I  could  contact  back.  They  had  a  certain  control  over  any  body.  " 
Case  10  (A,  UcD.  )  "Uy  hmnde  move  quicker  than  mY  mind.  If  I  went 
to  impress  something  on  you  .  end  that  is  what  I  want  to  to  strongly- 
I  must  do  it  by  gesture  or  movement.  ben  I  get  confused  with 
people  talking-to  me,  if  I  want  to  stop  the  doavez  nation,  I  turn (83) 
away  or  viel  round  and  turn  my  back.  That  signifies  that  you 
Want  to  stop  listening.  I  usually  give  them  a  warning  first  by 
looking  over  their  shoulder  or  looking  at  qy  watch  or  something 
in  the  room.  If  they  stay  talking  when  I  am  past  my  peak  of 
absorbing,  it  sounds  toneless  and  i  lose  the  trend  of  the  conver- 
saticn.  My  friends  cannot  get  through  to  me.  I  have  to  overact 
or  dramatize  gestures  or  overemphasise  my  words  in  writing, 
putting  two  or  three  words  on  one  line￿" 
Case  7  (T.  S.  )  "I  Just  can't  get  out  the  words  -  they  stick  inside 
me.  1  can  tell  you  better  chat  I  mean  by  a  physical  demonstration? 
Case  35  (A.  A.  )  "kyº  brain  is  not  working  right  -I  can't  tpeak 
properly  -"  the  words  won't  come  and  I've  got  to  use  my  hands  to 
speak  like  a  dumb  persons" 
Casa  15  (,  T"H.  )  "I  try  to  do  without  wards.  I  think  what  impres- 
sions  I  want  to  give  and  then  trr  to  show  them  with  movements.  I 
might  gesture  with  my  hand  or  moves  my  head  «  facial  expression  - 
display  displeasure  by  frowning.  I  don't  let  tbo  words  revolve 
in  my  head  -  just  the  meaning.  I  let  the  meaning  run  round  in  any' 
head  and  understand  it.  " 
Case  25  (J"Q"I&cF.  )  "I  have  ideas  all  right  but  I  find  difficulty 
in  trans  erring  then  to.  other  people.  I  can't  explain  things  to 
people  unless  I  do  it  in  a  practical  way.  It  I  want  to  say 
something  I.  have  got  to  take  the  thought  and  add  on  a  movement  to (84) 
the  word  to  make  it  clear** 
Case  32  (A.  fi.  )  "Sometimes  I  cannot  talk.  I  try  to  keep  every- 
thing  stable  by  using  my  body  as  an  alternative  to  a  vast  flow 
of  words,  It's  a  sort  of  attraction  of  their  attention  away 
from  worde.  !  &y  body  is  an  instrument  of  self-expression  through 
which  I  can  live.  " 
Gase  2  (H.  F.  )  "It's  difficult  to  bpeak  in  words  -  can't  say 
s  hing  -  have  to  use  my  body  to  ton  people  arprthing.  ' 
Case  31  (J.  B.  )  01  can't  arrange  my  words  right.  Instead  of 
speaking  I  move  certain  parts  of  my  body,  nose  or  eyes  or  some- 
thing  to  give  people  a  picture  of  what  I  am  saying" 
Case  I  (Asp*)  'If  people  talk  to  se  about  anything  -º  say  the 
weather  -  my  mind  fools  no  response  and  I  have  difficulty  in 
finding  an  anewer  at  the  time.  Therels  nothing  there  and  I  can't 
gat  the  ideas  quick  enough.  I  can't  speak  it  out  so  I  reply  by 
just  moving  mr  head  or  hands  or  something  to  indicate  what  I  seen*" 
VII,  Disturbances  in  Motor  ?  unctions 
During  normal  development,  eoonozy  in  mental  turction 
and  adaptation  to  the  environment,  are  achieved  in  a  process,  by 
which  certain  activities,  after  constant  repetition,  become  more 
automatic,  so  that  they  can  be  carried  out  spontaneously,  With  a 
minimum  of  conscious  control.  Attention  is  progressively  less (8y) 
taken  up  with  the  activities  themselves  and  is  directed  more  towards 
their  goals.  tubie  (195)  describes  this  process  as  follows: 
«Prpoonscious  processes  drop  out  of  the  central  focus  of  conseioue* 
AM  through  repetition.  Thus  all  simple  activities  of  life  auch 
as  breathing,  sucking,  excreting,  moving,  crying,  are  originally 
random  and  often  explosive  acts.  Early  in  life  their  purposeful 
execution  is  learned  through  repetition,  by  which  they  become 
economically  organised  into  c  ergistic,  goal-directed  patterns" 
As  azpr  such  act  is  fully  learned,.  it  can  be  initiated  simply  by  a 
contemplation  of  its  goal;  and  as  this  happens  we  gradually-become 
unaware  of  the  intermediate  steps  which  make  up  the  sot.  This, 
great  economy  is  achieved  in  the  process  of  learning  by  repetition. 
It  is  in  this  way  that  we  become  able  to  walk  without  pondering 
each  step,  to  talk  without  working  out  the  movements  by  which  we 
enunciate  each  word...  The  importance  of  this  preconscious  system 
of  conscious  function  cannot  be  overestimated.,  It  is  incon- 
ceivable  that  we  could  have  arp  scientific,  artistic,  literary, 
mathematical,  or  indeed  any  creative  functions  without  the  capacity 
for  enormous  economies  which  preconscious  processess  possess.  " 
Thus  it  is  not  just  perceptual  activity  which  has  to  be 
organised  for  efficient  functioning,  but  also  motor  output. 
Uovementa  are  exeouted,  not  as  a  series  of  isolated  unit$#  but  as 
vhole  sequences,,  smaller  units  being  bound  together  into  larger 
unite.  Telford  (1956),  describing  the  nature  of  skill,  states  " 
"ähere  conditions  require  or  permit  virtually  exact  repetition  of (8  6) 
a  unit  many  times,  performance  tends  to  become  highly  stereotyped 
in  the  course  of  practice,  and  the  whole  cycle  can  be  run  off  very 
such  as  a  chain  ree  iaetise  with  each  member  acting  as  a  cue  for  the 
one  that  follows.  Sven  in  this  case,  however,  the  unit  seems  to 
behave  as  a  whole  rather  than  as  a  simple  chain  because  it  is  often 
impossible,  and.  almost  always  difficult,  if  a  cycle  is  interrupted 
to  begin  it  again  in  the  middle  without  some  rehearsal  of  the 
parts  already  completed.  " 
That  schizophrenia  patients  suffer  a  loss  or  autanation 
in  mental  funnctions  has  already  been  suggested  by  much  or  the 
clinical,  data  prevented.  above.  However,  the  following  reports 
may  serve  to  highlight  this  particular  change, 
Caere  27  (R.  a.  )  "I'm  thinking  too  muoh1  that's  the  trouble.  I010 
slowing  myself  down  aad  trying  to  get  myself  organised  just  step 
by  step.  I  know  I  can  talk  to  people  but  I  must  talk  slow,  too 
slow  maybe.  I'm  slowing  i  yselt  down  because  I  realise  that  it  I 
go  too  fast  I,  might  just  go  over  the  score  sort  of  style,  and  do 
some  damage.  Even  with  simple  things  now.  I  mean  if  I  sat  down 
just  now  to  write  a  letter  I  would  be  more  deliberate  in  all  aw 
movements'  otherwise  everything  would  go  too  Past.  " 
Case  15  (J.  ii.  )  n  when  Tom  sitting  writing  or  trying  to  do  tome- 
thing,  I  we  the  v  olc  system  of  activity'p  That  has  to  be  done 
has  to  be  brought  completely  into  any  consoiouwess.  It  used  to 
be  automatic  but  now  Zlve  to  conscious  it.  X  can  move  m  muscles (87) 
with  effort  as  if  they  are  thoughts  that  you  can  move  about*  I 
am  conscious  of  my  body  as'something  that  makes  awkward  movements" 
I  become  more  conscious  of  the  fact  of  breathings  I'm  reacting 
in  a  meohanical  way  to  people: 
Case  38  (i.  u.  )  one  of  my  movements  come  auto  natioally  to  me 
31o'"  Vve  been  thinking  too  much  about  them,  even  calking 
properly,  talking  properly  and  smoking  -  doing  anything.  Before 
they  mould  be  able  to  come  autanatioally.  " 
Case  22  (c.  G.  )5  "IP'I  do  something  like  going  for  a  drink  of 
water,  I've  to  go  over  each  detail  -  Lind  cup'  walk  over,  turn  tap, 
Pill  cup,  turn  tap  oft,  drink  it.  I  keep  building  up  a  picture. 
I  have  to  change  the  picture  each  time.  I've  to  make  the  old 
picture  move*  I  can't  concentrate#  I  can't  hold  things. 
Something  also  comes  in,  various  things.  It's  easier  if  I  stay 
still  ." 
Caae  25  (J.  *.  Mcp.  )  "I  think  too  much  about  what  I  amp  doing  and 
I  break  everything  up.  For  example,  I'm  sitting  here  talking  to 
you,  that's  one  thing.  Suppose  there's  a  'phons  over  in  that 
corner  and  it  rings.  I  listen  to  it  ringing,  that  is  two  things. 
If  I  got  up  and  walk  to  the  'phone,  that's  three  things"  while 
I'm  walking  over  there  I've  got  to  look  -I  see  things,  that's 
Pour  things.  That  puzzles  me  is  how  can  I  do  all  thlad  things 
at  one  time.  I'm  afraid  to  move  without  giving  all  YiCr  attention (88) 
to  it  because  if  I'm  doing  something  else  I  might  carry  out  the 
wrong  movement*" 
Case  36  (J"MoD.  )  "I  get  c  sod  if  I  try  to  do  several  things 
at  the  same  time.  I've  to  think  an  awful  lot  ahead  of  what  I'm 
going  to  do  and  it  takes  up  a  lot  of  time.  I'm  too  consoiouß  of 
everything  I'm  doing,  espeaiaUy  moving  and  speaking.  " 
Case  1+0  (J  w.  )  "My  brain  is  slowed,  up  and  nhcn  Z'm  talking  to 
someone  I  don't  know  what  to  say  back  to  them  to  koep  it  going. 
I  think  about  it  so  much  that  I  don't  know  that  to  soy  back.  I 
don't  seem  to  be  relaxed  when  I'm  making.  I'm  thinking  about 
it  in  case  I  might  be  doing  it.  wrong  and  Iom  trying  to  do  it  right 
by  just  trying  to  concentrate  on  eatery  step  I'm  taking«" 
Case  10  (A.  UoD.  )  91y  mental  faculties  have  become  impaired.  I 
am  more  acutely  aware  of  my  body,  my  fingere,  ry  lege,  my  eyes. 
I've  become  very  interested  in  how  they  work.  I  want  to  find  out 
more  about  their  functions  Sometimes  I  find  myself  up  and  doing 
things,  standing  up  or  carrying  out  a  movement  without  knowing  it 
first￿  and  then  realise  that  I  have  not  controlled  it.  " 
Case  3  (T,  MeL.  )  "x  can  do  -little  things  that  are  old  habits, 
like  polishing  my  shoes  or  washing  my  face,  but  when'  I  try  to  do 
anything  more  complicated  I  have  to  concentrate  very  hard  and  work 
it  out  in  the  mind  be  'orehand,  or  elm  I  get  into  a  spot.  It  I'm 
going  to  say  something  and  gat  another  thought  in  my  mind,  I  have (89) 
got  to  watch.  sind  carry  that  thought  that  I1m  going  to  says  out  firsts 
because  if  I  doult,  I'll'  forget  what  I'm  going  to  say  and  carry  on 
with  that  now  thought,,  -  and  it  means  m*  mind  is  running  along  two 
thoughts,  'Wells  it's  nearly  impossible  because  I've  got  to  drop 
one  or  the  other.  " 
Case  16  (1,8.  )  "I  find  it  very  difficult  to  do  things  now  #  just 
everyday  things  like  shavings  things  that  you  do  immediately  you 
get  up.  Just  things  that  I  use3  to  do  without  thinking,  like 
hanging  your  coat  up  or  taking  your  tea.  Iw  very  easily  put 
off  now  -  by  noises  or  people  epeaid.  n  to  me.  It's  trying  to 
concentrate  on  two  things.  Scmetimes  I  have  just  to  out  every. 
thing  short  and  sit  down.  " 
Theca  reports  suggest  that  schizophrenia  patients  have 
an  impairment  in  the  ability  to  carry  out  purposeful  activities 
which  were  previously  self-regulative.  They'appear  to  have  lost 
access  to  previous  learning  so  that'they  are  often  unable  to 
initiate  an  action  simply  by  contemplating  its  goal.  Instead, 
their  attention  seems  to  be  taken  up  with  the  intermediate  stops, 
which  now  reclAre  conscious  co-ordination.  There  appears  to  be  a 
loss  of'the  organisation  normally  inherent  in  motor  activity. 
Thus  much  more  detail  has  to  be  retained  in  immediate  memory  and 
consciously.  procesaeä  for  the  initiation  and  execution  or  simple 
actions.  In  addition,  the  conscious  co-ordination  of  motor 
sequences  is  vulnerable  to  distraction  by  other  stimuli  occurring (90) 
simultaneously.  The  sehizophrenio's  psychomotor  performance  is 
consequently  slow  and  deliberate,  and  readily  interfered  with, 
The  above  reports  refer  chiefly  to  the  loss  of  spontaneity 
in  moving  and  ipeaking.  However  it  can  be  inferred  from  the  rest 
of  the  clinical  data,  that  this  deficiency  which  is  associated 
with  a  heightened  awareness  of-mental  and  bodily  processes,  and 
flooding.  ot  consciousness  mith,  eacess  sensory  data,  applies  also 
to  auditory  and  visual  perceptual  tasks.  It  would  appear  then 
than  schizophrenic.  patients  suffer  a  loss,  of  economy  in  mental 
function  with  a  resultant  impairment.  in  adaptation  to  the  environ- 
ment.,  -Given  sufficient  time,  they  may  be  able  to  carry  out  a 
single  task  satisfactorily.  -However,  when  they  are  required  to  do 
two  or  more  things  at  the  same  time,  for  example  move  and  speak, 
or  look  and  listen,  then  this  impairment  in  mental  functioning 
manifests  itself  by  a  detriment  in  the  patient's  performance,  and 
possibly  results  in  a  blocking  episode.  It  has  a  ready  been  sugges- 
ted  that  impairment  in  the  oontinuou.  *,  and  simultaneous  processing 
of  information,  zV  result  in  a  disturbanoe-of  conseiousne$$  (p.  35) 
and  also  arouse  a  great  deal  of  uncertainty  which  impairs 
performance  (p.  16  ).  In  view  of  the  importance  of  these  suggestions, 
it  may  be  worthwile  quoting  a  few  conclusions  which  Telford  1958) 
derived  from  his  analysis  of  skilled  performance#  since  they  are 
relevant  to  the  data  which  has  just  been-presented. 
"A  result  of  change  in  skill  during  the  course  of  learning 
seems  to  be  that  when  learning  becomes  very  thorough,  conscious (91) 
control  seems  to  drop  out.  What  exactly  happens  when  this  stage 
is  reached  is  not  known.  It  seems  frequently  to  be  associated 
with  the  acquisition  of  r1  thm  and  thus,  presumably,  with  the 
attainment  of  larger  'units',  often  it  is  said  that  the  perfor- 
mance  has  been  passed  over  to  the  flower  centres'  of  the  brain. 
This  statement  is,  however,  unsatisfactory.  It  it  means  that  the 
cortex  is  no  longer  functioning,  it  is  clearly  untrue.  If  it 
means  that  so-called  higher  mental-processes  of  d.  heision  or  thought 
no  longer,  occur,  it  merely,  restates  the  observed  facts  in  a 
physiological  language  forehich  there  is  no  justification.  Work 
by  Leonard  (1953)  suggests  that  some  dropping  out  of  consciousness 
occurs  when  the  subject  is  working  under  such  conditions  that  he 
gives  his  whole  attention  to  signals  on  the  display  and  has  no 
time  or  need  to  give  attention  to  his  responding  lotions.  It 
seems  fairly  clear  that  this  can  only  occur  when  the  actions  are 
of  an  accuracy  such  that  their  outcome  is  not  in  doubt.  Wo  might 
thus  expect  that  well-practised  actions  could  be  carried  out  with 
relatively  little  conscious  attention.  Ltore  generally  the  view 
seems  tobe  tenable  that  what  we  recognise  as  consciousness  in  the 
full  sense  -  as  opposed  to  merely  not  being  asleep  -  arises 
esaentia144ben  some  uncertainty  requires  to  be  resolved  end  that 
the  apparent  loss  or  conscious  control  in  highly  practised  skills 
is  a  result  of  the  virtual  elimination  of  uncertainty  in 
performance, 
To  have  noted  that-the  human  perceptual-motor (92) 
Omechanisml-  receives  input  data  continuously  and  a  multamously 
over  several  channels,  .  and  is  able  to  take  action  continuously 
and  simultaneously,  with  various  effector  organs..  Sc  nowhere 
between  input  and  output,  boi  ver,.  there  seems  to  be  a  single 
channel  which  we  may  term  a,  decision  mechanism  receiving  data,, 
initiating  action  and,  there  necessary,  checking  the  occurrence 
and  rosults  of  action. 
'e.  must  regard  the  dcci  aicn  mechanism  as  .a  single  channel 
of  information  and  the  channels  feeding  it,  are  channels  of  infor- 
oration  rather  than  of  stimuli.  ,. 
The  decision  mechanism  appears  to  be  concerned  tund&- 
mentally  with  the  resolution  of  uncertainty,  hich  we  have  previo- 
usly  suggested  is  intimately  associated  with  conscious  attention. 
On  this  view,  when  a  performance.  is  so  thoroughly  learnt.  that  it 
becomes  'automatic',  it  can  be  carried  on  ile  leaving  the 
decision  mechanism  virtually  free* 
The  decision  mcahanism-%M  for  a  period  after  each 
signal  be  fully  loaded  so  that  other  signals  following  within 
this  period  will  have  to  be  stored  in  short-term  memory.  If.  ao 
asr'  arrive  that  the  subject's  short-term  memory  ia-overlooded,, 
some  signals  will  be  missed.  If  adverse  circumstances  or  ArW 
other  cause  reduce  the  capacity  of  short-term  memory  the  tolerance 
to  auch  bunching  ofýsignal  s  will  be  reduced.  Similarly,  ar  r 
slowing  of  the  decision  process  will  not  only  interfere  with  the 
accurate  timing  of  responses,  but  will  also  throw  an  undue  load (93) 
upon  short-ter  memory  and  lead  to  the}saue  result. 
Once  such  overloading  leads-to  break&own,  a  vicious- 
circle  situation  ms  r  easily  arise:  the  missing'  of  some  signals 
disturbs  the  flow  of  performance  and  interferes  with  the  subject's 
expectations  byydisrupting-the'coded'  sequences.  As  a  result, 
incoming  signals  have  to  be  dealt  with  piecemeal  and  in  consequence 
take  more  decision  time  so  that  performance  is  slowed.  This 
slowing  argravates  the'  very  factors  which  Lave  brought  it  about, 
and  the  whole  performance  tends  to  get  xorse  and  rorse  until  some 
limit  is  reached  and  performance  is  stabilised  at  a  lower  level.  ' 
VIU.  Emotional  Reactions  an4  DeyelMment  of  Delusions 
Toro-fifths  XW,,;  ))  of  the  patients  reported  experiencing, 
changes  in  visual  perception.  Although  the  time  of  onset  of  these 
changes  could  not  be  pin-pointed  precisely,  it  cmerged  from  the 
history  taking  that,  in  mur  cases,  these  chax  cs  occurred  long 
before  admission  to  hospital,  and  before  the  patimt  became 
noticeably  ill.  -  The  duration  of  illness  given  for  each  patient 
(Table  1)  is  therefore  only  approximate.  Examination  or  the 
development  of  these  changes'  suggested  that,  the  underlying  process* 
was  an  insidious  one,  even  in  the  other  dao,  apparently  acute, 
cases  With  Sudden  onset.  The  clinical  data  also  bested  that 
alteration  in  colour  or  sensory  quality  preceded  the  other  distur- 
bancea  in  visual  perception.  Lost  of  the  patients  o  experienced 
this  change,  reported  to  the  effect  that,  for  a  time,  everything (9  4) 
around  them  looked  fascinating,  objects  stsndir'  out  vividly  in 
contrast  to  the  background.  Theft  initial  charges  in  mental 
function  were  experienced  as  pleasant,  and  a  number  of  patients 
at  this  stage  vent  through  a  transient  period  oP  mild  elatiam, 
Coincident  with  this  alteration  in  perception,  these  patients 
appeared  to  regard  everything  with  new  signific8nnee  and  there  was 
a  general  tendency  for  their  interest  to  be  turned  to  ruminating 
about  the  world  and  life  in  genera].,  `ani,  also  to  specific  topics 
like  religion,  psychologr,  philosophy,  art  and  literature. 
Ilovever,  as  the  breakdown  in  visual  perception  progressed, 
and  as  the  other  disturbances  in  perception  and  cognition  which  have 
been  described,  developed,  this  early  emotional  reaction  changed 
to  one  of  very  intense  anxiety.  The  characteristic  complaint  at 
this  stage,  with  regard  to  vision,  was  to  the  effect  that  the 
patient  could  no  longer  see  objects  standing  out  clearly  from  the 
badkground,  and  that  instead  they  were  looking  at  may  irrelevant 
aspects  of  the  environments  and  were  'less  able  'to  perceive  objects 
as  meaning  ul',  holes.  At  this  stage  the  patient's  failure  to 
adapt  to  his  environment  became  more  manifest,  and  they  found  It 
increasingly  difficult  to  maintain  their  previous  working 
performance.  Short  bouts  of  depression  with  suicidal  ideation 
were  common  at  this  stage.  However,  none  of  the  patients  in  the 
study  committed  suicide. 
uarV  other  reaotions  which  gr  wally  developed  could  be 
traced  to  the  particular  defects  in  perception  and  cognition (95) 
described  above.  These  secondary  reactions  appeared  to  have  a 
common  underlying  aim,  which  was  to  reduce  quantitatively  the 
intake  of  sensory  stimulation  from  the  environment  at  any  particu- 
lar  time  and  also  to  restrict  motor  output.  For  example# 
clinical  observation  and  the  subjective  reports,  suggested  that 
the  patients  were  attempting  to  reduce  visual  stimulation  by 
voluntarily  maintaining  a  fired  gase.  The  disturbance  in  visual 
perceptual  constancy  (referring  to  size,  shape  and  distance) 
could  also  be  corrected  by  certain  types  of  catatonic  behaviour, 
but  this  vii2  be  discussed  separately  below.  There  also  was  a 
general  tendency  to  overcome  difficulties  in  speech  production  and 
speech  perception  by  avoiding  conversation,,.,  This  often  meant 
that  the  patients  had  to  avoid  people.  Thus  social  withdrawal 
was,  in  part,  a  voluntary  activity  carried  out  by  the  patient  for 
his  own  protection.  As  the  disease  progressed,  some  of  the 
patients  attempted  to  reduce  stimulation  by  more  concrete  methods 
such  as  plugging  their  ears,  or  keeping  their  eyes  partly  closed. 
These  reactions  appear  to  have  a  rational  purpose  of  maintaining 
some  degree  of,  stability  in  mental  function. 
However,  as  the  various.  phenomena,  described  above#.  were 
continuously  experienced,  the  patients  gradually  developed  leas 
rational  and  eventually  floridly  psychotic  explanations  to  account 
for  their  experiences. 
_ 
Paranoid  ideas  and  delusions  of  various 
hinds  could  be  seen  to  develop  in  relation  to  the  various 
categories  of  altered  experience  which  have  been  described, (96) 
In  most  cases,  the  delusions  were  multiple  and  usually  transient. 
In  no  case  did  a  delusion  appear  suddenly  in  the  patientis  mind 
without  a  previous  disturbance  in  perception  or  cognition. 
Delusions  expressed  by  individual  patients  could  be  traced  to 
disturbances  in  visual  perception,  speech  production,  perception 
of  speech,  and  blocking,  with  its  associated  phenomena  of  eoh& 
praxia,  dysprasia  and  oonfusion`of  identity. 
For  example,  cone  erning'vi  sual,  perceptual  disturbance, 
one  patient  (Caee'3,  T*Va.  L.  )  came  to  the  conclusion  that  other 
people  were  deliberately  putting  him  to  sleep  and  causing  him  to 
we  things  altering  in  eise  and  shape.  `  Anotber  patient  (Case  35, 
A.  A.  ),  in  relation  to  the  same  defeat,  expressed  the  delusion  that 
he  had  the  power  to  change  the  shape  ans  size  of  people  and  objects. 
Multiple  delusions  appeared  to  develop  simultaneously 
and  be  derived  from  the  patients  continuing  experience  of  blooldng 
phenomena.  Ten  patients  interpreted  this  change  in  terms  of  death 
and  resurrection,  and  at  the  same  time#  expressed  delusions  of 
identity,  claiming  to  be  Christ,  a  saints,  or  some  other  person. 
Six  patients,  who  at  an  earlier  stage  had  blamed  other  people4s 
talk  for  producing  their  disturbed  state  of  mind,  later  claimed 
that  other  people  were  making  their  minds  go  blank  by  using 
Iypnotism"  Seven  patients  were  convinced  that  other  people  were 
doing  it  on  purpose,  but  could  not  say  by  what  means.  Four 
patients  attributed  their  blocking  and  other  phenomena  to  unseen 
spirits  or  evil  agencies  taking  control  of  their  minds,  and  two (97) 
patients  blamed  radio  and  television.  Those  patients  who  experi- 
enced  and  demonstrated  echopraatic  phenomena,  expressed  the 
delusion  that  the  other  person,  whose  gestures  they  copied,  had 
control  over  their  minds  and  bodies.  -  The-  following  is  only  one 
of  many  examples  of  how  these  particular  patients,  in  the  later 
stages  of  the  illness,  interpret  blocking  and  echopractic  phenomena. 
The  patient  (Case  71,  T.  S.  ),  after  one  year'a  experience  of  these 
phenomena,  said  -  "People  are  trying  to  control  *y  brain  and  make 
my  boc1y  work  -  trying  to  take  over  my  body.  It's  a  medium  of 
winds;  everybody's  mind  is  connected  up.  -They  go  into  your  body 
and  take  part  of-your  body  and  put  their  parts  in  and  make  them 
move.  The  brain  power  gets  taken  away  but  I'  have  always  managed 
to  get  out  of  it., 
Three  patients  (Cases  70,8,  and  29)  had  a  aaluaion,  which 
appeared  to  be  a  projection  of  their  echopractio  experiences  on  to 
others,  that  they  could  control  other  people's  minds  and  bodies  and 
make  them  move  at  will.  Several  patients,  after  repeated  experience 
of  echoprazia  and  pantomine,  at  some  time  in  the  illness,  had  the 
delusion  that  they  could  communicate  with  others  without  using 
words  -  merely  transmitting  ideas  by  a  bodily  movement.  ,  At  an  even 
later  stage  in  the  illness,  these  patients-  claimed  that  they  did 
not  even  have  to  see  the  other  person,  but  could  transmit  ideas 
over  great  distances  by  telepathy,  and  that  also  their  thoughts 
could  be  read  by  others  in  the  sane  ways  Three  patients,  ihile 
conjuring  up  a  memory  image  of  a  females  expressed  the  transient (96) 
delusion  that  they  had  female  bodies*  Concerning  difficulties  in 
speech  production,  the  patients  tended  to-attribute  this  defeat 
to  the  same  source  as  their  blocking  experiences,  expressing 
delusions  of  influence  by  other  people  using  hypnotism  etc. 
Regarding  deficiency  in  the  perception  of,  speech#  the  patients 
at  an  early  stage  recognized  that  the  defeat  lay  with  themselves) 
later  they  blamed'  other  people  for  thetr  difficulty,  but  as  the 
psychosis  developed,  'the  defect  became  the  source  of  delusional 
ideas*  For  example,  one  patient  (Case  8#  D.  R.  D.  )  said  -  "It  all 
boils  down  to  the  fact  that  people  x  was  talking  to,  p  started 
talking  nonsense  like  babies.  I  thought  I  had  driven  then  mad. 
Their  talk  was  all  jumbled  up.  I  can  will  this  to  talk  nonsense. 
I  can  control  people  through  the  ether  and  make  them  gibbering 
idiots  who  talk  a  lot  of  rubbish.  " 
Finally  the  disturbance  in  motility  (dysprsxia)  could 
also  determine  the  content  of  deluaions.  For  eziunple,  a  patient 
(Case  10,  A.  McD.  ),  who  previously  had  some  insight  regarding  his 
difficulty  in  moving,  in  the  second  year  of  his  illness  Said  - 
"They  have  been  trying  to  put  me  off  my  teetI  there  is  no  doubt 
about  it  -  it  was  nay  legs.  I  cannot  make  a  movement  aßyuhere 
unless  it  is  with  my  legs.  They  can  talge  away  the  power  of  my 
legs.  " 
The  conclusion  suggested  by  this  study  is  that  delusions 
develop  insidiously,  and  are  preceded  by  a  considerable  period  of 
time  by  profound  disturbances  in  perception  and  cognition.  In (99) 
'these  schizophrenic  patients,  the  delusions  did  not  appear 
suddenly  'out  of  the  blue's  They  appeared  essentially  to  be 
attempts  on  the  patient's  part  to  explain,  what  was  for  them, 
a  real  experiences  Thus  these  delusions  could  not  be  defined 
as  'primary!  and  the  present  clinical  data  is  not  in  agreement 
with  the  view,  which  is  still  current,  that  disturbed  perception 
is  not  involved  in  delusional  deyelopmeut  in  schizophrenia. 
As  isolated  symptoms,  these  delusions  probably  do  not  harre  great 
diagnostic  significance,  and  since  they  occur  late,,  they  are 
probably  irrelevant  for  early  diagnostic  purposes.  However, 
where  diagnosis  is  in  doubt,  it  is  possible  to  use  auch  ideas 
or  delusions  as  clues  to  underlying  perceptual-  disturbances  which 
characterise  the  schizophrenic  paVchosis.  It  is  not  the  presence 
of  a  paranoid  idea  or  a  delusion  itself  which  is  important,  but 
rather  bow  it  has  developed  and  what  it  means  for  the  patient,  which 
should  be  considered  for  diagnostic  purposes. 
=0  W 
U.  Cogni  iye  Dyefunction  sn4  Cstatonio  Behaviour 
Blocking  phenomena  characterised  odwardly  byýa  transient 
period  of  immobility,  blank  expreeeion,  and  fixed  gase,  coouxred 
in  the  majority  (95%)  of  patients.  This  phenomenon  has  already 
been  discussed  regarding  its  relation  to  a  breakdown  in  perception 
and  cognition  (Section  II). 
Transient  periods  of  autism  were  encountered  in  the 
later  stages  of  the  illness  in  16  out  of  40  patients,  How  "r# ti  co) 
at  an  earlier  stage  some  of  these  patientsdeseribeä  that  they 
often  felt  compelled  to,  keep  silent  because  of  their  difficulties 
in  speech  production.  -  They  described  how  they  heal  a  fear  of 
saying  wrong  words  or  speaking  incoherently  to  others.  The 
voluntary  nature  of  this  symptom  is  illustrated  in  several  of 
the  reports  dealing  with  difficulties  in'apeeoh  production 
(Cases  12,  -19,22,23,29,  and  36).  A-few  hebephrenia  patients 
at  a  later  stage,  stated  that  they  sometimes  kept  their  hands  in 
front  of  their  mouth  Tor  the  same  reason,  as  one  patient  put  it 
(Case  29)  "to  keep  the  words-in", 
Echolalia  was  very  frequently  observed  in  the  majority 
of  patients  and  is  considered  here  to  be  eeaondary  to  the 
patient's  difficulty  in  the  perception  of  speech#  Repetition 
of  the  other  peraonOm  wards  appears  to  give  the  patient  time  to 
organize  them  into  a'eaninglul  pattern. 
Zchopraxia  has  already  been  discussed  and  is  likewise 
interpreted  an  being  due  to  the  breakdovrn  in  the  perception  of 
the  enviromuent9  Clinical  observation  suggests  that  echoprazda 
and  pantomime  are  corresponding  opposites,  the  forcer  bearing 
the  same  relationship  to  impaired  speech  perception  as  the  latter 
does  to  impaired  speech  production. 
Some  bizarre  actions  or  postures  wore  found  to  bb  the 
result  of  abnormal  perception  of  memory  1i  age$+  For  example, 
two  patients  (Cases  12  and  29),  while  conjuring  up  a  memory  image 
of  Christ  being  crucified!  stood  still,  with  their  arms  out-stretched (ioff) 
sidewaya" 
Soya  patients,,  also$  gave  an  interesting  account  of 
w1y  they  carried  out  certain  mannerisms  and  stereotypier.  For 
example,  one  patient  Cane  22,  C.  G.  )  said  »  "Thoughts  are  still 
coming  into  c7  head  that,  shouldn't  cane  in.  ,I. 
frortn 
,  or,  use  my. 
eyes  just  by  ýblinkdng  to  get  rid  to  these  thoughts.  "  A A. 
hebephrenio  patient  (Case  29￿  G.  H.  )-often.  showed  a  stereotypy 
of  rubbing  his  forehead  and  scalp*,  ,  hen  asked  miry  be  did  this, 
he  said,  . 
"It  seems  to  help.  Uassaging  my,  head  seems,  to  help  to 
clear  cy.  bead.  "  ,  A,  catatonic  patient(Case  12,  F.  A.  X.  )  sometimes 
uttered  isolated  words,  "to  see  if  the  words  vzoold  go  away"  " 
Another  patient  (Case  2p  H'F.  )  with  a  stereotypy  of  his  hands, 
said  that  he  kept  Waving  his  bands,  "to  tee  if  it  would  help  to 
get  the  words  I  runt  to  speak".  Another  patient  (Case  14r  U"!  cN.  ) 
shook  his  bead  z  thmioc11y'tro  tide  to  side  and  explained  that 
he  did  this  to  clear  the  confusion  in  his  mind#  ., 
The  majority  of 
patients  sera  negativistic  and  explained  their  behaviour  by 
saying  that  they  were  compelled  to  avoid  people,  especially  in 
conversation,  otherwise  they  would  become  mentally,  disturbed. 
Patients  wero  noticed-to  become  increasingly  negativistic  if  the 
obserger  spoke  too  quickly*,,  or  if  there  happened  to  be  a  lot,  of, 
extraneous  ý  stimulation.  ",.;  k￿  ,-},,  - 
Tho  majority  (ti  ree  quarters)  of  patients  aaperienoad: 
from  time  to  time  as  äifticulty  in  the  co'orUnation  of  movement. 
Their  ttoveaenta  were  therefore  slaw,  deliberate  mud  restriotcd. (102) 
This  lose  of  automation  with  regard  to  motor  output  has  already 
been  referred  to  and  appears  to  be  associated  with  the  heightened 
consoiougness  of  bodily  prooeseet. 
More  evert  and  more  prolonged  catatonic  behaviour  was 
exhibited  by  a  proportion  (16  out  of  40)  of  patients  who  experi- 
enced  a  breakdown  in  visual  perceptual  constancy.  These  patients 
kept  motionless  for  quite  long  periods,  for  several  minutes  at  a 
time  in  the  early  stage,  but,  as  the  disease  progressed,  some  did 
so  for  eeperai  hours  at  a  time.  The  following  reports  relate 
to  the  subjective-aspects  of  this  behaviour. 
Case  22  (C.  G.  )  "Everything  is  all  right  when  I  stops  It  I 
nova  everything  I  see  keeps  changing,  everything  Ilm  looking  at 
gets  broken  up  and  I  stop,  to  put  1t  together,  awn.  " 
Case  25  (J.  O.  MoY.  )  'If  I  try  to  keep  moving,  and  at  the  same 
time  try  to  pay  attention  to  what  I  see,  that's  when  things 
become  difficult.  That's  what  happens  in  emergencies.  I  don1t 
like  it.  I  get  into  a  panic.  Normally  it  doesn't  happen  because 
I  stop.  I  stop  to  get  the  depth  of  things,  also  I  get  the  feeling 
I  might  walk  into  a  wall.  I  have  got  to  slow  down  to  see" 
Stopping  obviates  the  flatness.  If  you  keep  going  the  flatness 
tends  to  continue.  I  stop  to  obviate  the  flatness  beoause'I  know 
if  I  continued,  the  flatness  will  develop.  You  only  see  a  still 
picture  if  you  don't  move  your  head  and  eyes. (1o3) 
Case  12  (F.  A,  K.  )  "  'hen  X  start  walking  I  got  a  fast  series  or 
pictures  in  front  or  use  Everything  seems  to  change  we  revolve 
around  me.  Something  goes  wrong  with  my  ayes  and  I've  got  to 
stop  and  stand  still,  " 
Case  40(A.  McD.  )  *I  have  got  to  control  Ur  movements  in  co- 
ordination  with  my  mind.  I  have  to  slow  up  pbysioally  or  else 
everything  I  look  at  comes  at  me  all  at  once  and  overwhelms  me: 
Case  29  (G.  H￿)  "Itts  as  if  you  were  seeing  one  picture  one 
minute  and  another  picture  the  next.  I  just  stop  and  watch  my 
feet.  If  i  move,,  everything  alters  every  minute  aria  x  have  no 
control  over  rr  logs.  " 
Case  32  (A,  N.  )  "X  ,  am  tryingfiow  to  concentrate  on  the  major 
issues,  not  tiz  things,  I  have  got  to  look  for  the  important, 
things  in  the  picture  in  front  of  me  instead  at  all  the  different 
bits.  If  you  don't  look  just  at  the  important,  things  in  the 
picture  you  got  all  fogged  up.  '  You  cannot  see  things  clearly, 
The  picture  gets  blurred  and  you  could  trip  over,  You  just  stop. 
Moving  on  could  be  dangerous.  " 
Finally,  one  or  two  patients  explained  that  they  con- 
trolled  all  their  movements  because,  as  marry  others  had  a  fear 
of  ,  eying  the  wrong  word  when  speaking#  they  had  a  fear  or  carrying 
cut  the  eorcog  movement  unless  they  controlled  it  consciously. 
This  is  illustrated  in  the  following  reports. (a  aka 
Case  25  (J.  O,  McP.  )  "I  am  afraid  to  move  without  giving  all  ter 
attention  to  Its  because  if  I  am  doing  something  aloes  I  might 
carry  out  the  va'ong  movement.  For  instance,  on  going  out  of 
that  door,  if  I  paid  attention  to  something  else,  I  might  stand 
on  zr  head.  Wrong  movements  are  inappropriate  to  the  situation. 
The  movement  you  made  just  now,  doctor,  is  a  good  example.  You 
moved  your  right  hand  with  that  pen  in  it.  You  put  it  to  your 
face  and  the  point  was  pointing  out  the  way  from  your  face,  but 
it  might  just  have  easily  turned  the  other  way  and  jabbed  you  in 
the  face.  "  The  above  report  illustrates  how  the  patient 
utilises  the  observer  as  a  model  to  which  he  may  refer  his  own 
difficultie  e. 
Case  1ü  (A,  tdcD,  )  This  report  also  contains  an  illustration  of 
the  projective  interview  technique  described  above.  The  patient 
In  the  second  year  of  his  illness  was  subject  to  standing  still 
like  a  statue  for  minutes  at  a  times  then  asked  directly  whey  be 
did  this,  he  was  unable  to  explain,  regardless  of  hoer  often  he  was 
askede  go  was  then  told,  "Imagine  you  see  a  man  standing  still 
like  a  statue,  die  doesn't  move.  That  reasons  can  you  think  of 
forthis  behaviour?  "  The  patient  replied,  "If  azybody  was  stand- 
ing  like  a  statue  he  would  be  performing  some  mental  test  "  that 
is  definite,  He  would  be  trying  to  control  his  movement.  He 
was  not  wanting  anybody  to  know  what  be  was  dohs-  He  would  be 
thinking  very  hard  about  something.  He  would  be  trying  to  empty (I  CO 
his  head  of  thoughts  to  enable  him  to  stand  still.  If  thoughts 
come  through  your  head  they  are  likely  to  be  transmitted  into 
action.  Most  of  the  things  he  might'do  would  be  involuntary. 
He  could  not  be  conscious  of  them.  Since  you  think  about  every 
movement  you  have  to  make,,  it  would  take  up  too  much  time.  It 
would  get  this  wayr.  He  might  become  conscious  at  every  movement 
cr  the  Majoiity  of  movements  And  if  be  has  to  think  sbout  them  it 
would  take  up  far  too  much  time.  '  lWhen  I  em  fully  oacpied, 
walking  or  talking  or  doing  scmething,  '1  can  concentrate  more 
easily￿  If  I  don't  do  this  I  get  peculiar  sensations.  Peculiar 
feelings  coming  up  my  arms  like  a  weakness*  I  should  do  some- 
thing  definite  or  active.  If  you  don't  it  becomestnpleasant; 
tension  mounta  until  you  berät  out  in  some  way  to  relieve  the 
tension,  -  It  has  to  do'with  what  is  going  on  around  you.  Things 
start  to  annoy  you.  "  This  patient  obviously  had  the  fear  that  it 
in  idea  of  movement  came  into  his  bead,  he  may  carry  it  out 
involuntarily. 
It  may  be  concluded  that  some  forms  of  catatonic  behavi- 
our  are  emotionally  determined  and  voluntarily  initiated#  at  least 
in  the  early  stages.  If  Is  probable  that￿  left  unchecked,  such 
behaviour  may  become  more  persistent.  It  would  appear  that  ma  º 
catatonia  gmptom3  may  be  more  purposeful  than  appears  supcr- 
ficia].  ly.  It  is  also  suggested  that  these  symptoms  are  related 
to  particular  defects  in  perception  and  communication,  rather  than 
to  any  underlying  psychogcnio  conflict.  It  may  be  possible  to (i  06) 
classify  such  catatonic  symptoms  by  reference  to  the  particular 
perceptual  or  cognitive  function  which  is  disturbed.  Finally, 
there  does  not  appear  to  be  ar  sharp  division,  with  regard  to 
these  symptoms,,  between  oases  categorised  as  hebephrenia  and 
catatonia,  since  this  type  of  behaviour  was  observed  in  both 
of  these  classical  subgroups.  Or  the  sixteen  patients  who 
showed  prolonged  catatonic  behaviour,  seven  (Cases  3,12+  14p 
250  27:  35,  º  40)  were  diagnosed  as  catatonic,  five  (Cases  15, 
21,26,29,38)  were  placed  in  the  beb  ephr5  3ß  subgroup,  and 
four  (Came  90  22!  24#  30)  were  difficult  to  classify,  that 
these  16  patients  had  in  co=on  was  not  aktendenoy  to  behave  in 
a  catatonic  fashion,  but  a  gross  disturbanoe.  in  visual  percep- 
tion  mich  appeared  to  be  intricately  connected  with  their 
motility,  The  other  feature  they  had  in  common  was  a  tendency 
for  the  illness  to  run  a  steady  downhill  course.  These  two 
features  differentiated  these  patients  from  the  rest  of  the  group. 
It  may  be  that  the  end  clinical  picture  is  determined,  not  so 
much  by  the  basic  disease  process  in  malignant  cases,  but  rather 
bot  the  individual  patient  reacts  to  his  deficiencies  in  percep- 
tion  and  cognition  and  that  methods  or  self-W#  be  amployss  acme 
electing  to  maintain  a  restriction  on  all  motor  activity  including 
speech,  others  deciding  to  relinquish  such  stratcgiea  at  the  price 
of  performing  in  a  discrgcniscd  fashion, 
At  aft  rate,  It  is  apparent  that  individual  emotional 
and  psychogenic  factors  play  some  part  in  the  development  of  the 
clinical  picture,  and  that  some  catatonic  types  of  behaviour  and (107) 
habit  deterioration  may  be  obcoked  by  appropriate  pgohotherapcutio 
*cans,  To  be  etteotivo9  the  pgyohotharapy  employed  would  have  to 
take  into  oanaidaration  the  patients  d  fricultL  u  in  perception 
and  cognition.  Siwh  an  approach  has  been  outlined  elsewhere 
(Chapman  &  UcChie,  1963)9 
2zs  ,  s1  2i 
The  various  pbommene  ehioh  b4ve  been  described  haue, 
to  come  extent,,  already  been  &tecussed.  It  retains  to  try  snä 
suar.  aarise  these  facets  or  schizophrenic  experience  and  behaviour, 
aä  to  discuss  the  signitioame  of  the  clinical  date,  as  a  whole* 
tith  regard  to  syaptoas  with  which  the  patient  first 
presented#  or  which  mere  first  noticed  by  relatives,  a  list  or 
see  of  these  is  gtWen  in  Table  4  (Qpponix  i))»  It  mey  be  scan 
that  those  aymptoms  and  coasp  is  are  si4I  tr  to  those  described, 
In  more  detail,  by  Dillies  (1958)  "  It  was  found  on  enquiry# 
however,  th4s,  in  individual  patienta,,  such  complaints  were 
multiple.  Taking  the  p  as  &  whole,  every  kizl  or  neurotic 
aywptom  was  encountered  In  the  ear]y  sts&et  or  the  disease.  This 
or  course  is  in  a  eaeat  with  me  otter  clir  ioai  studies,  some 
or  which  boo  been  cited  (p"  2  ).  In  pa.  rtiaula  rt  intense  anxiety 
reactions  were  almost  Invariable,  ocourrifg  more  Praqu*ently,  that 
depression.  äovever,  whcn  a  comparison  was  made  between  indivi- 
dual  aases$  although  a  fei  isalatad  symptoms  or  the  same  kiz 
tended  to  crop  up  in  difrarent  patients'  it  all  the  patients' (108) 
&ymptona  were  con$ldered,  then  no  coon  pattern  amerged.  One 
or  the  conclusions  of  the,  present  study  was  that  these  presenting 
symptoms,  spontaneously  complained  of  by  the  patients￿,  were 
supert'iaial  and  had  more  to  do  with  the  Individual  patient's 
emotional  reactions  to  his  illness,,  rather  than-to  the,  underlying 
disease  process  itself,  .{ 
Sn  contrast￿  than  the  patientt  s  subjective  eaperiemes 
were  examined,  in  detail,  a  certain  pattern.  did  seem  to  emerge, 
although  this  was  by  no  means  uniform,:  The  group  or  anomalies 
which  were  found,  hero  been  seen  to  refer  to-disturbances  in 
attention,  perception,  neraor7,  motility,  thinking  and  speech.. 
Although  the  reports  of  patients  suggested,  that  these  disturbances 
did  not  occur  evenly  throughout  the  group,  it  was  interesting  that 
when  any  one  of  the  phenomena  did  occur#  it  was  experienced  by 
different  patients  in  a.  relatively  stereotyped  way.  It  is  sugges- 
ted,  then,  that  the  disturbances  which  have  been  described,  have 
lave  to  do  Frith  the  patient's  personality  reactions,  but  are  more 
basio,  to  the  schizophrenic  process  itself..,  Also,  those  various 
anomalies,  taro  together,  resemble  defects  round  in  organic 
cerebral  disease  more  closely,  than  neurotic  disorders.  -  The 
clinical  findings  in  the  present  study  therefore  support  the  view 
that  schizophrenia  is  an  organic  illness,  and  it  is  possible  that 
those  previous  studies  which  have  concentrated  on  comparing  the 
onset  of  schizophrenia  with  neuroses  have  been  rather  misleading, 
rf ti09) 
It  is  not  the  purpose  of  the  present  atu4y  to  make  a 
detailed  comparison  between  schizophrenia  and  organic  diseases 
as  a  whole.  However,  it  is.  of.  interest  that  there  appears  to 
be  a  close  resemblance  between  some  or  the  subjective  experiences 
described  by.  echisophrenio  patients,  end  the  iotal  phenomena  of 
temporal  -  lobe  epilepsy,  ý  Iioweter,,  ae  :  summarised  in.  Table  3 
(Appendix  C),  there  also  appear.,  to  be  important  difrerenacs,  in 
respect  of  the  degree  or  bob'  image,  disturb  snco,  idookinetia 
d.  yspraxia,  confusion  of  identity, 
.  echoprauial  attention  disorder, 
and  the  degree  :  of,  disordered,  visual.  perception#  Although  there 
is  an-overlap  between  temporal  lobe  and.  parietal  lobe  symptcma- 
toloMr,  the.  eymptons  which  have  just  been  motioned  are  more, 
typical  of  parietal  lobe  disorders  (Critchley,  1953).  Perhaps 
it  should  be  mationed..  at  this  paint,  that  only  one  patient  out. 
or  the  40  (Case  14,  R.  MeIT")  had,  a  history  of  epileptic  seizures, 
grand  mal  in  type,  In  addition,,  those  patients  who  reported  the 
phenomenon  most  floridly,  were  subjected  to  cleotro-enoephalo- 
graphio  (E.  E.  G.  )  examinations,  the  records  being  within,  normal 
limits. 
Concerning  theoretical  interpretation#  the  clinical  data 
which  has  been  presented  above,  endorse  the  hypothesis  that,  in 
schizophrenic￿-there  is  a  disturbance  in  the  selective  and 
inhibitory  functions  Of  attention,  thich,,  in  certain  conditions, 
may  to  associated  with  an  overloading  of  short-term  aemorg  with 
irrelcyant.  sensory  data.  1n,  other  words,  the  alteration  in (11  o) 
perceptual  and  cognitive  processes,  which  manifeste  itself  as  a 
loss  of  automation  and  economy  in  mental  function,  together  with 
a  need  for-conscious  voluntary  control  and  co-ordination  of  ' 
ecnsory-motor,  activity,  may  place  such  a  strain  on  the  achiso- 
phrenio'  a  immediate  memo  y,  that  his  performance  of  any  mental 
task  is  very  faulty  and  easily.  interfered  with.  Thus  the 
schizcphrentc"s  difficulties  cppear  to  become  maximal  when  he 
actively  engages  in  any  sensory-motor  activity,  ý  particularly  if 
be  tries  to  do  'several  things  atý  the  one  time.  It  'seems  that 
the  patient  will"be  much  less  disturbed  if  he'  restrUts  all  forms 
of  sensory-motor  activity,  and  it  may  be  inferred  from  many  of 
the  patients'  statements  that  this  is  what  'they  try  to  accomplish. 
It  ay  help  to  understand  this  concept  of  schizophrenic 
behaviour,  If  we  refer  to  "the  many  experimental  studies  of  no=l 
attentive  and  perceptual  behaviour.  'broadbeut  (1958,1963)4  on 
the  basis  of  a  considerable  body  of  evidence,  draws  the  fofowing 
conclusions,  which  accord  well  with  those  of  Telford  (1958), 
mentioned  above  (p.  90)o  "  The  evidence  suggests  that  the  brain 
has  a  limit  to  its  capacity  for  performing  several  tasks  aimul- 
taneeous  y.  Broadbent  postulates  a  sing-le  decision  channel  with 
a  limited  capacity  for  handling  information,  as  it  enters  short- 
term  memory  storage.  Information  is  held  in  short-tern:  memory 
with  a  very  limited  time  span,  in  the  order  of  a  ,  few  acconis. 
It  is  therefore  impossible  to  attend  to,  and  handle  more  than  a 
critical  amount  of  information  in  a  given  time.  In  order  to (iii) 
overcome  the  'limitations  inherent  in  this  system,  some  ifilter' 
mechanism  must  operate  on  the  intake  of  sensory  data.  Broadbent 
and.  his  colleagues  have  demonstrated  that  the  -probability  of  wW 
data  being  selected  to  pass  through  the  filter  depends  on  certain 
atrributes  of  the  stimuli  in  question  and  upon  the  current  state 
of  the  organism.  This  work  has  also  shown  that  the  limitation 
of  the  human  communication  channel  is  an  informational  one,  so 
that  the  number  of  stimuli  to  which  we  can  respond,  at  any  one 
time,  is  determined  by  the  amount  of  information  they  contain. 
It  is  thus  possible  to  deal  with  more  than  one  sot  of  data  at 
a  time,,  only  if  the  informational  demands  of  each  task  are  call. 
In  order  to  function  efficiently,  the  individual  must  be  able  to 
select  and  process  information,  in  such  a  way  as  to  avoid  over- 
loadinj  his  limited  capacity  to  deal  with  lt. 
Uodern  evidence  about  immediate  memory  suggests  that  it 
is  a  separate  process  from  the  long-term  sort  (Broadbent,  1962). 
The  evidence  suZzests,  a  view  of  immediate  t  emory  as  involving 
continuous  action  on  the  part  of  some  meohenisz,  which  is  also 
heeded  for  dealing  with  perception,  and  which  cannot  do  both  at 
once.  Continuous  tasks,  which  involve  even  a  alight  load  on 
memory,  era  very  vulnerable  to  distraction.  The  experimental 
investigations  have  shown  that,  when  information  is  presented  at 
a  rate  above  the  individual's  maximum  capacity  for  dealing  with 
it,  performance  breaks  down.  Broadbent  concludes  that  some  of 
the  results  of  experiments  on  abort-term  m  mory,  emphasise  the (ii  2) 
importance  of  -  interference  and  of  rehearsal  as  a.  possible:  moans 
of  oombatting  interference. 
These  concepts  derived  from  experimental  p  rchologioal 
research  in  normal  subjects  mqr  be  utiliaecl  in  order  to  under 
stand  some  aspects  of  schizophrenic  behaviour.  Schizophrenic 
patients  appear  to  have  a  defect  in  some  neuropl7siological, 
mechanism,  which  makes  them  unable  to  select,  for  retention  in 
short-term  memory,  only  information  relevant  to  the  task  in  hand. 
Their  immediate  memory  appears  vulnerable  to  intrusion  by  irrele- 
vant  information.  They  area,  therefore  unable  to  perform  several 
tasks, 
.  within  the  range  of  normal  performance,  and  perceive 
accurately  at  the  same  time.  As  several  patients  reported,  in 
their  own  words,  they  -  "cannot  do  two  thine  at  the  one  time". 
If  they,  attempt  to  do  so,  then  either  perception  becomes  disturbed 
or  else  psyohomotor  perfozmanoe  is  Interfere&  with.  It  is 
therefore  possible  to  see  some  rational  purpose  in  the  eehiso- 
phrenio'e  attempts  to  restrict  all  sensory-motor  aotivity.  With 
regard  to  Broadbent's  suggestion  that  rehearsal  mg7  be  a  means  of 
combatting  interference,  it 
. 
is  interesting  to  view  some  forms  of 
schizophrenic  behaviour  in  this  light.  For  example,  eeholalia, 
end  the  deliberate  anticipation  of  motor  acta  with  reference  to 
a  series  of  images  of  movement,  could  be  regarded  as  forme  of 
rehearsal,  attempts  to  combat  interference  in  their  performance. 
Returning  to  the  clinical  data,  it  may  be  concluded 
that  the  perceptual  and  cognitive  changes  described,  contribute (113) 
considerably  to  the  -prsychopstbolojy  of  the  illness..,  specific 
anoaalies,  clearly  msy,  in  pert,  determine  the  nature  and,  content 
of  some  synptons.  When  a  schizophrenia  complains  that  the  world 
around  him  has  changed,  in  terms  or  his  own  experience,  he  may 
be  stating  a  literal  fact,  end  it  ie`perhaps  not  suprising  that 
he  betins  to  ruminate  and  search  for  explanations  to  account  for 
this  change.  Bizarre  hypochondriacal  ideas  may  likewise  be 
derived  fr=  true  disturbances  in  body'  image.  Ideas  that  sex 
has  changed,  er  fears  of  homosexuality  are  not  necessarily 
derived  fron  psyc  hogenic  conflict,  but  may  develop  as  a  result 
of  abnormal,  perception  of  memory  images  of  the  opposite  sex. 
If  the  ebscryations  made  in  thin  study  are  valid,  then  the  schizo- 
phrenic  in  literally  at  the  mercy  of  his  environment.  It  is 
therefore  understandable  that  the  patient  adopts  a  hostile 
attitudes  and  social  withdrawal  and  negativism  appears  at  least 
in  part,  to  be  voluntarily  initiated  to  protect  himself  from  this 
environment.  The  most  complex  aspects  of  the  schizophrenic's 
environment  appear  to  be  social  ones.  Other  symptoms,  mutismp 
some  forms  of  cvtatonto  immobility,  have  also  been  seen  to  relate 
to  particular  aspects  of  the  breakdown  in  perceptual  and  cognitive 
function,  as  were,  as  the  psychosis  developed,  delusions  of  all 
kinds,  but  particularly  delusions  of  influence  and  delusions 
referring  to  communication. 
Concerning  impai  ent  of  speech  in  achisophrenia,  the 
conclusions  which  are  suggested  by  the  present  stuar  an  not  in (114) 
accord  frith-thoee  expressed  by  Critchley  (i%4)  in  a  brief  dis- 
cussion  of  paychotia  apcech.  Icoordina  to  Critohley,  in-sehiso,  - 
phrcnia,  there  is  no  true  inaccessibility  of  incrds=  spoooh 
impairment  in  cahizopbre:  d.  a  is  a  product  of  the  patiext's  gradual 
withdr&?  el.  frc  the  community;  cchisc  hrontcs  dtv  not,  like 
nphasio  patients,  while  strug  lin,  to  ray  a  "yea*,  attar  n  *no"r 
nor  do  they  eke,  out  their  difficulties  in  tpeeoh.  by  the  use,  of, 
gesture  or  pontomine;  else,  the  cahixophrenic  is  loss  a  v=v  cr  d 
less  ezcticncl2y  disturbed  by  his  deficiency  in  speech.  Critohlear 
infers  from  these  various  observationst  that  ochizophrcnia  speech 
icpzl=cnt  is  not  cphaeic. 
The  clinical  data  presented  cbcve  contxicta  with  all 
of  theta  points  mentioned  by  Critahley.  It  appears  that.  schizo- 
phrcnic  patients  do  ha  va  a  true  difficulty  in  word  finding, 
although  it  tends  to  be  episodic  in  occurrence,  and  very  similar 
to  the  parcxys  el  dyephaaias  which  occur  in  teoporel  lobe  epilepsy'. 
Further#  the  difficulty  in  speech  relates  to  bath  expressive  and 
receptive  aspects  of  cocnuntaation.  Rather  than  difficulty  in 
Speckinn  beiz;  a  product  of  soaiua  vithdrvsap  the  clinical  data 
illustrates  that  echisophrenios  tend  to  avoid  other  people  because 
of  their  defective  capacity  in  co=unicating.  Also,  schizophrenics 
particule  4,  y  those  with  catatonia  e  toms,  vere  observed  to  give 
a  negative  reply,,  they  really  wished  to  say  "Ice",  and#  with 
some  eeburrassaent￿  correct  theeselves.  These  yotn4  eahisophreeia 
patients  were  certainly  aware  of  their  defects  in  speech  and  in (115) 
the  early  Steges,  expreseed  'appropriate  emotional  reactions  about 
it.  Finally,  as  has  been  mentioned  above,  the  patients  in  the 
present  study  quite  frequently  resorted  to  gesture  and  pantoeine 
to  facilitate  transmitting  their  ideas  to  others.  It  is 
suggested  here  then,  that  the  disturbances,  both  in  production  and 
perception  of  rpeeoh  in  schizophrenia,  indieate  that  a  true  aphasia 
is  present.  1!  omweeyer,  as  in  some  other  organic  states￿  it  tends 
to  be  paroxysul  in  occurronce,  and'isnot  easi3,  y  elicited  unless 
specially  looked  for.. 
The  present  thesis  has  attempted  to  focus  on  c33cZnosin 
and  does  not  purport  to  outline,  the  natural  history  of  schizophrenia. 
h  owevers  since  the  follow-up  study  extended  in  maxV  cases  to  five 
years,  it  may  be  worth  mentioning  something  of  the  -outcome  with 
regard  to  the  presence  of  the  various  phenomena  which  have  been 
described.  The  distribution  of  the  phenomena  in  question,  in, 
relation  to  individual  patients,  is  listed  in  Table  5  (Appendix  E) 
with  a  rou3h  indication  as  to  course  and  outcome.  The  data 
suggests  that  gross  disturbance  in  ",  -  visual  perception  on  the 
whole,  is  a  bad  prognostic  ymptce.  The  illness  in  patients  who 
reported  this  tgmptom  in  the  early  Steges,  underwent  a  downhill 
course,  the  end  clinical  picture  being  that  of  hebephrenia  or 
deteriorated  catatonia:  --'  An  noted  earlier,  oatetcnio  gymptcros 
occurred  in  both  of  these  subgroups  of  schizophrenia.  Those 
patients  classified  as  catatonic  appeared  to  be  reacting  to  their 
disturbed  visual  perception  mainly  by  voluntarily  controlling  and (ii6) 
restricting  their  own  movromentb.  -  Hebephrenic  patients  did  the 
same,  but  more  sporadically,  and  catatonic  behaviour  in  their 
case  was  clouded  over  by  a  host  of  other  positive  symptoms,  wäile 
in  those  classified  as  catatonic,  such  behaviour  was  the  prtminent 
feature,,  the  other  symptoms  being  largely  negative.  In  general, 
if  the  patient  experienced  an,  of  the  phenomena  ehtoh  have  been 
described,  the  course  of  the  illness  -.  tended  to  be  malignant. 
In  particular,  apart  from  visual  perceptual  changes,  the  sub4eotire 
experience  of-echoprsuia  appeared  to  be  a  bad  prognostic  sign. 
Those  patients  who  did  not,  report  experiencing  the  last  two 
phenomena  (disturbed  visual  perception  and  eohoprezia)  tended  as 
a  group  to  have  more  paranoid  symptoms,  and  later=in  the  illness, 
more  persistent  deluslonso  and  their.  illneas  tended  to  run  ,a  more 
benign  course. 
With  zegard  to  early  die  noisie￿  it  is  not  suggested  bare 
that  er  one  of  the  above  phenomena,  taken  singly,  in  pathognmio 
of  schisophrenis.  &itb  the  possible  exception  of  the  complex 
blocking  phenomenon,  it  is  evident  that  these  defeats  soy  occur  in 
other  organic  states.  As  with  other  approaches  to  the  clinical 
diagnosis  of  echiaophrenia,  it  is  stt),  ],  the  overall  picture  which 
should  be  considered.  The  main  difference  between  the  present 
approach  mid  previous  ones  dealing  with  early  diagnosis,  Is  that 
the  pattern  of  symptoms  considered  important  is  organic  in  type. 
There  is  also  more  likelihood  of  agreement  being  obtained  as  to 
the  operational  definitions  or  the  terms  used  in  diagnosis.  It (117) 
is  true  that  the  schizophrenic  "  pgVchosi8  may  be  mask+eä  by  multiple 
neurotic  eymptome,  but,  '  there  seems  little  doubt  that  eohizo" 
pbrenics  experience  the  basic  ayaptane  of  the  disease  right  from 
the  outset.  ----"-.  " 
However￿  as  in  marW  cases  of  cerebral  disease,  the 
above  phenomena  tend  to  be  episodic  and  Pleating.  They  are  seldom 
reported  spontaneously  by  the  patient,  but  must  be  looked  fez'. 
These  phenomena  are  very  readily  missed  in  single  interviews  or 
even  in  a  series  of  interviews,  unless  the  examination,  is  orien- 
tated  towards  eliciting  organic  changes  in  mental.  function.  The 
difficulty  in  assessing  auch  aprmptoms  at  an  early  stage  Use  in 
the  fact  that  they  occur  in  the  realm  of  subjective  experience 
and  are  not  noticeable  outwardly.  From  this  point  of  vie,,  it 
may  be  said  that  the  schizophrenic  is  his  on  beat  observer#  and 
since  in  most  oases  the  patient  has  repeatedly  experienced  some  or 
all  of  these  changes  long  before  he  attends  for  edamination,  it  is 
important  to  tap  this  wealth  of  changed  experiences  utilising  the 
patient  Is  memo  y'  resources.  This  can  be  done  more  easily,  the 
more  intelligent  the  patient,  "In  suspected  oases  where  the 
diagnosis  is  in  doubts,  neurotic  symptoms  should  perhaps  be  die« 
regarded,,  and  the  patient  should  be'asked  specific  questions 
regarding  his  attention,  -.  peroeption,  motility,  memory  and  expressive 
and  receptive  aspects  of,  speech,  , Azy  complaint,  no  matter  hors 
vague#  of  bis  mind  going  'blank',  or  being  in  a  dase#  trance  eta*, 
should  be  actively  pursued$",  since  further  examination  mar  reveal (118) 
the  occurrence  of  blocking  phenCmsnar  Also,  as  mentioned  above 
(p,  j  80),,  one  of  the  earliest  changes  in  ecbisophrenio  experience, 
involves  impairment  in  the  process  of  empatlW  with  other  people. 
Here  again,  this  change  is  subjectively  experienced  by  the  patient 
long  before  blunting  of  affect  can  be  overtly  noticed,  and  if 
asked,,  °  ho-  ti  q  be  able  to  report  this  symptom*,  If  the  patient 
has  difficulty  In  the  spontaneous  description  or  his  experiences, 
it  may'  be  useful  to  use  the  projective  interview  technique  which 
has  been  described.  Experience  over  the  years  has  oonf'imed  the 
usefulness  of  this  measure,  If  such  phenomena  are  elicited  from 
young  patients,  the  illness  may  then  be  differentiated  from  neurosis 
and  affective  and  paranoid  pgqchoees.  Using  this  approach,  the 
most  likely  sources  of  difficulty  will  occur  with  cases  of  temporal 
lobe  epilepsy  -  and  cases  of  cerebral  tumour  or  other  brain  damage, 
particularly  of  the  parietal  lobe,  but  these  are  conditions.  which 
can  be  eliminated  by  history-taking  and  other  pbydeal  methods  of 
examination, 
The  suggestion  that  the  phenomena  which  have  been  - 
desoribeä  be  ueehul1Y  applies  to  diegnoeis,,  is  strengthened 
by  the  tact  that  it  is  possible  to  test  their  Yaliditq  by  experii 
aental  means,  The  present  author  bee  been  associated  with  a 
series  at  experimental  studies  concerning  the  effects  of  distraction 
on  perception  and  immediate  seaway,  on  p4rchomotor  pertoraanoe} 
and  as  the  perception  at  speech,  in  schizophrenia  patients.  This 
Laýrsoný196ýr,  a,  b,  a).  work  hao  been  reported  elsewhere  (VcGhie,  Chapaa  n& (fig)-. 
,, 
The  conclusion  that,  schizophrenic  patients  bare  en 
inability  to  attend  eeleotivelyto  incoming  infcveationg  has  been 
reached  independently  by  several.  groups  of  warkerei,  utiUaing 
different  moans  of  investigation.  The  work  of  TJcokowios  and  hin 
colleagues,,  who  showed  reduced  visual  perceptual  constancy  in 
achizaphrenio"patients,  has  already  been,  ecntionod..  (p.  16). 
This  defect  was  later  shorn  . 
to  have  a  "positiie>  correlation  p4th 
thought  disorder  (reekoaica  &,  Ble  tt1  1959).  Zn  the  present 
stuc'y￿  the  clinical  findings  auyggeste4;  the  preaerxce.  of  disturbed 
body  Image  end  self-identity  in  schizophrenia.  Teckowics  A 
Sommer.  (1960)  carried.  out.  several  studies  which.  ohoaed  that.  body 
image  and  self  concept  (pelf). 
, 
inpaired.  in,  schizophrenic  . 
patients  ",.  , 
These  authors  concluded.,  "There  is  a.  close  relation- 
ship  between.  the  perception  and,  knowledge  of  the  external,  world, 
of  one'  a  body,  anl,  of  one'  a  seif..  One  -inf.  Lue  ces.  the  other,  all 
three  are  affected-in  schizophrenia,,  probably.,  by  a  disturbance  of 
tome  underlying  pi  yaiological  mechanism.  *,  This  group  of  worloers, 
reviewing  all  the,  experimental  findings,  concluded  that  the  abnor- 
salities  of  thinking.  and  perception,,  in,  schizophrenia  patients 
could  be  described,  as  an  inability  to  attend  selectively  or  to 
select  relevant  Information..  Venables  and  his  colleagues  (1962, 
1963},  in  a  series  of.  studies  ,  of  the,  arousal  level  of  ,  schizophrenia 
patientz;  also  concluded  that  mayor.  of,  their  behavioural,  abnor- 
raalities  were  due  to  a  defeat  in  selective  attention,  Pgyne  and 
his  colleagues  (1959#-1960,,,  1961,1963),  in  an  extensive  series (120) 
or  studies  on  peyohotio  thinking,  '  showed  that  aohisophrenio$ 
could  be  differentiated  from  other  psychotic  patients  by  the 
factor  of  «overinolusion'  in  thdr  thinking,  and  that  this  was 
dependent  on  a  disorder  of  the  attention  processes,  On  the 
basis  of  mai  y  years  of  experimental  investigations  of  eohiso- 
phrenio  patients,  Shakow  (1962)'  reached  the  following  conclusion  -º 
"It  is  as  if#  in  the  scanning  process  which  takes  place  before  the 
response  to  a  stimulus  is  made;  the  schizophrenic  is  unable  to 
select  out  the  material  relevant  for  optimal  response.  He 
apparent]y  cannot  free  himself  from  the  irrelevant  among  the 
numerous  possibilities  available  for  choice.  In  other  words, 
that  function  which  is  of  equal  importance  ass  the  response  o. 
stimuli,  namely  the  protection  gggUll  the  response  to  stimuli￿ 
is  abeyant,.,  These  irrelevant  associations...  would  appear  to 
arise  from  three  sources;  chance  distraotors  from  the  environ- 
sente  irrelevancies  from  the  stimulus  situation;  and  irrelevan- 
cies  from  past  experience...  The  mare,  presence"  of  these 
irrelevant  factors  seems  to  lead  the  aohisophrenio  to  give  them 
focal  rather  than  group  signifioance#'signal  rather  than  noise 
impßrt.  e 
It  may  bo  oonoluded,  thong  that  such  of  the  clintoal  data 
which  has  been  presented  in  thia'thesia,  correlates  well  with  a 
considerable}  steadily  growing,  body  off'  experimental  work  in 
schizophrenia,  The  clinical  approach  which  has  been  outlined, 
otters  a  tentative'aethod  whiah'could  possibly  be  developed  for (121) 
the  purposes,  of  olasei#ying  schizophrenia  illnesses  inýa  now  way. 
Per  example,  the  clinical,  data  eug,  esta  that  those  patients  who 
experience  a  disturbance  in  visual  peroeptian,  =Ay  be  separated  out 
from  the  rest  of  the  group.  If  such  a  clinical  approach  were 
combined  with  cxporiaental  psychological  testing,  it  may  be 
possible  to  introduce  ace  acientif"ic  order  into  claasitioatiori, 
by  increasi.  ns  the  precision  vith  which  more  homogeneous  groups 
may  be  delineated,  high  is  a  prerequisite  ai  baoohem.  cal  and 
other  pbysioal  investigations  of  schizophrenic  pigohosea, 
IBM= 
A  detailed  clinical  study  of  char  ,  es  in  mental,  function,, 
subjectively  expericnoed  by  a  group  of  40  youa  schisophrenia 
Patients,  13  reported,  Various  phmicne  a,  #  ro3ated  to  äiaturbazoea 
in  attention,  perception,  zAe  ox7#  motility,  and  apoech,  are 
desoribot  an4  si$cuseod,  with  speoial  refercnoe  to  car1y  diagno  l.  s. 
It  is  suggested  that  these  phenomena  may  be  subaeotivo?  y  experi- 
enced  by  the  patients  long  betoz'e  at  xa  of,  established  disease 
appear  overtly  It  is  argued  that  the  clinical  data  preecnte! 
support  the  vies  that  schizophrenia  3s  an  organic  psycEhosis,  end, 
also,  that  the  impsirment,  in  speech  in  this  disease  is  aphasic  in 
nature.  The  various  anomalies  dasoribod  care  interpreted  in  terms 
0,4,  *  a  broakdoun  in  the  selective  and  inhibitory  functions  of  atten- 
tion,  which  n  rl  in  certain  conditions,  be  aasodated  with  an  over. 
loading  of  short-term  memory  with  irrelo  ct  sensory  data.  The (122). 
experimental  work  in  schizophrenia  which  supports  this  hypothesis 
is  briefly  mentioned￿  and  the  data  is  viewed  against  a  background. 
of  experimental  psychological  research  findings  in  normal  subjects. 
It  is  suggested  that  the  alteration  in  the  perceptual  and  paVcho- 
motor  functions  in  schizophrenia,  räsults  in  a  flooding  of  conscious- 
ness  with  redundant  inforaationj'  to  a  degree  which  is  far  beyond 
the  limits  of  normal  experience,  *'  Blocking  phenomena  are  regarded 
as  transient  disturbances  in  consciousness  produaed'by  excessive 
stimulation  from  internal  and  external  sources.  '  A  clinical 
comparison  is  made  between  the  latter  phenomenon,  and  epileptic 
disturbances  of  consciousness,  the  important  differences  being 
noted.  Various  emotional  changes,  catatonic  symptoms  and,  the 
development  of  delusions  are  discussed  in  relation  to  particular 
defects  in  perception  and  cognition,,  '  Finally,  the  tentative 
suggestion  is  made  that  the  clinical  approach  outlined  may  be 
utilised,  in  conjunction  with  experimental  psychological  metthods, 
for  the  purpose  of  classifying  schizophrenic  illnesses  in  a  more 
specific  manner.  ' 
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DETAILS  0?  Sc  HZZOPH  LC  PA  'TENTS 
N 
Cam  Initials  Age  Sex  Status  'Operation 
Duration 
of  Illness 
in  Months 
1-  D.  O.  S.  31  K  S  Labourer  1 
2  H.  P.  25  9  S  Labourer  2 
3  T'McL.  30  Y  8  French  Polisher  2 
4.  A.  P.  32  M  U  Elsctroplater  2 
5  T,  C.  J,  28  9  3  Music  Teacher  3 
6  G.  S.  27  U  M  Labourer  3 
7  T.  S.  31  U  3  Labourer  3 
8  D.  R.  D.  22  U  S  Meteorologist  3 
9  J.  D.  20  U  S  Bank  Clark  3 
10  A.  UcD.  31  U  S  Brickl.  or  3 
11  G.  C.  22  U  S  Marino  Engineer  3 
12  F.  A.  K.  20  9  S  Apprentice  Turner  4 
13  C"U.  22  K  5  Student  (Technical)  5 
14.  R.:  acN.  30  9  8  Plumber  6 
15  J.  H.  20  U  8  Student  (Arts)  6 
16  1,3.  17  K  S  Schoolbgy,  6 
17  J.  O.  U,  23  9  11  Labourer  6 
18  S.  D,  32  P  U  Housevire  6 
19  C.  b!  cD.  18  U  8  Apprentice  Jeweller  6 
20  11.!  c.  22  U  5  Store  er  6 
21  J.  Y.  26  M  S  Student  (Arts)  8 
22  C.  G.  27  U  8  Clerk  9 
23  S.  G*  25  M  3  Technical  Clerk  12 
2k  't.  $.  30  U  s  Electrician's  gate  12 
25  J.  O.  UcP.  24  M  8  Apprentice  Charter-  12 
ed  Accountant 
26  G.  S.  C,  25  U  S  Pare  Worker  12 
27  R.  ä.  29  U  S  Production  Clerk  12 
28  T.  UaD,  21  9  S  Labourer  14« 
29  G.  H"  21  U  S  Apprentice  Slater  16 
30  A.  UcG,  20  N  S  Apprentice  Surveyor  18 
31  J.  B.  22  U  S  Sawmill  Worker  18 
32  A.  H.  20  N  8  Student  of  Art  18 
33  J.  E.  U.  22  Y  8  Student  (Arts)  19 
31*  G,,  B"  22  U  3  Jute  Worker  24. 
35  A.  A,  23  M  8  Labourer  24 
36  J.  UcD.  28  u  if  Jute  Worker  24 
37  J.  A.  UcY.  28  9  S  Labourer  24. 
38  1  ,  U.  19  P  3  Clerksss  24 
39  A.  J.  T.  17  U  3  Schoolboy  28 
4.0  J.  W.  31  U  U  Laboratory  Assistant  33 8 
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t.? APPENDIX  C-  TABLE  3 
CLINICAL  COMPARISON  3ETV'EEN  SCHIZMNW!,  NIC 
. 
ND  EP  .  PTIC  DISTURBM  CES  OF  CONSCIOUSNESS 
Clinical  Feature  Petit  Mai  (PM)  Grand  Mal  (GM)  Psychomotor  (PS)  Schizophrenia 
.  Mods  of  onset  Abrupt  Abrupt  Gradual  Gradual 
2.  Precipitation  by  sensory  stimuli  Rare  Infrequent  Infrequent  Very  Frequent 
3.  Approximate  duration  of  attack  Briefs  Longer  than  Pg.  Intermediates-  Intermediates 
2-30  sacs.  1-30  wins.  10  was-2  wins. 
4.  Phenomena  experienced  subjectively 
during  development  of  an  attacks 
Aura  Rare  Frequent  Frequent  Absent 
Disturbance  of  body  image  Absent  Absent  Infrequent  and  mild  Present  and  severe 
Ideokinetie  dyspraxta  Absent  Absent  Absent  Present 
Eehopractic  impulses  Absent  Absent  Absent  Present 
Inability  to  screen  out 
irrelevant  stimuli  Absent  Absent  Slight  Severe 
Effect  of  distraction  on 
short-term  memory  None  None  Mild  Severe 
Disturbance  of  visual  perception  Absent,  Absent  Mild  Severe  and 
(rapid  shut  down)  (rapid  shut  down)  (Metamorphopsia)  generalised 
Impairment  of  identity  "  Absent  Absent  Mild  (Detachment  Severe.  Confusion 
from  self)  of  identity 
Hallucinations  Absent  Absent  Frequent  Absent 
Acute  anxiety  at  onset  Absent  Absent  Frequent  Very  frequent 
Dysphasia  Absent  Absent  Frequent  Present 
Intrusion  or  orom]ing  of  thoughts  Absent  Absent  Mild  Severe 
,  De`jI  4n  Absent  Absent  Frequent  Frequent 
5.  Observable  changes  during  attacks 
Fixed  gaze  and  blank  expression  Present  Absent  Frequent  Present 
Immobility  Present  Absent  Frequent  Present 
Incoherence  of  speech  Absent  Absent  Frequent  Present 
Falling  with  convulsions  Absent  Present  Absent  Absent 
Incontinence  Rare  Present  Infrequent  Absent 
Self-injury  Absent  Frequent  Absent  Absent 
6.  Disturbance  of  consciousness  Brief  logs  More  prolonged  Severe  clouding  %hicb  Brief,  mild  clouding 
loss  may  be  slow  to  clear  which  clears  rapidly 
7.  Amnesia  Complete  Complete  Incomplete:  Recall  of  Minimals  Recall  of 
early  part  of  attack  gceabr  p  wt  cd  attack 
8.  Cessation  of  attack  Abrupt  Gradual  Gradual  Abrupt 
9.  Physical  symptoms  following  attack  Rare  Frequent  Rare  Absent 
Headache  eta. APPENDIX  D-  TABE  4-  PRESENTING  COMPLAMS 
Case 
No.  Initials  1  2  3 
I  D.  G.  S.  Change  in  experience  of  self  Confusion  of  thought  Withdrawal 
2  U.  F.  Concern  with  condition  of  feet  Loss  of  interest  Preoccupation  with  bodily 
functions 
3  T.  ttcL.  Aggressive  behaviour  Lassitude  Persecutory  ideas 
4.  A.  F.  Anxiety  Grandiose  preoccupation  Ideas  of  reference 
5  T.  C.  J.  Anxiety  Loss  of  concentration  Persecutory  ideas 
6  G.  S.  Marital  problems  Suicidal  ideas  Persecutory  ideas 
7  T.  S.  Ruminating  about  life  Withdrawal  y  Ideas  Pes 
8  D.  R.  D.  Religiosity  Loss  of  efficiency  o  to  entrate 
9  J.  D.  Restlessness  Preoccupied  with  bodily  functions  Seclusiveness 
10  A.  UcD.  Loss  of  concentration  Withdrawal  Religiosity 
11  G.  C.  Backache  Religiosity  Ideas  of  reference 
12  F.  A.  K.  Concern  about  facial  Aggressive  behaviour  Ideas  of  reference 
13  C.  U. 
appearance 
Anxiety  Hypochondriacal  ideas  Suicidal  ideas 
14  R.  McN.  Sensations  in  chest  and  Irritability  Lassitude 
abdomen 
15  J"A"  Philosophical  ruminations  Fear  of  homosexuality  Lack  of  feeling  for  relatives 
16  I.  3.  Truancy  from  school  Religiosity  Depression 
17  J.  0.  M.  Inability  to  mix  with  others  Ideas  of  reference  Persecutory  ideas 
18  S.  D.  Lack  of  interest  Attacks  of  limpness,  trembling  Ideas  of  reference 
and  staggering 
19  C.  HcD.  Eypoehondriacal  ideas  Self-consciousness  about  speech  Peeling  of  deadness 
concerning  nose 
20  141.  Anxiety  Poor  concentration  Perplexity 
21  J.  Y.  Moodiness  Solitariness  Religious  preoccupations 
22  C.  G.  hypochondriacal  preoccupations  Obsessional  ideas  Ideas  of  reference 
23  S.  G.  Self-conscious  of  appearance  Inability  to  enjoy  anything  Ideas  of  reference 
y 
21+  wý 
qt 
Dysph  gia  Inability  to  concentrate 
25  J.  O.  YcF.  Loss  of  efficiency  Loss  of  interest  Lassitude 
26  G.  S.  C.  Headache  Poor  memory  Fear  of  mixing  with  others 
27  R.  N.  Self-consciousness  Listlessness  Depression 
28  TeHoD.  Feeling  body  is  changed  Ideas  of  reference  Withdrawal 
29  G.  H.  Hypochondriacal  preoccupations  Moodiness  Solitariness 
30  A.  UcG.  Loss  of  feeling  Poor  concentration  Moodiness 
31  J.  R.  Poor  sleep  Sexual  preoccupations  Ideas  of  reference 
32  A.  U.  Peeling  separate  from  others  Year  of  insanity  Unreality  feelings 
33  J4.  M.  Feeling  of  inadequ"y  Fear  of  homosoxuality  Confusion  of  thoughts 
3tF  G.  R.  Self-consciousness  Moodiness  Seclusiveness 
35  A.  A.  Da  -dreaming  Loss  of  efficiency  at  work  withdrawal 
36  J.  MoD.  Self-consciousness  Inability  to  mix  in  company  Numb  fooling  in  face 
37  J.  A.  McF.  Aggressive  impulses  Anxiety  Persecutory  ideas 
38  R.  M.  Various  somatic  complaints  Loss  of  concentration  Day-dreaming 
39  A.  J.  T.  Infatuation  with  stranger  Moodiness  Ideas  of  reference 
40  J.  W.  Loss  of  concentration  Day-dreaming  Inability  to  think APPENDIX  E--  TABLE  5 
DISTRIDirrXa  07  PII  OM  TNA  REPOT  ED  !  ND  OUT  M 
Case 
Ro.  Initials  I  II  III  IV  V  IVi  VII  Course  and 
1  D.  G.  S.  +  +  +  +  ON  C 
2  H.  P.  «  +  s  +  » 
' 
+B 
C  3  T.  UcL.  +  +  +  +  -*  ++ 
4  A.  F.  -  +  ..  +B 
5  1`"C.  J"  +  -  +  B 
6  G.  S.  +  +  +  - 
ý-B 
7  T.  S.  -  «  -  +  +  ++jC  8  D  "R.  D  "  -  +  +  +  0-  -+A 
9  J.  D.  ý  +  +  +  +  +  ++C 
10  A  "DLcD  "  -  +  +  +  +  +fA 
11  G.  C"  -  +  B 
12  F.  A.  K.  +  +  +  +  +  t+C 
13  C.  M.  -  +  -  +  -  ..  +B 
14  R.  McN"  +  +  +  +  +  ++D 
15  J.  H"  +  +  +  +  +  ++C 
16  I.  S.  -  +  +  +  ""  +A 
17  J.  O,  U  "  -  +  +  +  «  «!  +C  1 
18  S.  D.  1  ..  + 
'19  C.  UcD"  -  +  +  +  +  ++B 
20  1  W  OU  0  -  +  +  +  ""  ++A 
21  1  J.  T.  +  +  +  +  -  ++C 
22  C.  G.  +  +  +  +  +  ++B 
23  S.  G.  -  +  +  +  -  -+C 
24,  W.  R  "I  +  +  «  -  -  -+C 
25  J.  0",  ioF.  (  +  +  -  -º  w  ++B 
26  G.  S"C"  I  +  -  +  -  ""  +C 
27  R.  W.  I  +  +  +  +  +A 
28  T.  McD  "  -  +  +  +  -  +B 
29  G.  U.  +  +  +  +  +  .r+D 
30  A.  HcG.  +  +  +  +  -  «º  +B 
31  J.  R.  -  +  to  -A 
32  A"ü.  +  +  +  +  ++C 
33  J.  E.  M.  -  +  +  +  -  "+B 
34.  G.  R.  -  +  +  +  -+B 
35  A.  A.  +  +  +  +  -  ++C 
36  J  "McD  "  -  +  +  +  +  ++C 
37  J"A.  MoF.  -  +  -  -  --B 
38  K.  H.  +  +  +  +  +  ++D 
39  A.  J.  T.  -  +  +  +  --B 
0  JV*  +  +  +  +  -  ++D 
%  Total  1  40%1  95%  8aýb  3.9  55ý  72.5% 
x-  Disturbance  in  Visual  Perception  A-  Maintaining  improv  ast 
II  -  Blocking  Phenomena  after  first  opisoae 
IM  -  Disturbances  in  Speech  Production  B-  Frequent  remissions 
IV  -  Disturbance  in  Aesop  cn  cC  Speech  and  relapses 
V-E  chopraxia  C-  Insidious  Deterioration 
VI  -  Gesture  Language  D-  Dementia 
V1I-  Disturbances  in  Motor  Functions 